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Dr. Edward E. David, Jr.
Sclence Adviser to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Deor Ed

I have a very negative reaction to the proposed Presidential Initiatives on
Communications for Social Needs.

lam sure | am unduly cynical, but my Immediate reaction fs that this Is a
way to justify new NASA satellites. 1am also suspicious that people might
feel that a Presidential Initiative would give such high priority that the projects
would not have to suffer the dangers, risks and delays of planned, wel -thought
out and open~to~criticism type

The FBI fs well organized, and their needs are quite straightforward and hardly in
need of a Presidential Initiative to solve them.

The Post Office has many needs and has to study many alternatives, but to con-
centrate on one could be very embarrassing.

Promising significant help In urban problems by use of communications Is on area
where angels should fear to tread. Before proposing 13 new channels of educational
television, much analysis of previous éxperience should be carefully made before
this idea is even leaked to the outside.

We could instead propose bold new experiments to develop the "best mall system In
the world" and bold new experiments to demonstrate uses of modern technology in
health, education and urban problems.

1 would encourage the FBI, but | would not use It for publicity because It does not
make for good political propaganda.



Dr. Edward E. David, Jr. 2 October 14, 1971

The Office of Science and Technology could use these experiments as vehicles
to demonstrate how science explores unknown fields. We might start a tradition In

government science that could be a more significant contribution than anything else.
tom afraid that many of the administrators within the community are confused between

buying tools and doing sclence. in most of these problem areas, we don't know what
the answers are and we have to use systematic and probably traditional scientific methods

for finding the optimum answers.

We should be sure that they define their problem and that they lay out the alternatives
and systematically go about finding the best alternative. After o set of experiments,
results should be reviewed and then the next step token according to the predetermined
plan. Above all, the final answer should not be predetermined because the President
was talked into making It a Presidential Initiative.

I probably missed the introduction of this set of Initiatives, and because of my Ignorance,
my comments might be rather naive.

1 look forward to seeing you next Monday.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth H. Olsen
:

KHO/d



October 12, 1971

NOTES ON ELECTRONIC MAIL

1 was very pleased with the enthusiasm and competitive spirit of the Postal Service.
Their proposal however sounds like they are committed to electronic mail and they
really should be committed to the best possible mail service. This means programs
and experiments to solve all of their problems.

Some version of electronic mail | would assume Is Inevitable, but It will take careful
planning and careful experiments to demonstrate what form It will take. it will take
a great deal of discipline on the part of the users, and careful selling and introduction
to make sure that the results are acceptable.

When the problems of equipment to handle, read and produce on each end are solved,
they moy, without electronic transmission, solve much of the Post Office's problem.

If electronic mail Is readily accepted by the public, it might be that if the bulk of its
application is in the production of bills which would be largely local, there might be
no need for large transmission facilities.

The system might become easily saturated ond therefore very unpopular because it
would be so easy to generate personalized junk mail,

If the costs of communications gets very low it would encourage competition, particularly
If the Post Office lost its monopoly position. With low line costs, a network system
like TELEX that presented facsimile or fast printing might take care of much of the
business mail.

The proposal seemed to ask for much technology development to avold the need for
tational rate fixing. {if each plece of mali wos made to pay its fair share, it would
help solve many of the problems of the Post Office.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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BBEQEHHE

Boesoe mpHMeHenve HCTpeGuTenel-nepexBaTYHKOB CBA3AHO C pa3-
JWYHRIMH O6acTAMH HayKH HM TexHHKH. Jana ycnewHoro HCNO1b30Ba-
HHA CBOeFO OPyKHA H3yYaIOT KOHCTPYKUHIO JeTATE-IbHbIX

alnapaTos H BOOpyXCHHA, ANHAMHKy NomeTa, TeOptio Goesoh spdexk-
THBHOCTH, TAKTHKY BO3LYWHOrO Oom H Apyrve AMcuMMINHEI. Kak no-
Ka3biBaeT 0630p OTKpbITON 3apy6exHON ANTepaTyPbl, YaCTb H3 KOTO-

poli ykasana B KOHIe KHHTH, Han6onee No"pobuo K HacTOAUeMy Bpe-
MeHH OMHCaHb! OOLINe NPHHNMNE AeficrBHA CaMOMeTOR H paket. SHauH-
TeNbHO MeHbille, NPHYeM Pa3PO3HEHHO B PASMHUNbIX HCTOUHHKAX,-~ KO-

AYeCTBEHHBIe MeTOAbI OMEHKH OoeBOrO MPHMeHCHHA ABHaLHH.
JiuuaMuka MaHeBpHpoBaHHa HcTpe6uTena B B03LyUIHOM Ooo 06-

CTOATeNbHO paccMoTpeHa B N3BecTHO KHHre B. A. ByauucKxoro
(1]*. Ognako B stoi KHHTe He paccMaTpHBalOTCA noceqHHA 9Tan

NepexpaTa BOSAYWHOM Wenn- HaBeweHHe pakeTH Ha Heb- H BOMPOCH!

sektTHBHOCTH NepexBata. OOutie MorOKeHHA HM MeTOMbI pacueTa
Goesoh sdtbeKTHBHOCTH OpPy2KHA ONHCAHb! B KNHTAX (3, 4, 8], a Bonpo-
cht Goesol SscekTHBHOCTH JleTaTe/IbHBIX ammapaToB B {3, 14, 15].
B autepatype [9-21] MpHNUNMb! yNpaBeHHA, KHHeMa-

THKa H AHHAMHKa NOMeTa paket, MeTOAbl HaBeQCHHA MCTATE/IBHbIX

anfapatos Ha BOSLyWHbIe Her. Muorie BONpPOCHI Goesoro npHMelie-
HA HcTpeOuTeted-nepexBaTunKOB HanaraioTcA B BHAe cTateil B OT-

KpbITOH OTeYeCTBEHHON (22-24] H oco6eHHO B 3apyOexHON neyaTH

{25-28], xoTH GOOMbUIHHCTBO STHX MaTePHaNOB HOCHT ONHCAaTeJbUbIA

XapakTep, a KONHYECTBEHNLIe COOTHOMIEHHA He MOBOMATCA HO MPOCTbIX

pacueTHbIx dopmy. Taxus o6pa30mM, xoTa 6oenoe NpHMeHeHHe HcTpe-
Gutenefi-nepexBaTUNKOB H ABASIETCA MpeAMeTOM PaCCMOTpPeHIIA BO

MHOFHX HCTOUNNKAX, TEM Ne MeHee B HACTOAINee BPCMA HET KHHTH, NO

KOTOPO! MONO GLINO GLI COCTABHTb MOCTATOUNO NOTHOe npeycras.1e-
Hie O TIPHMeHEHHN anayTHYecKHX MeTOROB MpH liccnesoBaHHn 6oe-

BOrO NpHMeHelHA HcTpPeOnTerel-NepexBaTUHKOB.

* Homep B KBampatHof cKoOKxe B AaHNOM cnyuae HB nocaeayiollem TeKcTe

osHauaeT NOpamKostf HoMep HCNOADsOBaHHOA AHTepaTypLy, CNHCOK KOTOpoh

Hew B KONME KHUTH,

1"
8
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INTRODUCTION.

The combat employment of fighter-interceptors is connected with tne

various areas of science and engineering. For the successful use of their

seapon the airmaces study the airfrane structure and armament, flight

dynamics, theory of combat effectiveness, to the tactician of the dogfight

and the other disciplines. As it shows a survey of the open foreign

literature, are frequent from which is shown at the end of the book, most

detailed at the present time are described the general/total operating

principles of aircraft and rockets. It is considerable less, whereupon are

separate in various sources, - the quantitative m2thods for an evaluation

of the combat employment of an aviation.

The dynamics of the maneuvering of fighter in the dogfight is

However in this
thoroughly examined in Vs Ae Bulinsky's known book [1] *-

book are not examined the last/latter stage of the interception of air

purpose/target - the missile guidance to purpose/target - and the questions

of the effectiveness of interception. The general/total positions and the
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methods of calculation of the conbat effectiveness of weapon are described

in the books [3, 4, 8], but the questions of the combat effectiveness of

the flight vehicles in [3, 14, 15]. In literature [9-21] are set forth the

principles of control, the kinematics and the flight dynamics of rockets,

the guidance methods of the flight vahicles to air purpose/targets. Many

questions of the combat employment of fighter-interceptors are set forth in

the form of article in open domestic [22-24] and especially in foreign seal

= 25-28], although the majority of these materials bears descriptive nature,

but the numerical ratios are not led to simple dasign equations. Thus, the

khtoya the combat employnent of fighter-interceptors and is the object of

examination in many sources, nevartheless at the present time there is no

book, on which it would be possible to compose the sufficiently full

representation of the use of the analytical methods during the

investigation of the combat employment of fighter-interceptors.
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methods of calculation of the combat effectiveness of weapon'are described

in books [3, 4, 8], questions of the combat effectiveness ofthe

thers)tie flight vehicles in [3, 14, 15]. In literature [9-21] (are set forth the

principles of control, the kinematics and Gia] flight/dynamics of rocket

the guidance methods of the flight vehicles to sir purpoee/targets. Many

questions of the combat employment of fighter interceptors are set forth in

the form of article"infopen domestic [22-24] and espectally in/foreign >
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[25-28], although the majority of these materials bearsYdescriptive

wet' the numerica led to simple design equations. Thus,

employment of fighter interceptors and-is the object of

examination in many sources, nevertheless at the present time there {is no

by
bookVee which it would be possible to compose page suffictently

representation of the use of the analytical methods during the

investigation of the combat employment of fighter interceptors.
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INTRODUCTION

The combat employment of fighter interceptors is connected
with the various areas of science and engineering. For the
successful use of their weaponry the aviators study the aircraft
structure and armament, flight dynamics, theory of combat effective-
ness, tactics of aerial combat and other disciplines. As a survey
of open foreign literature shows, part of which is shown at the
end of the book, at the present time the general operating
principles of aircraft and rockets are described in most detail.
Considerably less described, separately in various sources, - the
quantitative methods of evaluation of the combat employment of
aviation.

The dynamics of maneuvering a fighter in aerial combat is
thoroughly examined in V. A. Bulinsky's known book [1] However
in this book there are not examined the last stage of interception
of an aerial target - missile guidance to the target - and
questions of the effectiveness of interception. The general
positions and methods of calculation of the combat effectiveness
of weapons are described in books [3, 4, 8], and the questions of

1The number in the brackets in this case and in the subsequent
text means the ordinal number of the literature used, the list of
which is given at the end of the book.

FTD-MT~24-1158-72



the combat effectiveness of flight vehicles in [3, 14, 15]. In
literature [9-21] there are set forth the principles of control,
the kinematics and dynamics of rocket flight, the guidance methods

of flight vehicles to air targets. Many questions of the combat

employment of fighter interceptors are set forth in the form of
articles in the open domestic [22-24] and especially in the foreign
press [25-28], although the majority of these materials bears a

descriptive character, and the numerical relations do not lead to

simple design equations. Thus, although the combat employment of
fighter interceptors is the object of examination in many sources,
nevertheless at the present time there is no book by which it
would be possible to compose a sufficiently complete representation
of the use of analytical methods during the investigation of the
combat employment of fighter interceptors.

FTD-MT~24-1158-72
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Distribution of Electronic Mail Over the Broad-
Band Party-Line Communications Network

"WILLIAM B."GROSS, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract Cable television (CATV) is unique in that it is the only
wire, besides telephone, with potential access to 80 million customers.
Many new services have been proposed to utilize this access from
meter reading to transmission of an entire book in seconds. The
author postulates that electronic mail is the market CATV should
pursue and describes the market potential, a system design in some
detail,'and an estimate of the costs involved. An intriguing result of
this analysis is the possibility of sending mail electronically for only
10 cents a letter.

I. NEw Rote or CATV ELECTRONIC MAIL

business in the United States. Access to this market of 60
million households and 20 million business subscribers is

likely to cause a radical change in the services supplied by
CATV systems since direct access to the customer virtually
guarantees an increase in magnitude and diversity of service.
CATV is in this enviable position.
CATV has now grown to the point where it can inde-

pendently promulgate its growth. With 2300 systems on
line and 4 million subscribers, production of software (TV
programs) and hardware has reached the point where one
can consider the economies of scale. Further, by virtue of
its entry into the metropolitan markets, CATV will be

expanding at an even steeper rate. New York City is now
being wired and other major cities are not far behind. Thus,
one can see that CATV is at an important juncture. De-
cisions as to which new markets are undertaken will deter-
mine whether CATV will grow in value and importance or
level off into being an alternative to other entertainment
media.
With CATV's broad-band capability and access to sub-

scribers, the door to new markets is open. Many new ser-
vices have already been proposed [1], [2] and generally
relate to information dissemination, computer services,
and communication services (see Table I). Of all these
services, a choice ofmail as the most important new market
should be considered.
Mail has a known predictable volume, and it is huge. By

1980, 108 billion pieces ofmail per year will be handled. The
ability of the Post Office to handle the present volume is

marginal. Over the past decade, service has declined to such
an extent that a crisis is developing. Thus, if one can de-

velop an alternative to the physical transportation of mail
at an equitable price, the door is open for entry into this

Manuscript received March 20, 1970; revised May 6, 1970.
The author is with the General Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

TABLE I

PROPOSED CATV SERVICES

Broadcast Point-to-Point Store and ForwardReal-Time

Commercial TV Telephone Library access
Instructional TV Videophone Newsprint and magazines

Computer services
Interactive instruction
Time-shared computation
Aided design

Transaction exchange
Remote vending
Airline and theatre tickets
Point of sale vending
Banking and credit
Securities

Polling
Meter reading
Voting
TV shopping

Mail
Alphanumeric
Graphic

Commercial radio Telegraph/teletype
Instructional radio :

CABLE television (CATV) is in the unique position
of being the only wire, in addition to telephone,
ultimately to have access to every household and :

:

Source: EIA response to FCC Docket 18397, Part V,+Electronic In-
dustries Association, October 29, 1969. :

market. That such a substitute exists has already been de-
termined by the President's Commission on Postal Organi-
zation [3]. They indicate that the telephone is used as a
substitute for about 2 percent of all mail and that the class
of mail known as "'transaction mail" is most amenable to
electronic substitution.
Transaction mail consists of those communications

relating to bills, purchase orders, proposals, and the like.
In general, they consist of alphanumeric information and
thus are susceptible to transmission by teletypewriter or
other electronic typers. Further, mail does not require
immediate delivery; i.e., it can be stored and forwarded.
These two factors, alphanumeric information plus store
and forward, permit development of an electronic transac-
tion-mail system that can provide mail at 10 cents per letter.
At this price, demand is inelastic, and electronic mail is a
direct substitute for all transaction mail. In reality, demand
is elastic. Other substitutes such as Telex, TWX, PMS, and
facsimile are $1.00 or more per letter, yet they all enjoy a
substantial volume. Although ten cents per letter has been
used herein, considerable pricing latitude would be avail-
able to the CATV operator electing to introduce the elec-
tronic mail service.
The immediately available market is that called business-

to-business transaction mail. This comprises 16 percent of
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TABLE 1]

SERVICE CLASSES

Service Class Characteristics Where Used Comments

Instant Full time Local Will handle most transaction matl and data.Low speed (150 600 wpm) Instant full-time access dictated by man machine interface.Alphanumeric (ASCII-8)

Immediate 3-second delay maximum Local and national Required to satisfy response to inquiryVariable speed (50 bits/s to 20 Mbit/s) Speed varies with subscriber station capability and data requested.
Within 4 hoursSame day National Permits spreading traffic over 24 hours.

Overnight By 0700 next morning Interchange Reduces National Interconnect capacity.

all mail and would represent a volume of 17.3 billion mes- The man-machine interface has these basic character-
istics.sages per year by 1980. At 10 cents a letter, this market of

$1.73 billion provides a respectable foundation for the de- 150 wpm typing speedvelopment of the electronic mail service. Expansion of 600 wpm reading speedservice would be directed toward all transaction mail, instant accessincluding households, and toward data communications.
The total volume of transaction mail is 40 percent of all

contiguous access
response to inquiry in 3 seconds.mail for a projected (1980) volume of 43.2 billion pieces per

year. To capture this market, a low-cost subscriber station The 150 wpm typing speed was derived from the necessity
is needed. Such a station is discussed later. of reacting without error to all typists; the 600 wpm readingThe total market including data communications, which speed does not respond to all readers but does satisfy 98.5
has been estimated as equal to transaction mail, would be percent. To satisfy all readers would require 2000 wpm and
86.4 billion pieces per year, or at 10 cents a message, $8.64 since a slower speed does not introduce errors, the increased
billion per year. With this size of market available, it be- system cost is not commensurate with providing the service
hooves the CATV industry to develop a system specifically for only 1.5 percent more readers.
for mail and data. Although a patchwork of systems can The instant access is dictated by all people being annoyed
satisfy the need, albeit inefficiently, there is no pressure to by waiting for access to the line. Experience gained with
follow this route. CATV has not been encumbered with time-shared computers tells us that once the subscriber has
huge investments in equipment intended for the general seized the line, he stays on it for extended periods. The
communication service. Thus, the industry can develop an combination of instant access and long hold times dictate
efficient system specifically for mail and data; such an ap- continuous access.
proach is developed herein. The response time to inquiries was derived by all people

being annoyed by a wait greater than 3 seconds. The otherI. Convertinc CATV-A TOTAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT interface, machine~machine, requires speeds from 50 bits/sA, Services to Mbits/s. Access times range from instant to overnight.
In addition to alphanumeric mail, ideally the new system From the foregoing man-machine and machine-machine

should be capable of assimilating other functions by simply characteristics, a group of service classes has been deter-
changing the subscriber's station. Obviously, this cannot mined that sets the basic system requirements. Table II lists
be accomplished for every class of user, and in particular these service classes and their characteristics. To satisfy
the real-time point-to-point services that require a switched the requirements, a system capable of providing con-
hetwork, But CATV cable systems are suited particularly tinuous low-speed local channels and a local store, which

a 4 ay
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or broad-band party-line operation, and for mail and data
this is implemented readily by a store and forward system.
Thus, the design will be developed to handle, in addition to
the TV channels, many and varied services ; from 50 bits for
meter reading to Mbits/s for newsprint and magazines.
Traffic Characteristics

Two interfaces determine the important parameters
'sntrolling the system response requirements. First, the
ian-machine interface sets the local loop characteristics

its class of services and second, the machine-machine
""'stface controls both the local loop and national inter-
"Meet characteristics.

can transfer information immediately or at times 24 hours
later, is needed.
B. System Concept
To satisfy the above, a store and forward communications

system (SFC) has been delineated and is block diagrammed
in Fig."1. The elements that comprise the system are
substriber station
local loop (CATV cable)
store and forward communication controller (SFC).
national message interchange (national loop).

The electronic typers and other low-speed subscriber sta-
tions are assigned full-time channels into the SFC and the

:
:
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FLECTRONIC TYPIRS = FULL TIME CHANNELS, 597600 WIM

INTER
SYSTEM 10 29 MISLOCAL

CONTROL
fav COMM'N STORE OTHER

conTROL LOCAL

REMOTE ACCESS TERMINALS
DEMAND CHANNELS, TO 2,25 Mb/S

ZNATIONAL
LooP

STORE AND FORWARD
COMMUNICATION
CONTROLLER (SFC)

(LOCAL SYSTEMS
LOOP)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of local system.

TABLE Ill
SUBSCRIBER STATIONS

Type Characteristics Typical Use

Data collection
circuit or verification lamp.
Reads coded cards, meters. No display. May have a release Gas stations sales. Utility meter reading. Voting. Remote

shopping.

Transaction recording Credit card and price ticket reader and keyboard entry. Point of sale transaction recording.
Alphanumeric display of entry and computer response.

Electronic typer:
Soft copy

Basic business and home unit formail, computer time sharing,
Simple keyboard and "billboard" or "'line-a-time" display. and transaction exchange.

Electronic typer:
Hard copy and modified electric typewriter are typical.

Typewriter keyboard and paper printout. Teletypewriter Business or home unit for those desiring hard copy.

Console

special features.

Special purpose units with keyboard, cathode-ray tube or Designed for specific applications such as data entry and re-
matrix display, light pen, frame-by-frame memory, or other trieval stations, computer-aided design, interactive computer-

aided instruction; newsprint, and magazine typesetting and
graphics.

high-speed subscriber stations use a low-speed channel as
an order wire for the demand assignment of high-speed
channels capable of bit rates to 2.25 Mbits/s. Information is

exchanged between the subscriber station and the SFC.
The SFC can transfer the information to either a local sub-
scriber or put it on the national loop for transfer to the
SFC at another location. In addition to the communication
functions, the SFC can hold the information for later
transfer or can put the information into a permanent mem-
ory for retrieval at some future time.

III.. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Subscriber Station
As will be seen under the section on cost, two thirds of the

_

system cost resides in the subscriber station. Fortunately,
subscriber stations for most services are already available
or in development. Table III describes the various subscriber
stations needed to satisfy the variety of services contem-

plated.
The basic unit will be the hard-copy electronic typer used . Fig. 2. Convenience of the keyboard is understood readily

for business-to-business transaction mail. Suitable station

equipment exists and units capable of both upper and and operate on Fig. 2 as if it were the real keyboard.
lower case (full ASCII character set) are also available.
Providing an electronic typer with "executive" font will

permit use of the machine as a regular office typewriter or
as a communication terminal. The duality of function will
move electronic mail directly to the user thereby providing
secretary-to-secretary communication. This should have a

profound effect on the convenience and speed of business-

to-business mail.
But, in order to proliferate the electronic mail system, a

low-cost soft-copy unit is needed. This unit will be used in

the home and on the office desk when acceptance of stored
data, instead of hard copy, grows.

Since the soft-copy unit will be used mainly by persons
not trained as touch typists, a new kind of keyboard is

needed. Attributes of the keyboard will consist of the

following.
Numbers and letters in numerical and alphabetical order
to eliminate learning their location on the keyboard.
All characters in field of view without moving head or

eyes.

A small keyboard has been suggested for military field

teletypewriters as a means of miniaturization [41. By using
a stylus to probe the keyboard, size can'be kept small. The

complete keyboard, with numbers and characters in

chronological and alphabetical order is shown full size in

- if the reader will experiment by using a pencil as a stylus

The-station outline is also shown in Fig. 2. Character dis-
play is by multicell flat gas discharge array or by monolithic

arrays of light-emitting photodiodes. They act as their

own memory and can be used for a line-at-a-time display
similar todhat used for rapid reading training. The number
and size of characters in a line are such that the reader need

not move his eyes. thereby permitting rapid reading. The
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Fig. 2. Subscripter station exterior layout showing stylus probed keyboard and monolithic display panel. Stylus probe "hunt and peck" keyboard

with chronological and alphabetic layout of characters is shown actual size.

overall size of the station was deliberately chosen the same
as a telephone, a size every businessman and householder
accepts. Communication electronics for the subscriber
station is shown later in Section III-C.

B. Local Loop
A number of outside plant configurations have been con-

sidered, Round-robin cable-looped configurations are at-
tractive for the two-way digital transmission since virtu-
ally no guard time is required to separate individual trans-
Missions, But they have a very high first cost, inthe range
of 2.6 times that of a tree. Frequency-looped round robins
Can be implemented on a tree configuration but at double

first cost in extra equipment. Thus, round robins may
attractive for ease of design but are not desirable from a

"Oot standpoint. The remaining plant configurations con-
'dered are "trees" or "hubs" and require either separate
'«bles for transmission and reception or a single cable with

the band above 54 MHz for reception and the band below
48 MHz for transmission.

. The choice between a single-cable or a two-cable outside
plant is controlled by the number of subscribers on thejeid
tree, but in actual practice the viability of providing two-
way communication will center about the ability to provide
service under the worst of field conditions.
If one were to design the data communication system to

operate under conditions that make TV viewing intolerable,
the viability of the two-way service would be assured. The
assumption is made that customer complaints on TV
quality will force repair of the outside (cable) plant. Specific.
requirements for these conditions are shown in Table IV.
Calculations to determine the error rate at the data ex-

change design level follow.
Data transmission quality can be characterized by the

bit-error probability P,. To determine P, the modulation
method and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) need to be known.

sing :
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TABLE IV

Requirement CATY Design Level

Picture grade: (S/N) per spec.NCTA-005-C
Cross modulation: N/S per spec.NCTA-002-0267

Grade I (44.5 dB)
-48 dB

Di siGN RLQUIREMENIS FOR TV AND DATA

TV Viewer Intolerance Level Data Exchange Design Level

Grade FV (23 dB) 20 dB
:

40 dB ~37 dB :

:

Noncoherent frequency shift keying (FSK) has been chosen
as the modulation and the P, will be calculated accordingly.The channel SNR will be

(1)

where

(2)

where

(S/N)0 =signal-to-noise power ratio
So = signal power
q= average bit synchronization degradation ratio
N.=cross modulation noise power
N,=thermal noise powert= average bit synchronization error time
T = bit width time.

Allowing an error in synchronization of r=0.1T
q= (8x = 64x 10

and from previously set field conditions

= logid (~37 dB) = 2 x 10

= logyd (20 dB) = 1 x 10?

1 x 1072,

Thus,

(i),
The probability of error for a noncoherent FSK channel
is {5}

64 x 10 2

2x 1074 1x 107? (18 dB).

e-32 ~ 13x 107 (4)

At this error rate, excellent information transfer is attained

even during the periods of customer intolerance for the :

TV reception.
'Embedded in thestatements about TV picture qualityand the related SNR is an-assumption that the digital signalsand the TV signals are being processed by the same ampli-fier on the same cable. Such a system has been suggested

[6], [7] and defined [8]. The use of a single-cable systemwould assure that the system will stay within maintenance
margins, plus it is amenable to applications requiring con-
version from one-way to two-way cable plants.The other dominant factor in assuring that the systemwill remain withinmaintenance margins is the bit synchroni-

:

N. + N,
+

:

:

zation error q, see (2). Two alternative systems can be con-
(3) sidered for subscribers: frequency division multiplex or

time division multiplex. If each subscriber station is allo-
cated a separate frequency division multiplex (FDM) return
channel, no guard time is necessary and the ASCII code
format provides for asynchronous transmission when start

"and stop bits are inserted.
Although the cost of frequency multiplexing each sub-

scriber station to its allocated return channel tan be keptlow [9], the cost of demultiplexing-each subscriber is exces-
sive when compared to the cost of a single time division
multiplex (TDM) channel to serve all subscribers. But,TDM to each of the. possible subscribers would requiremost precise bit timing for each subscriber's transmission
on the return channel. To determine the bit timing that can
be readily achieved and maintained on the return trans-
mission under field conditions, propagation and bulk delaysin amplifiers and cables need to be estimated for the distance
-associated with each subscriber.

The time position of the subscribers burst in a TDM
frame can be determined from

D,
c

P.= + nB, + mS, (5)

where

P,=wait time from beginning of frame to insert sub-
scriber. burst in correct slot

D,=distance on cable to subscriber
- c=velocity of light

propagation variation factor due to cable
n=number of amplifiers and associated filters to sub-

scriber
B,= bulk delay of amplifier and filter
m=number of time slots to subscriber position in frame
S,= time for each slot.

3
3
3

2t

Also, SNR can be stated as

0 N. . N,
:

So So
:

:

:

:

So

So

N,
So

So
N,
N.

So

:

= 64
:

:

:
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TABLE V
Brt TIMING ERROR

Term Error Value Equivalent Time Error
Level

Error Cause

SFC clock 1 part in 107 6.6 x 107° second
(15 frames/second)

D, Actual distance to subscriber 0.1 mile 2x 0.72 x 10~® second
Cable length change with temperature 9.5 x 10 °/°F coefficient. 2x 0.21 x 0 second

- 40° to 160°F temp. range
(1.9 x 10 3 miles/mile) (15 mile path)

Change in dielectric constant with Negligible for foam poly- -0_

nB, Change in filter components 2% of nB, term 2x 1.29.x 10% second

:

:

pr the
1 temperature, pressure and humidity ethelene cables :

impli-
(15 mile path)

zested
ystem

nB, = 0.6D,

nance Total Error 5.4x 10 second :

ystem
ron i

Of interest is the variation in each of the terms of (5), in order
to determine the expected bit synchronization error.. This
error will set the value of q in (2) and thus determine the ac-
ceptable bit rate of the TDM channel. Field conditions are

expected to yield values shown in Table V.
Most of the error is contributed by two of the terms,

change in filter components, and distance to subscriber. .
The change in filter components is a function of the atten-
tion paid to outside plant maintenance and is set at cus-
tomer (TV viewer) intolerance level plus a margin. The
other factor, distance to subscriber, has a value such that a
subscriber station can be set up by reference to his location,
thereby eliminating the need for special field tests to ''fine-
tune" his TDM burst. Eliminating the need for a special
field test permits plug-in installation or replacement of the
subscriber station by untrained personnel or even the sub-
scriber. Further, this approach is in line with the Carter-
phone [10] decision, which permits subscribers to furnish
their own station equipment.
To maintain the P, of 1.3 x 107 14 and the attendant high-

quality digital communication, the bit timing error in (2)
was set at 0.17. With t=5.4x10~° second, T becomes
54x 10 second for a bit rate of 18.51 kbits/s for the return
channel,

C. Local Traffic Interchange
The foregoing calculation sets the bit rate for the TDM

return channel. Previous discussion of traffic characteristics
required 150 wpm as the station rate and that: sets the
frame rate at 15 frames per second. At this frame rate and
at 18.51 kbits/s, each TDM return channel will support 102

subscribers (see Fig. 3). The return channel occupies 46.275
kHz (including 25 percent guard. bands on each side) when
transmitted as noncoherent FSK. A 6-MHz TV channel
will FDM into 129 channels. Thus, each TV channel will
"4pport 13 158 subscribers (102 TDM x 129 FDM). In the
band below 48 MHz there is bandwidth for seven TV

RETURN CHANNEL FRAME

BITS

15 FRAMES/SECOND
124 BHTS/ FRAME
1&51 kb/s

con-
Px or

BS

OFF
150 WPM
648u5

1851 kbis

Fig. 3. Return channel frame and station burst formats. Note: Station

NOT STA' STA STA STA STA STA STA STA
USED WV 101 27 13 41 26 5 78

12 (TYPICAL ALL 102 STATIONS)
405 648 (TYPICAL ALL 102 STATIONS}

RETURN CHANNEL STATION BURST

allo-
eturn
code
Start

'sub-
RECOVERYkept
START IT it To IT ARITY STOP GUAR

RRIER

xCes- RECOVERY

ision
i But,

:

numbers need not be chronological; station positioned in frame for
most convenient solution of.(5).quire

[can TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF RETURN CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

TV 7 6 MHz 2.25 Mbits/s

FDM 903 46.275 kHz 18.5t kbits/s
(7 x 129 per TV Ch)

TDM 92 106 102 slots per 135 bits/s

fans-
:

blays
ance Channe1 Bandwidth

Type Total Available or Slots Bit Rate

DM

(5)

(7x 129 x 102) FDM Ch

sub
channels. If these were all allocated to low-speed subscriber

stations, the single-cable outside plant would support
92 106 subscribers. Except for the highest density metro-

politan installations, a single cable will have excess ca~

pacity. Unused capacity can be demand assigned for data

transmission at the various rates shown in Table VI.
Unlike the return channels just discussed, forward chan-

nels can be operated synchronously; since they all

from one point; the store and forward COMM
~
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FORWARD CHANNEL 1 RAME 15 OND

TIME 135270 12 FOR 150 WPM

BS 608 FOR 00 WP

4
3

BUTS ERAME
55 53 ably

--

GUARD STA STA STA STA SIA ota

worpl 2

B 10) 9 FOR WPM
36 TOR #0 WEM

FORWARD CHANNEL STATION BURST

Fig. 4. Forward channel frame and station burst formats. Note: Station
numbers need not be chronological; station positioned in frame for

most convenient solution of (5).

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF FORWARD CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

REGISTER

TV 7 6 MHz 2.25 Mbits's

FDM 301 138.825 kHz $5.53 kbits/s

(7x43 per TV ch)

TDM 122 808 at 150 wpm "408 slots at 150 wpm 135 bits/s at 150 wpm

30 702 at 600 wpm 7102 slots at 600 wpm 540 bits/s at 600 wpm

(7 x 43 x 408 or 102) per FDM Ch

SYNC

COUNTER To STUNT

INFO.
Box

DROP CABLE
TOC

RETURN
BURST.

CARRIER ON SHIFT
U2 BITS!

i + ae FSK
RETURN

MODULATOR
FROM KEYBOARD,

ETc,

Fig 5. Block diagram of subscriber station communication equipment. LO= local oscillator,

forward channel frequency, Fy= return channel frequency, TDC =timee delay closing (range 15 ys).

troller. Start-stop bits and guard times are eliminated bring-

ing the bits per character down to nine from the twelve used

for the return channels. To achieve the 600 wpm rate for

forward transmission, only 55.53 kbits/s are required. By

using one to four characters per frame, the word rate can

be varied between 150 to 600 wpm. Characteristics of the

TDM frame are shown in Fig. 4 and the channel character-

istics are shown in Table Vi The communication equip-

ment to implement the forward and reverse channels at the

subscriber location is shown in block diagram in Fig. 5.

. National Traffic Interchange

To develop the interchange network an estimate of the

-number of local systems and the interchange traffic is re-

quired. Estimates on the number of local systems that will
' ultimately interchange data range from 5000 to 50 000 (See

Table VIII). The exact number that will emerge is fairly de-

pendent on regulatory and economic factors, but is most

dependent on demography. As few as 5000 systems could

provide service, but the area coverage for each would be

excessive. The area coverage value per Feldman [111 in-

R B Hs PARITY] 8 BITS PARITY ARES +marie PARITY R BITS + PARITY

150 WPM
16 60 WPM

648

Channel Type Total Available Bit RateBandwidth or Slots

CLOCK

AGC
PHASE (c} Ac

TRF
PILOT

LOCKED

CARRIER
OSC

SYNCHRONOUS
TO PRINTER ORFRAME RESET FORWARD STAR

DETECTOR GATE DISPLAYBURST FORWARD

POSITION STOP REGISTER

POSITION
COUNTER

4 fete
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TABLE VIE
Estimates OF ULTIMATE SYSULM SIZE

Number of Local SystemsEstimating Technique

Tree capacity (20 000 subscribers).
Each tree is separate system 5000

Number of telephone exchanges 10000

"Area overge (20 by 20 miles)

Post office delivery stations 34 000

Area + multiple operations in
metropolitan areas 50 000

cludes every square inch of the conterminous United States
and is regular in distribution. The population of the United
States concentrates at the seacoasts and border. The best
measure for selective area coverage is the number of
telephone exchanges, and the boundary value for a satu-
rated system is the number of Post Office delivery stations.
A conservative estimate on the ultimate number of systems
is 50 percent above that for telephone exchanges. This
value provides area coverage plus an allocation for multiple

. systems in metropolitan areas. It results in an estimate of
15 000 systems.
With a projected traffic of 86.4 billion messages per year

at an average message length of 150 words,' the bit rate to
interchange all traffic as a continuous stream on a national
party line is 5.8 MHz. Efficiency of interchange is assumed
to be only 20 percent and with local traffic at 33 percent,"
the required rate for all national interchange is 20 Mbits/s.
No such 20 Mbits/s party line exists and alternatives are re-

quired. The alternative developed must be capable of
providing service immediately to the 2300 existing systems
and have the capability of growing as the number ofCATV
installations and traffic increases.
To satisfy this need a three-phase approach has been

developed as follows.

Phase I: Use of switched network to provide immediate
coverage.

Phase II: Improve the service by leasing TV bandwidth
channel for a national party line.

Phase III: Provide full bandwidth capability by a com-
bined party line and domestic satellite system.

Phase I: Switched Network National Loop: As an initial .

step, traffic can be routed via the switched network, With a

message length of 150 words and 72 bits per word, each

message is 10 820 bits. At a rate of 3600 bits/s, each message
is transmitted in 3 seconds for a message rate of 1200 per
hour. With the projected ultimate traffic of 86.4 billion
messages per year and with 15 000 systems deployed, the

average load per local system is about 16 thousand messages
per day. Of this, 11 thousand are for national interchange.
Although all traffic could be interchanged via the switched

1 Telex and TWX average is 100 words.
* See [3], Annex IL.

LOCAL SYSTEM
He. OISTRIBUTION CABLE,FG SFE

[pcs

SWITCHED NPRVORK
CONTERMINOUS U S.A.
(ATTWU, MCI, FIC

MODEM} MODEM

Hes HareSFC F NCS

316 000
TYPER TYPER TYPER
IN POO IN POD IN POD

Fig. 6. Phase 1: Switched network national loop. SFC=store and for-
ward communication controller, NCS=network control signaling
units, POD = Post Office Department.

STATION i sywc ack station 1 SOH TO star. no, stx MESSAGES

SOH TO STAT. NO. STX MESSAGES ETX ETB ENQ STA 2 EOT

STATION 2 sync ack station 2 son to stax, no STX MESSAGES ETX

son to stat. no stx messaces eve3 eno sta 3ETX cor

:

« LAST
* STATION sync ack stationn sox to star. no. stx messaces erx

son to star. no sx messaces ETX &TB

Fig. 7. Party-line message interchange format.
:

network, limited bandwidth of voice circuits and delays in
network control signaling mitigate against more than 10

*
percent being routed this way. At this loading, the average
local system would interchange about 1100 messages per
day; a 2-hour task.
One other element required to assure utility for the

Phase-I system is receive-only typers at local Post Office
delivery stations. They would act as the means of exit from
the CATV system to the Post Office, thus providing the
link to individuals and companies who are not subscribers.
This may be available soon. Western Union Telegraph
Company is placing Telex machines in Post Office delivery

:

:

Stations; these machines could be the means for linking .

the electronic mail to regular mail. Fig. 6 ties these elements
into a block diagram for the Phase-I system.

Phase II: National Party Line This system operates in a

party-line mode on a full-duplex -TV channel. The message
format is shown in Fig. 7. Each station begins transmission
with a synchronization signal (for carrier and bit recovery).
It transmits the acknowledge code, its own station number,
and then messages addressed to other stations in the net.
At the end of the text material it requests the next station in
line to acknowledge with its station number. Thus, each
station disposes of its traffic and hands over the line to the

next station.
. One station is designated to monitor the response of all
stations. Ifa station does not respond within] second, the
monitor bypasses it by transmitting ENQ and the next sta-
tion number. When traffic is cleared by all stations, the
monitor station will reinitiate the round robin. Each sta-
tion is limited to time on line by periodic calculations of its
percentage of total traffic, thereby preventing queue
formation. Fag. 8 isa block diagram ofthe system.

:

:

:
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DOMESTIC
SATELLITE

HON CABLE,

INTRAREGIONAL
CIRCUIT

DISTRIBUTION CABLE,
Local SYSTEM

Providing service via a wide-band party line permits the

SFC ste {te OISTRIBUT
LOCAL SYS TEM

MIM

DUPLEX CIRCUIT

sec M at M

SFC

RQ

M M

SFC

RG
SFC

limited to 10 percent by bandwidth; a 20 Mbits/s party line

approved for construction by the FCC, could provide the

required capacity for interconnection, perhaps even at

reduced rates.
Phase II: Combined Party Line and Satellite: An

examination of the character of the traffic reveals that not

Fig. 8. Phase II: National party line. M=modem, SFC store
and forward communication controller.

RO

INTRAREGIONAL
CIRCUIT

SFC TE

SFC

M M

RO

SFCM

M

transfer of data at 2.25 Mbits/s. Services previously pre- Fig. 9. Phase II: Combined party line and satellite. SFC=store and
forward communication controller, RO=receive only (satellite earth

station), TR= transmit-receive (satellite earth station), M=modemcluded via the voice-band switched network (Phase I) can
now be served on a limited basis. Total traffic handled is

instead of the 2.25 Mbits/s is needed. Possibly the new net- 1 SECOND

REGIONAL REGIONAL REGIONAL
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3

REGIONAL REGIONAL
STATION 199 STATION 200works specifically aimed at digital communication, being

AS ALLOCATED BY TRAFFIC ANALYS Is

ably not more than 20 major locations in the United States pS 02 1 08 Om 94 08

MESSAGE MESSAGE

GUARD ACQUIRE IDENTIFY 0 ext eon 70 text OM

all locations originate wide-band data. In actuality, prob« BITS 2 4 20 16 8x 8 16 Bx 8

04

Fig. 10. Partially variable demand assigned multiple access

major metropolitan areas or associated with government (DAMA) message interchange frame format.originate data of a wide-band nature. These locations are in

installations such as NASA, the Library of Congress,_etc.

that 200 standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA) will systems will need to implement Phase III.

provide 99 percent coverage of the population. If one were

to assume 200 such regional centers for information genera- IV. Cost ANALYSIS
tion and storage, wide-band data could be transferred to the

subscriber. The request for transfer ofdata from the regional National message interchange costs vary with the method

memory to the local SFC requires very few bits. Thus, by employed. During Phase I, when the switched network is

using a receive-only satellite station at the local system, used, messages between local systems would be stored in

broad-band information could be received, and by using each SFC until a 3-minute minimum is on hand. As previ-

wires, cable, or microwave from each local system to the ously discussed, each message takes 3 seconds to send, thus

regional system, information could be requested. This during the 3-minute period, 60 messages will be sent. On

arrangement would be economical since only 200 regional this basis, an approximate transmission cost for maximal

stations would require the expense of transmit-receive distances, e.g., Philadelphia to Los Angeles, can be estab-

stations. The bit rate from the local to regional system is 100 lished by using AT&T rates. Costs for various times of day

kbits/s, assuming evenly distributed traffic. Forthis purpose,- are listed below.

a leased party line (Telpak C at 240 kHz) would be adequate. _

A study of population density and trafic demand indicates Fig. 11 details the equipment that the local and regional

14 800 local SFCs for temporary storage until used by the National Service

Fig. 9 isa block diagram of the system.
Since all of the traffic is store and forward, there is no Daytime 0700-1700 $1.70/3 min 2.83 cents per message

Evening 1700-1900 25/3 min 2.08 cents per message

access (DAMA) satellite system. The partially variable Off hours 0000-0700 $0.75/3 min 1.25 cents per messagerequirement for a fully variable demand assigned multiple : Night 1900-0000 $1.00/3 min cents per message

(control) channel suggested for the domestic satellite [12] Average 2.0 cents per message

will suffice. Thus, the format of Phase II (Fig. 7) is used for

DAMA format shown in Fig. 10 is used for both inter- In addition, 1.5 cents per message is required for trunk andregional traffic interchange and the partially variable

network control signaling equipment (NCS) lease, for a
regional trafic and for traffic to local receive-only stations
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TO SATELLITE

BUFFERS FREQUENCY DIVISION
MULTIPLEXFRS AND

TRANSMISSION
OMMUNICATION

DEMULTIPLEXERSCONTROLLER

TOM.
ADD TRANSMITTER FOR

OMREGIONAL STATION
1

SIMPLEX

RETURN
PoRT 12 Skhis2

ATRANSMITTER b -
20 Mbis MEMORY

CHANNELS:

pair (OM... FOM
N

SIMPLEX CENTRAL TDM FOMRECEIVER
UNIT (CPU)

20 M his Port PROCESSOR 10) 101
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SATELLITE 102

FDM
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OUPLEX DUPLEX :

PORT 1 PORT § t 7DM.. FOM

DISC
STORE

MODEMMODEM TDM... FOM 2 25 Mb/s
RETURN
CHANNELS}TAPE

STORE 2 25 Mbis
FORWARD
CHANNEL(S)

INTRAREGIONAL CIRCUIT STORE AND FORWARD

Fig. 1 1. Block diagram of local system, showing store and forward communication controller (SFC)

10 kb/s PARTY LINE COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER (SFC) FEEDERHEAD END

and equipment for local, regional, and national information.

TABLE IX
SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND Costs

Element Total in System Element Cost System Cost Remarks
Transmit-receive station 200 $200 000 $40 x 10° 30 foot antenna.

Redundant transmitters and receivers. Standby batteries

Receive only station 14 800 $25 000 $370 15 foot antenna.
Redundant receiver. Standby batteries.

Satellite 4 $90x 10° Cost includes engineering, launch support, and satellites
(1 active and | spare each 5 years) for 10 years. Satellite life 5 years. Coverage: 7.5° an-

tenna.
20 watts RF per channel.
12 channel capacity.
4 and 6 GHz band.

Total System Cost $500 x 10°

total charge of 3.5 cents per message to interchange any- TABLE X
where in the contiguous United States. PRICING FACTORSThe Phase-II party line dramatically reduces transmission

30 000 circuit miles of full-duplex TV bandwidth is required. Capital Tecovery 0.149 8 percent interest

7

costs. To interconnect all the local systems, approximately Item CommentsFactor

10-year lifemonth [13] would be $50.4 million and the system would 0.19

The yearly cost for this service at $140 per channel mile
Maintenance and operation

have 10 percent of full capacity.? Since the modem is part of
the SFC, termination charges are negligible and the total
message charge for interchange anywhere in the contermi-
nous United States is only 0.87 cent.
Further savings and a wide-band capability are accrued

by deploying the Phase-III system. The party line for this
phase is on a regional basis and interconnection mileage 1s
20000 at Telpak C rates of $30 per mile month [13]. The
yearly charge is $7.2 million and at 57.6 billion messages ;

Return on investment 0.225

Casting channels will handle only about 2 Mbits/s.

*

Total of Pricing Factors = 0.564 of investment per year.

intraregional traffic costs 0,013 cent per message. Remain-
ing costs associated with national interchange are in 200
regional -transmit-receive stations, 14800 receive-only
stations, and a satellite. Table 1X details the system element
costs and'Table X shows the pricing factors.
Total system cost is $500 million and at a pricing factor of

0.564 per year, $282 million per year revenue is required.
At 86.4 billion messages per year, cost per message is 0.326
cent each. Including .the regional party-line charges, na-

3 To handle all traffic projected for 1980 would require 20 Mbits/s.



tot?

tional interchange charges total 0.339 cent per message
anywhere in the conterminous United States.

B. Local Service
To develop the cost for local service, the total traffic

(86.4 billion messages per year) is allocated to each,local
system and subscriber on an average basis. The assumption
is made that all households and businesses will be supplied
with service. This represents a total of 80 million sub-
scribers and 14 800 local and 200 regional systems; each
would have, on the average, 5333 subscribers. Each sub-
scriber would send 1080 messages per year.
Cost to provide the local service, excluding the sub-

scriber station, consists of the store and forward communi-
cations controller and the two-way outside cable plant.
The store and forward communications controller is esti-
mated to cost $150000. Required revenue is ($150 000
x 0.564) $85000 per year. The two-way cable plant is
estimated to cost 20 percent more than the one-way plant,
or $1.00 per month per subscriber. These two items rep-
resent 3.055 cents per message. In order for electronic mail
to cost no more than 10 cents a etter, revenue remaining
for the typer is 6.606 cents per letter, on a yearly basis
$71.35. This revenue would permit a typer costing $125.00
being supplied to each subscriber.
Whether the basic soft-copy electronic typer described in

the previous section can be produced for $125.00 is un-
known. If one compares the complexity of the electronic
typer to existing equipment, it would appear within the
realm of possibility, particularly when one considers that
the available market is 80 million units.

GENERAL COMMENT
The pattern developed by this cost structure is unusual

in its distribution when compared to existing telecom-

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, JULY 1970

munication systems, but this can be expected from the
nature of the system.
The single (at most double) hierarchy switching associated

with the national system concentrates the equipment to the
local level. Since the subscriber is given instantaneous and
continuous access to the SFC, the cost per subscriber is
greater than that associated with sharing the same equip-
ment with other subscribers, again concentrating costs at the
local level. Relative to existing telecommunication systems,
the service is more than competitive in price and further
has the advantage of broad-band information transfer, not
now available at a reasonable price.

"
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Machines to
crack the
postal code
The postal code at the end of an address is the key
to the automatic sorting system that the Post Office
are installing. On the strength of their experience in
developing similar equipment for other countries,
Plessey have achieved a leading position as a supplier
in the UK

by Eric Jeffs

Automatic code sorting is being intro-
duced to create the high-speed postal
system of tomorrow in Britain. The
outward signs of this transformation
are the move to standardized envelope
sizes and the introduction of alpha-
numeric codes at the end of addresses.
These initial steps have not been well
received by the public the Post Office
is a fair target for pubhe criticism, much
of which is born of a failure to realize
the complexity of the service and the
need for dramatic technical solutions to
its problems. Some measure of stan-
dardization is necessary if machine
handling is to be applied economically,
hence the Post Office Preferred envelope
sizes, and the address codes, translated
into a binary phosphor-dot form, are
the programmes which guide the letters
through the sorting machines to their
penultimate destinations, the postmen's
bags which take them to the addressces.
Extending coverage of automatic

sorting to the whole country will take
some years. So far, only Norwich has a
fully operational automatic sorting
facility. Three mere offices, at South-
ampton, Newport. and Croydon, are
under construction, and the remainder
shown on the map in 1 have been
authored and are in the initial stages
of planning. But one office, at Stoke on
Trent, has been let as a turnkey contract
worth 500,000 to the Plessey Company.
establishing them in a leading position
as supphers of mechanized postal
sorting systems.
Sorting machines are the products of

one division at the Plessey Flectronics
Group plant at Poole, Dorset. Their
association with the Post Office m the
UK isa long one, covering many fields,
and they have played a significant role
inthe development of sorting equipment
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1 Map of the UK showing the location of Post Offices which are
currently planned to receive code sorting equipment

already installed. The experience is not.
however, confined to the UK. Their
Australian subsidiary has developed
designs in collaboration with the Post
Office there and were responsible for the
installation of a 2M letter a day
automatic system in the Sydney Mail
Exchange, and in the United States
Plessey Airborne Corporation have
subcontracted for the mechanica! hand-
ling element of a US Post Office auto-
mation scheme.
Postal mechanization is not therefore

exclusively British. The evidence of its
intended adoption is there in many
addresses in many countries. American
addresses terminate in a 5-figure zip
code. Canada 1s trying to construct a
code system that will integrate with the
US codes in the same way that direct
distance dialling covers the telephone
networks of the two countries. Australia
also has a numerical code, but in the
UK it is alphanumeric.
The British postal code is constructed

from the analysis of the delivery net-
work in each postal district. An example
is the hypothetical address of a Mr
A Whiterose, 100 Minster Road, York
Yo) 6EB. In it, 6EB defines the postal
round in which the house is located. It
may be a street or a single building and
is determined by the volume of mail at
tirst delivery each day. Thus the round
can be constructed so that it can be
divided up according to the availability
of postmen so that each has an equal
load. The YOI defines the district
office, in this case. in York. If White-
rose's address was a place of business
with a sufficient volume of mail, the
6EB might be an exact identity. Then,
in theory. it would be possible to write
Mr A Whiterose, YOI6EB on the
envelope and still expect delivery. But

what happens to the letter en route?
The bulk of the mail on any one day

is handled between 4pm and 9 am--
around 80%. This is collected up and
taken to the outward sorting office where
it enters a segregator. This is simply
a rotating drum formed from a number
of slats with slots between, through
which any letter less than } in thick falls
on to a conveyor. This conveyor feeds
the letters through a set of pinch rollers
which deposit them on their long edges
on a second conveyor. Further pinch
rollers set above this conveyor remove
envelopes whose dimensions fall out-
side the POP size. The remainder are
stacked in three groups to be fed to the
automatic letter facing machine, ALF.
ALF can process 20,000 letters an

hour, segregating first and second class
and unstamped mail, cancclling the
stamp, and stacking the letters ready for
coding. The ingoing envelopes may
have the stamp leading or trailing,
facing towards or away from the scan-
ner. The reading heads are sensitive to
the emission from the phosphor stripes
on the stamp. The value of the stamp is
recognized by counting the number of
stripes, but if the first scan produces no
response the envelope is diverted on to
a separate path which causes it to turn
over before joining the main stream
again. If there is then no response, the
letter is transferred to the postage due
stream. The bulk of letters are separated
into those of each class with the stamp
at the leading edge and those with it at
the trailing edge. The reading heads can
also identify the red ink of prepaid
postage marks and the black of Official
Paid mail.
The transfer to the coding machine

is done by hand. Partly this is a buffer
between machines of differing speed and

1
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2 Plessey large letter sorter takes non POP
sizes and enables manual sorting to be
speeded up

partly the result of economic necessity
in cramped conditions. Many British
Post Offices are old buildings which
could not be economically adapted to
take a completely automatic system.
The letters are fed into the coding

desk so that they drop into a window
above a keyboard. The operator types
out the address code, and the signals
from the individual kevs are fed into a
translator which generates the signals
that print the phosphor code on the
envelope. In the example, the YO! ts

printed below the address at the bottom
of the envelope and the 6EB at the top.
If the letter carried no code, it would be

possible for the operator to apply an
extract code which would at least get
it to the correct district office at York.
There a similar extraction would be
made to locate the part of the round
containing the actual house.
The coding operation eliminates the

need for further human intervention in
the actual sorting process. The initial
sorting can be performed on the coding
desk to separate local from distant
addresses. In the Sydney office, the sort
is even more precise due to the simpler
structure of the postal system and the
layout of the office. A conveyor system
runs under a bank of coding machines
and the letters drop into the appropriate
channel. With a smaller population
concentrated in a few large cities,
Australia has only five main postal
centres like the Sydney Exchange.
The main sorting operations are

carried out in an automatic machine as
shown in 3. This has 14 separate
pigeon holes on four levels and can
handle 8,000 letters an hour. The
envelopes are fed in at the bottom, jong
edges to the front and stamps to the
rear. This ensures that the two parts of

Automatic sorting

3 Medium speed letter sorting machine can sort 8,000 letters into 144 compartments
every hour Gap between letters enables vertical gates, right. to be cleared before the
next enters the system
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4 Plessey coding desks at Croydon Head Post Office are one of the earhest units in

the UK The design was developed in collaboration with Post Office engineers

the address code appear consecutively,
which makes for easier interpretation.
An ultraviolet source is exposed to the
phosphor pattern and a detector reads
the emission pattern. The signals
are translated into command impulses
which cause the appropriate gates to
open to direct the envelope correctly.
The heart of the translator is a

matrix of magnetic core switches
through which individual! circuit wires
are threaded. Each wire, and hence
each command circuit, can only be
excited when the cores correspond to
a given address code are energized.
Each sorting programme has its own
matrix which must be manually changed

by a series of simple plug connections.
Plessey recognize that there is scope

for a computer in the translation
function. They have a suitable processor
which could replace the matrix system.
It is, however, a design for the future
and it could well be that a foreign
customer will be found for it first.
This is not to accuse the Post Office of
excessive conservatism in many re-
spects they are in advance of other
countries but the present system of
collaborative development with industry
dictates the speed with which technical
innovation is introduced in a complex
exercise where standardization can pay
dividends in reliability early on.
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terials-handling equipment, fluidic devices,
with theif inherent advantages of few mov-

ing part$ and rugged construction, offer a

two fluitiics- ased mail-handling techniques
being evaluated for the Post Office Dept.

When it comes to seeking new ideas in ma-
Letters

:

Inclined guidenatural of investigation. Here are Sensing port

Biased
amplifier

Po

Fluidics Moves
the Mails
C. E. SPYROPOULOS

Harry Diamond Laboratories, U.S. Army

Materiel Command

Feasibility models of fluidic devices designed to count
stacked mail in trays and to "singulate" the mail, a

Post Office term meaning to withdraw a single letter at
a time from a stack of letters standing on edge, have

been built by Harry Diamond Labs. Fluidic circuits
are being used for sensing, counting, logic, and letter

acceleration, eliminating the need for complex elec-
tromechanical devices.

Fluidic mail counter

A system has been devised for counting stacked
mail in trays as it passes a pickup head on a conveyor
system. The counting does not interface with normal

operation, and can be made automatic if desired,
The system is designed so that all outlets exhaust in
normal operation and, as a result, fibers shed from
the letters cannot be ingested.

Here is how it works:
Mail to be counted is placed in a standard-type mail

rack, modified by three narrow slots cut along its base

(Figure 1). Counting is done by passing the edges of

the vertically stacked row of letters over a sensing

port located on an inclined guide in a sensing unit.
The sensing unit also contains a biased fluidic ampli-
ficr and a fluidic binary counter.
As the edge of cach letter blocks the sensing port,

the fluidic amplificr changes state, triggering the bina-

ry counter. Air jets located above the sensor are di-
rected downward between the letters to assure ade-

quate Ietter separation during sensing. System sensi-

tivity is assured by raising the sensing ports above the

AUGUST 1969

Control 14 -Contol 2

Aspirator
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Output | Output 2
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To counter inputs

FIG. 1. Fluidic stacked mail counter.

letter guides and making the guides elliptical, with
heir major axes in line with the edges of the letters.

The letter-edge sensor itself consists of an aspirator
and a load-insensitive bistable amplifier. Air flow is
introduced into the binary amplifier at P, and into
the aspirator at P, (Figure 1). Flow introduced at P,
causes aspiration of fluid from control port No. 1 of
the binary amplifier, and the mixed flow exhausts
from the sensing port. When the aspirator lowers the

piessure sufficiently at control No. 1, the amplifier be-
comes biased to output No. 1. The result is a quies-
cent condition in the system.
As a letter begins to pass over the sensing port and

its edge partially blocks the jet, a portion of the flow
from P, is diverted to the amplifier's control No. 1,

causing the output of the element to be switched to

output No. 2. When movement of the letter unblocks
the sensing port, the aspirator switches the amplifier
back to output No. 1. Thus, as a stack of letters

sweeps past the sensing port, the output of the am-

plifier changes state twice each time a letter passes
over the port.
A ten-stage binary counter counts the output pulses

from the sensing circuit. Each counter stage con-

tains a buffer amplifier and a logic circuit. The out-

puts of the sensing circuit are fed into the controls of

the buffer amplifier of the counter's first stage, which

returns to its original state after every second input

pulse. In the feasibility model, readout is obtained

by connecting one output from cach counter stage to

transparent vertical cylinders containing pistons.
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FIG. 2. Fluidic mail singulator.

When the piston is down, the cylinder is in state 0;
when it is up, the cylinder is in state 1.

When counting mail in trays passing along a con-
veyor, the counter can transfer its binary output to a
card on the side of the moving tray that gives the

binary count of the number of pieces of mail in that
particular tray.

Fluidic mail singulator
To be faced, canceled, or sorted, letters must first be
separated from a stack and individually transported
to a work station. This process is commonly referred
to as singulation. The usual requirements for a singu-
lation system-that it be rapid, inexpensive, and as
maintenance-free as possible-are all met here; and
in addition wear on the letters is minimized.
Like the mail counter, the fluidic singulator uses

shop air and is designed so that in normal operation
all outlets exhaust to atmosphere to avoid system con-
tamination by ingested fibers from the letters.
As shown in Figure 2, the singulation system con-

sists of a letter-acceleration station, a letter position-
sensing station, and a horizontal guide on which the
letters are transported. The speed of each letter is ac-
celerated by horizontal air jets blowing between the

moving letter and a vertical wall. The entrainment of
the jets reduces the pressure between the letter and
the wall, thus drawing the letter toward the wall. At
the same time, a drag force exerted on the face of the
letter by the turbulent boundary of the air jets slides
the letter along the wall. The letter moves to a sensing
station where its leading edge turns off the first pair
of jets and turns on a second pair located downstream
from the first jets. The second pair of jets exhausts be-
tween the letter and the vertical wall, causing the let-
ter to accclerate.

The next letter in the stack remains in place until

100

the trailing edge of the preceding letter moves beyond
the sensing station. Then the first sct of air jets is ac-
tivated again, causing the second letter in the stack to
be singulated. This cyclic operation continues as the
letters, one by one, are transported along the hori-
zontal guide.

The logic controlling this operation is shown in
Figure 2. Air supplied to cach of the propelling noz-
zles is obtained from the output of bistable amplifier
Al. One or more fluffing jets may be directed be-
tween the letter being singulated and the following
letters in the stack to reduce friction between the let-
ters and make sure that only one letter moves at a
time. This air flow may be directed from above,
below, or in front of the first letters in the stack.
When directed from the front, the fluffing jet not only
separates the letters but also causes a slight force on
them in a direction of motion of the letter being sin-
gulated. This helps to hold back letters not yet sched-
uled to be moved.

Biasing nozzle N, and sensing port N, are located
at a fixed distance downstream from propelling noz-
zles N2, at a fixed height above the horizontal guide,
and they exhaust across the direction of travel of the
letters. When a letter is at the sensing port, the biasing
jet from N, does not interact with sensing port No.
Air introduced into the input of the aspirator at P,
flows unimpeded from N,, causing aspiration of fluid
from control port No. 1 of bistable amplifier A,.
When pressure is lowered sufficiently at contro! port
No. 1, amplifier is biased and the fluid issues from
dutput No. 1. At this point, if the sensing port is
clear, air from nozzle N, interacting with the output
of the aspirator at N, raises the pressure at control
port No. 1. This causes the amplifier to switch and
exhaust from output No. 2.

The output of sensing amplifier A, is in turn am-
plified by intermediate amplifier A,, which controls
the state of power amplifier 42. Thus, when amplifier
A, exhausts from output No. 2, amplifier A2 ex-
hausts through the first propelling nozzles (N1). The
first letter of the stack then accelerates under the in-
fluence of the force exerted on it from this nozzle.

When the leading edge of the letter reaches the

sensing station, the air jet from nozzle N,8 is unable to
interact with the jet from N, and the aspirator ex-
hausts through N, to atmospheric pressure. Pressure
atcontrol port No. 1, which switches amplifier A, to
output No. 1, is lowered, and Al switches from the
first propelling nozzles (N1) to the second (N2).

The next letter in the stack remains stationary as

:

:
:

P+

P+

Power amplifier
(Al)

Sensing port (No)N2 nozzles
Propelling P+

N2

Biasing nozzle (Ns)

:

-the second propelling nozzle N2 continues accelerat-
ing the first letter until the trailing edge of the first
letter passes the sensing station. At this time, amplifi-
er A, is once again switched to output No. 2 and am-

plifier A1 switches to the first singulating nozzle. The
next letter in the stack at once starts to accelerate.
This operating cycle continues as the letters .are

picked off one at a time and propelled along the hori-
zontal guide.
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Post Office is beginning to enlist
technology for handling mail
The postal system has surprisingly
sophisticated.equipment-but not
enough. Optical readers now handle
typed addresses, and it wouldn't be
too difficult, says one expert, to
process all letter mail automatically

The happy side of last month's paralyzing
walkout of postal workers is that the
strike brought to the front page what's
long been known and longer ignored:
The Post Office is the most under-
engineered organization in the nation. In-
deed, Ben Franklin would feel right at
home at most of the 32,250 branches that
span the country today.
The reason is obvious. Postal service

has grown like Topsy, but postal author-
ities have failed to automate as the vol-
ume burgeoned. Until very recently, new
procedures have almost never been tried.
The typical approach to handling more
mail has been to hire more men to do
more of the same.
The increased labor cost resulting from

the recent settlement will make the need
for automation even more pressing. Right
now, postal revenues of nearly $6 billion
barely cover the wages of the system's
720,000 employees. Congressional appro-
priations are necessary to cover building
costs, equipment buys, research, etc.
Postal fees would have to skyrocket to
cover all expenses.
Running to stand still. Fortunately,

the move to automation hasbeen acceler-
ating in the past 3 years; and if the Post
Office has its way, it will continue to gain
momentum in the future. Since the De-
partment has not kept pace with tech-
nology, officials are now finding they
must spend large amounts on devel-
opment projects just to catch up. This
year, the research and engineering budget
amounts to $60 million -only 1% of the
Department's total revenuc, and not
much as big R & D budgets go, but that's
more than 160 times what the Post Office
spent on research and cngincering only a
few yeafo ago.
As a practical matter, R & D in the

Post Office today is more "D" than "R."
Says one postal researcher: "Just to catch

Product kngineering, April 27, 1970

up with the state of the art is a super-
human job. And besides, there's no rea-
son to push technology for the kinds of
jobs we want to do."
Some advanced equipment already.

Put simply, the postal research job is to
develop machines for moving the mail
quickly, reliably, and as cheaply as pos-
sible. Ideally, the mail would never be
handled by humans. The ideal, however,
is impossible even with today's sophis-
ticated, optical character reader (OCR).
Ten OCRs Model Ones, built by Philco-
Ford-are now in use throughout the
country, and the Post Office has 10 more
on order.
A. P. Hanes, chief of the Letter Mail

Processing Div. in the Bureau of Re-
search & Engineering, reports that only
75% of the mail fed into the OCRs is a
readable. Unlike the standard in a manu-
facturing operation, however, a failure
rate of one in four is tolerable for mail
handling. When a letter is rejected, it's
merely set aside for hand sorting, with no
appreciable time lost. Even with only 75%
success, the OCRs handle 8000 letters an
hour. They take the place of 12 human
sorters and pay for themselves in a little
more than a year. (Unlike some union-
ized employees in industry, postal work-
ers don't seem to résist such dis-
placement, probably because of their
guaranteed job security.)
For outgoing mail, the OCRs read the

city/state/zip-code line, and they pro-
gram a delivery system to drop the letter
into one of 277 receptacles. The reader is
connected to a memory with 40,000 en-
tries, accounting for all possible spellings
and abbreviations of common addresses.
The reader compares what it sees with
the memory bank, and if it has read ei-
ther the address or the zip code com-
pletely, it earmarks the letter for the cor,
rect location.
The Model One can be less than 100%

successful if, for instance; it reads just the
state. The letter is then sent to a recep-
tacle that covers a somewhat broader
area. But the equipment is not sophis-
ticated enough to interpolate: It can't rec-
ognize that "Bro-klyn," for instance, is

Brooklyn, at least not in all cases.
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but perhaps strikes, if an engineered
approach to processing mail isn't used.

Improvement sought. For mail com-
ing into a city, the OCRs read the street-
address line to make a similar sort. But
either way, the machines are used only
for "high quality" addresses such as those
that commercial customers print auto-
matically. Post Office officials would like
to develop an OCR to read and sort all
the way down to the individual carrier's
route, but they're pessimistic about their
chances, since, they say, the memory for
such a system would have to be larger
than what's currently feasible.
But work is progressing on an ad-

vanced OCR that can read more than one
line of an address at a time. The new
models will be tested starting sometime
in the coming fiscal year.
So far, the Post Office has made no at-

tempt to sort general mail with optical
readers, and postal researchers don't
think it's feasible in the near future. But
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Semi-automatic sorting machines are the most common today.Machines feed envelopes one by one-with help of swivelingsuction arm-to operator, who keypunches destination.
Special training is necessary to teach operator code.

experts in industry disagree. "Script-read-
ing machines are possible," claims Jacob
Rabinow, a vice-president of Control
Data Corp. and a leading expert on op-tical character readers. Rabinow is also
an authority on postal equipment. While
with the Bureau of Standards in the mid
°50s, he first proposed semiautomatic
sorting machines, which were later built
for the Post Office by the Burroughs
Corp. and are still in use today.Rules needed. "After all," Rabinow
explains, "to read envelope addresses, a
machine really only needs to recognize a
few words. Certainly it's possible to de-
sign a machine that can read hand-writ-
ten numbers, at least.
"With a few simple rules, the Post Of-

fice can easily automate letter-handling
completely. The problem is that the de-
partment has been much too timid. Right
now, for instance, it's studying the possi-
bility of using phosphorescent ink or two
colors in meter stamping machines, be-
cause the Department's canceling ma-
chines can't locate the light meter lines as
they can ordinary stamps. There's no
need for anything like that if postal au-thorities instructed the public to stick to
some basic procedures."Rabinow's list of basic rules is sur-
prisingly limited. First, he says all enve-

4A

Canceling machines are fed envelopes in any orientation.
They locate stamps and discharge envelopes into four
different slots, covering all four possible orientations.
But they can't find postage marks affixed by office meters.

lopes should be sealed tucked-in flaps
should be done away with. Envelopes
should be light-colored with dark print-
ing, and practically any shape except
square. On the back of the envelope, the
upper right hand and lower left hand cor-
ners should be completely blank-the
mailer could write or print as much as he
liked everywhere else. On the front, the
stamp or meter mark should be in the up-
per right hand corner, the return address
at the upper left only. TThe forwarding ad-
dress, Rabinow says, can be put any-
where else.
It would help, he adds, if envelope

manufacturers settled on a few standard-
size envelopes, instead of the infinite va-
riety now offered. But other.than that, he
claims nothing else would be necessary
for engineers to design all the equipment
the Post Office needed.
No zip code? Surprisingly, Rabinow

doesn't stress the zip code. In fact, he be-
moans it. "I'm opposed to any postal
scheme that requires some action on the
part of the system's 200 million custom-
ers, except for adhering to the few rules
[ve mentioned. Besides, it's easier for
OCRs to read words than numbers, for
handling mail at least, because of the re-
dundancy inherent in a word. A machine
can miss part of an address and still fig-
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ure out what's meant, but what can it do
when it misses just one number in a zipcode?"
Rabinow cites other inherent dis-

advantages of numbering systems. "ThePost Office has just about got the publictrained to use zip codes," he explains,"and it's already discovered that five
digits aren't enough. Zip codes can't
break the mail down to the local street
addresses. So now the Department is
faced with the dilemma of either tellingall the bulk mailers to change their ad-
dress banks, or living with the short-
coming. I predict zip codes will even-
tually disappear."
Rabinow argues that any mail that

doesn't fit his guidelines should be con-
sidered a package, whether it is or isn't.
The customer wouldn't be forbidden to
violate the rules, but any mail that didn't
fit the guidelines would obviously take
longer to reach its destination, and mightcost more as well.
Packages studied, too. Packagesamount to only about 1/60 of the ~unit

volume of the Post Office, but in cube
volume-perhaps a more meaningfulmeasure-it accounts for almost half.
A prototype system for handling pack-

apes is now being built in Secaucus, NJ.
When it goes into operation in 1971, it

:
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Optical readers are surprisingly sophisticated, though probably not the most
advanced systems that can be designed today. Operator merely stacks envelopes

Automatically programmed conveyor is behind wall at far right of machine.

will be an elaborate semi-automatic
model for handling an even flow of mail
during a 16-hr. work day. The system
calls for an operator to read the address
and punch in a code that is fed to a com-
puter memory bank. He will then place
the package on a conveyor belt, and the
machinery will automatically route it into
the proper storage area for truck loading.
George Cavell, who heads the devel-
opment effort for nonletter mail han-
dling, hopes eventually to develop an
OCR "wand" that would read the tags on
parcelpost bags automatically.
The Department is also having RCA

study the possibility of using voice-ac-
tuated machines, which would free the
operator's hands for loading only. (RCA
is heavily involved in voice-actuated sys-
tems and is currently studying one for
NASA as well.)
Here again, Rabinow disagrees with

the approach. "I recommended that they
develop a machine to recognize special
sounds that could be taught to the oper-
ator. It's difficult for a machine to under-
stand English, but an operator could eas-
ily learn, say, ten sounds in some
machine language corresponding to the

digits."
Momentum there, at least. One thing

that Rabinow, Hanes, and Cavell do

Product Engineering, April 27, 1970

agree on: The postal system should be
better in the future. "Things are chang-
ing," says Rabinow, "but traditions are
strong in the Post Office."
But while the postal engineering staff

doesn't talk about it, Rabinow is quick to

point out a critical turning point coming
up: Much of the hope for postal modern-
ization rides on the Administration's pro-
posal for turning the Department into a
government-owned corporation, like the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Currently, all modernization attempts

must be authorized by Congress. The
processing time is painfully slow and the
outcome too often tinged by a political
battle. A postal corporation would have
the power of quicker decisions on financ-
ing development projects. It would also
be staffed by officials appointed on
merit, not favoritism; and presumably
they could then serve for long enough pe-
tiods to plan and develop long-range im-
provements,

Furthermore, adds Rabinow, "The cor-
poration could-and shoutd-have its own
research laboratories, where it could do
much of the work itself. -It's a $7-billion
business, yet its engineers do no more
than call shots from their desks-and
that's not engineering." [1.21; 6.322; 11.6]
A. J. Parisi; W. Hickman, Washington

Paper close to oxygen
may have downed Apollo
Incredible though it was, astronauts
Loveli, Haise, and Swigert limped the
300,000-mi. circumlunar loop home in
their half-dead stack of spaceships, prov-
ing the extraordinary versatility and the
reliable redundancy of the Apollo equip-
ment. By the time they were picked up in
the Pacific, their life-saving lunar module
and the telltale service module had both
burned up in the atmosphere.
Overpressure. NASA officials say the

pressure in the oxygen tank that ruptured
tose from 935 psi to "over 1000 psi" be-
fore plummeting to 0 in less than 1 min
During flight, the tank pressure 1s sup-
posed to be 900 * 35 psi. There's a poppet
relief valve for each tank; they begin to
open at 983 psi and reach wide-open po-
sition at 1010 psi. The tanks are designed
to withstand a pressure of 1530 psi.
It's conceivable that if the relief valve

for Tank 2 failed to open, the pressure
buildup might have ruptured the con-
tainer. But it is unlikely that a simple ex-
pansion-however rapid-could have ac-
complished the staggering damage the
astronauts saw after they jettisoned the
service module. An explosion-that is, a
combustion and shock wave-seems more
plausible.
Paper in fuel-cell bay. The question

is, what burned? The spherical oxygen
tanks have an inner shell slightly over 25
in. dia. (0.061 in. thick) and an outer shell
about!26% in. dia. (only 0.020 in. thick).
The 1% in. between the two Inconel shells
is first evacuated, then filled with fiber-
glass insulation, aluminum foil-and pa-
per matting.
Possibly, a slight leak developed in the

inner shell, filling the gap with oxygen. If
this happened, the paper could have been
ignited by some kind of spark from the
tank heater. A chain reaction would have
culminated in the "bang" the astronauts
heard.
Each tank is equipped with a heater

that maintains the pressure. There are
also fans to circulate the fluid, and sen-
sors to measure the pressure, tempera-
ture, and quantity. The tanks begin the
mission with 326 Ib. of oxygen each. By
the time the mishap occurred, each had
about 250 Ib. left.

Interestingly enough, an official with a

top contractor on Apollo 13 says that one
of the oxygen tanks "appears to have had
an abnormal amount of abuse." He ex-
plained that the tank had been installed
in a previous spacecraft, then removed
and later installed in the Apollo [3 ser-
vice module. [1.211]
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in feed bins in front of him. Reading head is around corner to his right.
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Mail
Factories
As oat ats tinal aets, the

Johnson Adminis-
tration recommended a
change oon the construction
of post offices away from
the pubhi monument style
Incated n congested center
cities fa a more appropri-
ate stn design built ad
yacent { urternal highways
ino outlying areas These
email factories' would be
constructed so that future
mal prowth would not re-
quire a onew building. but

Modular mail factory tps 1

exterior, above, and
interior, below

:

t t:

font4

only an extension oon land
already set aside Under the
concept, the buildings would
al constructed from oa

master ae to plans one de
syed for warm climates,
another for cold bach fa
cade would be varied te
meet esthetic washes of in
dividual communities, but
the basi inner box com
posing, the work would

a

always be identical

5
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Eight-position letter sorting machine from

Burroughs. Improperly coded letters are

dropped automatically into a reject bin.
A parcel-sorting system, wholly controlled by computer, is

postal complex scheduled for completion in 1971. Instruc-

tions are fed to the computer by an operator who punches
the zip code of each parcel into a keyboard terminal. A
central control unit, developed by Milgo Electronic Corp.,
then routes the parcels to destination bins on conveyors.

being built by the Jervis Webb Co for the new Boston

March 20, 1969
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over the wretched condition of
the nation's postal complex,
which has led to deteriorating
mail service, rising postage
rates, and mounting deficits. A
thorough study by the Presi-
dent's Commission on Postal
Organization judged the postal
system to be in "serious trou-
ble" because of ''decades of low
priorities assigned to its mod-
ermization and management
needs." "Bring back the pony ex-
press!" is how the New York
rimes whimsically summed it up
in a recent headline.
Just how badly the neglect

has been is reflected in an R&D
budget that, for all of its re-
cent prowth, is still less than
1% of postal revenues, Capi-
tal investment expenditure
amounts to a meager $1,145 of
net fixed assets per employee.
(The latter figure may be com-
pared to $151,710 for power
utilities, $25,053 for transporta-
tion, $7,170 for manufacturing,
and even $2,836 for merchandis-
ing.) Understandably, postal
productivity has gone up only
a negligible 2.5% over the past
ten years at the same time the
private sector increase has av-
eraged 34%. Since mail volume
was climbing 50% to 90 billion
pieces during the same time
span, more and more people had
to be hired to process the in-
creasing workload, until now
the postal labor force numbers
720,000. The average salary,
meanwhile, has risen 56%. In
what has thus become an extra-
ordinary labor intensive opera-
tion, personnel costs come to
80% of the total postal budget.
Without adequate automation,
deficits and postal rates are now
not only likely to soar further,
as the extrapolation of trends
suggests, but also the postal sys-
tem threatens to break down en-
tirely as occurred in Chicago
two years ago.

:

:

Letter sorter, from FMC is being, tested at the Postal Laboratory in
Washi !C.

A serious constraint that se-
verely taxes the postal operation
is, like other public utilities, the

March 20, 1969
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Operator removes sorted letter from the pockets of the machine.

Speeding the Sort
THE CLASSIC post office setting of
a clerk perched on a stool stuffing
mail into a bank of pigeon holes is
being altered by high-speed sorting
machines. Letters, carried auto-
matically by conveyor, are passed

minal fecording to sort schemes

277 destination bins. Light indica-
tors and audible alarms alert work-
ers stationed in the rear of the
machines when a bin is nearly full.
When interfaced with optical char-
acter readers, as many as 12 key-
board operators can be replaced.

';Yough's machines are to be in-
,stalled in 71 cities; another design
by,FMC is undergoing trials.

in f trained operators, who
key instructions into a ter- By. the year's end, 178 of Bur

ch letter

:

4{

ticularly, at the endye . wise might be an ordinary fac-

business day. Also, the raw mail
contains items of greatly vary-
ing sizes, weights, thicknesses,
enclosures, and address legibil-
ity, all of which strain both men

and machines alike, especially
the machines. Thus, what other-lack of control over loads

which occur seasonall par

tory-like function, the process-
ing of mail becomes a highly
sophisticated materials-handling
problem that entails culling, fac-
ing, canceling, address reading,

No Load Control

23
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Automatic Address Reading

Effective maid sorting requires the f

that can not be read by opticalcanners):Au presorier, class mieterea mail from high-volume maers Unfor

above, did no* work cut too well,
signs are being sought

piece of mail to one of 275 bins

tering our of letters.

50 more efficient de-
The character rdader,

makes possible mail sorting at a rate of 36,000 pieces,

"incoming"
difficult, entayls locating the middle line of an address
block and interpreting more vanied and complex. street

So cRiticaL has been address:

reacers thar Pos
dates back to 1954 Tre rew Bureau has even create
a dist nct oun 1

remains to aid :

reader js jinxed :

Each mail piece

has to be used,

below,

essing of

designations.
To overcome these

5

rent reader and advanced designs that will have a ca-

pability to handle degraded print, interference mark
ings, poor address formats, a zreater range of print
sizes, and various color and patterned envelopes In
its quest, the Bureau is investigating a myriad of tech-
nologies:

@ Electro-optical and all-optical techniques for scan-

ning.
e Laser, as well as ordinary light, in the optical scan-

ning systems.
@ Digital and analog "*" for making logic de-

cisions.
Adaptive and non-adaptive processes for charac-

ter recognition.

tO its appropriate
Because of mitit

the mail processed
pressions of high qualits

this consists of carefully-chosen, first-

tuna ély, such OCR-compatible mail accounts for only
a quarter of the total
mént 1s being confined to "out going" mail where the

Opticar-character reguirg AS : 1854 the main :

e processing : : : :

Though Stal & ORS cere a experimental
eration readers have been : ard are operaor.
On-line. In the mest NA

m + :

: :

1 :eo: : : :

: sorter maa nine:

SA :

address b! tock
:

Reve is extracted and
fed : o a computer TS Wien reutes the letce:: : :

system
s first pencerition equipment

ws
ymN t7

by OCR must bear address im
Preselected mail, therefore,

Moreover, use of current equip

address, ie, the zip code and or city-state. OCR proceper hr. If reads city, state and zip code ithensends the
machine need only locate and read the last line in an

mail, which 1 inherently more

and others, the
ef ato cut

inudequactes
ny 17

sorting, sweeping and tying,
sacking, and dispatching. An
additional headache is that post-
al schedules must be matched
to the arrivals and departures
of common carriers.
Even in those facilities, how-

ever, where the latest technol-
ogy is used, the effects are not
always Salutary. Postmaster
General W. Marvin Watson,
who served under President
Johnson, was stunned by a

study that showed a highly
mechanized post office to have
lower productivity thgn one
"from the horse and buggy era."
He blamed the poor showing on

24

lare requently operated "in iso-
lation as islands of mechaniza-

face! between the sundry mech-
anized stations.

"he of Engineering
It lavas "end totalj lack of tra-

dition by the Post Office in sys-
tems engineering, industrial en-

gineering, human factors, and
R&D that prompted the Presi-
dent's Postal Commission to

conclude: ''The depressed state
of postal productivity reflects
not the performance of individ-
ual workers but the primitive
state of postal technology." It
observed that the productivity
of major postal facilities could
be advanced by as much as 50%
through the use of such tech-
niques as process control, scien- .

tific plant layout, worker train-
ing, improved production proc-
esses and mechanization, aff
used in conjunction with arm
overall systems approach.

Not everyone believes that
beefed up R&D and automatior
program alone will alleviate the

a lack s'integration in
de ing
di mathines, he observed

postal hardware In-

tion. A human load, tote,
inter

:

MACHINE DSIGN



No one likes to receive anonymous
letters, but in many cases we can
understand why some people who
correspond with this column would
rather not have their names printed. We Office Department on POD Notice 42
promised the author of the following
letter, and any future people who
request such treatment, to divulge
nothing but their opinions.

Your March 20 issue had an article
describing a current problem that has
been misdirected-the mechanization
of mail processing. The concept upon
which the system is based has been
selected by_a theoretician who has lost
contact with reality. The theoretician
made the mistake Jocob Bernoulli
described in ''Arts Conjectandi"
published in 1715. In the discussion
that forms the basis for the develop- flight-+man
ment of statistics, Bernoulli divided
problems of prediction into two
different types-ones like predicting
the weather where the outcome is
controlled ,by the forces of nature or
the will of man.

The basic error made in establishing
the proposed mail system was in

basing it on the ZIP code. This
assumes that the problem is one like a

game of throwing dice where all of the
possibilities and probabilities are
known. But the problem is like pre-
dicting the weather all of the possi-
bilities and probabilities are not
known. The system assumes that all
mail will contain the correct ZIP code
and that the necessary optical reader
can be successfully developed. The
article states that there were no

problems where pressure could be

applied to the addresser to conform
with the assumptions-high volume
addressers had to conform but the

cooperation of individuals was aot.
assuretl. Even then, the lack of an-

effective optical reader made the

operation possible only with outgoing
mail.

Rather than design a new sorting
system that is based on non-standard
sizes and on location designators that

all people understand and are familiar

with, the original system designer
made his job easy by establishing an

arbitrary system.
The original design concept, then,

set up conditions that produced a net

52
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(Septembez, 1967) gives this advice

1 _ Check the eturn addresses on

inthe post 4fice.
3. Fil out and mail' ispetial ZIP

Locater Cards available at your post
office.

4. Call the post office:
The error in logic made with the

present system is the, same one that

Departde 's, error 84 in) trying to

develop a system based 'on a machine
that acts like a craftsman. The induy-
trial revolution was accomplished by
substituting an assembly line for the
craftsman-the high skill in one person
was replaced by adding the lesser skills
of a larger number of people. The
development of the inspection
function was the way the craftsman's

pride in workmanship was added to
the product.

Lest this be considered as an excuse
for ti@ytheoretician, a second example

the basic 200-year-old mail

system and the theoretician's panacea
for all problems--the computer. The
computer functions in the same
manner as an assembly line - sts out-

puts are produced by performing a

large number of simple operations in
he theoretician sees the

who perform high-lev@Ffunctions. The
"dream system" thatan do the job in

a socially constructive, thy, is a "dis-
assembly line'? where the logic
elements are trained -workets per-
forming simple tasks in series: The key
to the success of the "disassembly

line" is that the human workers are
able to perform the function of direct
reading.

Despite all of the publicity to the
contrary. the ZIP system is not tune-
tioning in the advertised manner [he
efforts to mechanve the process, as
your article indicated, have reduced
the effectiveness of if down toa vel
below that which ts possible manually
This was determined expermmencally as

Dikécto the result of a problem with my oad
The ZIP system makes tt possible this
is amaving to tram people tora das

loss for socidty. 'To jOb,easy,
the man. who designed,the, system
made more ficult thé! tasks of al

ithe mait The . Postthose.wid ;

"for the, addressesyou write 'to most
often :

your mail and' record the. ZIPs your
addre

the Nationa Code2

assembly line" operation the Post
Otfice Publie Relations man whe
visited my home said that. at,
any Hew chiplovee can sore incoming
mad the ry

reduced to a simple operation thatean

the. Bird find always
tied

to
be performed by a person with Little
troming When (and if). by
with the ZIP code numbers, tie leatns

o pe alts

permithad tou ,tly
gotThe Wright brothers

tition

the associated location desiznators, hearound The Post

can yriduate to the higher level tisk of

sorting the nial that is not coded

would not have tred to automate the
mail by means of the ZEP Code Any
peror who had any expenenee would
know that the feasibility ot the ites
mated system was questronable on
techoieal and economic rounds

Any We e dus it dy SOUL then,

Withheld by RequestN fl

"Do something, ara1 the
the Mav [S issue Do somethine about
the slow devine on of air, water, and
land, und our crambling and
society. Most screntists do thei part, tt
went on, but engmecrs and ther soct
efles fend to run off and hide Of the

people whe reacted to the accusation,
the following two letters are cal
and state that a whole new organ
tation or soctety needs to be created

in

invo

series

fas athe Alter reading your editorial in the May
15 issue, my faith in the engmeenng
profession as a social force was re-

cated people juvenated. But, sir. it also lett me quite
perplexed. do not accept your grand-

sounding idiom, "technological back-
lash." because it's and effective

meaning 1s obscured by jargenism in

much the same way as gobbledegook
obscures official government litera-

model for dhkacess. For this
atsreason the "

an arrang

as
Hines

run bya few

MACHINE DESIGN
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Government electronics

Computers replace clerks
in parcel post prototype

Keeping manpower down while
providing more service is a tricky present $40,000 in small gpatties

ments or send information back to
task-but it's what the reorganized
U.S. Postal Service was chartered thing, the Design and Development
to do. Te pull it off, the service
is eveing computer-controlled, self-
service stations that will eliminate
the need for window clerks to han-
dle parcel post at new locations.
Field tests of prototype hard-

ware, which Design and Develop-
ment Inc. of Cleveland built under
a $325,000 contract, are scheduled puter's ldgic dircuits' atid progthm
to begin in November, says Thomas
Lanyi, the program manager for
the parcel post mailing facility. If Finally,
they support the claim that the pro-
gram will pay for itself in five years,
postal engineers will next attempt
to simplify the machine to reduce
its cost and only then tum to in-
dustry for production. Ulfmately,
he adds, 'a very large market for
the units could result."
To use the prototype, the cus-

tomer places his package on a
built-in scale and punches in the
parcel post code of the package's
destination. The postage required
is then displayed on cold cathode
readout tubes and the customer month system is being introduced
inserts either coins or bills into that Ta
the machine. A printer developed
especially for this application then ical Ele
prints three copies: one for postal af

_
records, another that serves as the

ae eustomer's receipt, and a third that firm, SCI Systems {nc

. Postal rates are stored in one
quarter of a custom-built com-
puter's 4,096 words of 16-bit core.
Lanyi says that special" postal tem's mod

restraints required a custom ma-
chine. One was that postal rates
are nonlinear and could not be cal- sembles Ider! units At
culated with each use, so that spe-
cial features had to be added for for taking
efficient table look-up. The other ing and. idis
restraint was that rates change
about once or twice a year. Since
postal workers are at best semi-
skilled repairmen, the unit had to
be easily reprogramed with avail-
able inanpower. This was achieved

42

by adding mechanical switches that
change 'the values of the rates
stored in memory.
Lanyi notes that the prototype is

a "Cadillac" unit that will have to
be simplified if it is to be widely
used. But reducing unit cost-at

machine ('Offers Seven types of spe-
cial serv ce, including thecapacity
to handle special delivery mail.
Chances are good tha the ma-

dropping some of these little used

Lanyi says, the 5-mega-
hertz computer has excess capacity
to sharel J;each computer were
time-shated bbetween a number of
stations, the unit cost of the stations
would drop sharply.

Medical electronics

A digital advance
in patient monitoring

Changes have come slowly to pa-
tient monitoring systems. But this

Laboratories, and

cables, aiid has'a' minicomputer to
process data and control bedside
equipment. In addition, the; sys-

and other physiological parameters.
Signals from all the consoles in a
ward are fed back to a central sta-
tion along a single pair of wires,
thanks to the fact that each console
multiplexes its outputs. Normally,

aa

4 :

in similar layouts, as many as 50
leads come out of a single console.
At the central station the mini-

computer reduces the data, does
trend analysis, and looks for the
irregular heartbeats called arryth-
mias. It can also control instru-

a physician at bedside. "The cen-
tral station has the'capacity for con-
trolling as many as four activities
at each of the bedside units," says
Abbott Medical president Elliott
Farmsworth.

~will be easy, he feels,

chine's ela
Instrumentationservices. The use: of newer tech-

Computer system
tests, matches diodes

logy suchas MOS for he
able
rates > should also, reduce its, cost

for storing

When diode maker KEV Electronics
Corp. found that it couldn't check
out its products with commercial
production test equipment, it de-
veloped its own. Now the equip-
ment, which tests the devices at
operating frequencies instead of at
de or kilohertz, will be marketed.
KEV, in Wilmington, Mass..

makes ion-implanted voltage vari-
able capacitors for electronic tun-
ing of TV and fm receivers. A major
problem is selecting the three or
more diodes needed for a tuner so
that their capacitance changes
match as tuning voltage varies.

ug 2

:

older _4 According to Jerome L. Hartke,
} technical director for device devel-

de

opment, KEV's diodes have tightly
Abott controlled capacitance versus volt-

gerospace age curves, and are sorted into only
digital 10 categories instead of the 1,000

typical for conventional double-
diffused or epitaxial diodes. Never-
theless, they do have to be matched
before shipment, so KEV put to-

are in p gether its computer-operated sys-
tem which is now matching diodes
in pilot production lots.
KEV feels the system should in-

is a console' containms modules terest other diode makers, too, but
would rather make diodes than test

essure equipment. So it developed the
tester with Digital Equipment
Corp.-partly because Hartke lives
across the street from Roger Pyle.
manager of DEC's custom software
group. KEV makes the rf test head
and analog circuitry, which DEC

a je

is fixed to the package as postage The system t ultiplexes {tol 'téeduce

to reduce
In layout, Abbott's dys re-

7

blo



interference, spurring outlays for implementation of hew systems
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Government electronics
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faa
Postal automation outlook brightens

g from politicalReorganization act will management and R&D

By Jim Hardcastle, Washington bureau

The struggle to convert the Post ting costs in major postal enters, the machine breaks down the mail
Office Department into a public
corporation took 12 years, and it
will take at least as long again to be launched' following mpletion
change the deficit-ridden, $8 billion
giant into an efficient, self-sustain- Service
ing operation, predict officials of
the new U.S. Postal Service. The
process will make the service a big
market for electronics companies,
since it will take a lot of money
to develop and build the automated
equipment necessary to handle the
nation's mail. But it won't happen industry is "feodemail," ch'uses
overnight.
A relatively limited research and readers to'sor began in

development budget rules out a
technological revolution in the
Postal Service. But Harold Faught,
the former Westinghouse Nuclear
Rocket Program manager who

the Bureau of Research and
"Engineering, believes the outlook
'for automating the system is bright.
Outlays for Postal R&D in fiscal
1971 will remain essentially un-
changed at $63 million. But as the
system becomes self-sustaining, he
feels the percentage of R&D will
more nearly resemble private in-
dustry's-about 3% of sales. Based
on a total budget of $8 billion,

« postal R&D could eventually reach
$240 million a year. The largest ex-
penditures will go for optical char-
acter readers and computers.
Meanwhile, Faught says, the

service will be able to use some of
its $10-billion borrowing authority
to develop and acquire automation
systems. And because the service
has lagged in developing new ma-
chinery, opportunities for savings
are plentiful. Programs already in
the planning stages should save
$1.9 billion a year by 1975 by cut-

Electronics | September 14, 1970

Faught claims.
Broader 'R&D: programs may well

Faughtwarns however, that the
Postal Service right now is,more
interested in applying existing! tech-
nological knowledge (than in'devel-
oping new technology.
The program with. by far, the

most significance for th e ectronics

Cincinnati in 1968 with'a $5 million large mailers, such as publis
effort to develop an advance letter
handling testbed. Eventually, the
techniques developed there are ex-
pected to be applied in the 110
largest post offices, which handle
70% of the nation's mail.
In the Cincinatti system, which

was assembled by LTV Electrosys-
tems Inc., letters are fed into a
drum located at a coding station
and rotated before a clerk at the
rate of 60 a minute. The clerk ex-
tracts the portions of the addresses
needed for the code, typing the
code on a keyboard. A Xerox Data
Systems Sigma 2 computer then
searches a disk file, matches the
code with addresses stored in mem-
ory, and automatically prints a
series of bars on the back of the
envelope. These identify the zip
code, house number and street.
Next, the letter passes to a con-

veyor where the bars are read
by a simple optical code reader.
Then the code is fed to the com-
puter, which runs a mechanical
sorting machine that puts the letter
in the appropriate bin. At present,

by carrier route, but the computer
could be programed for sorting in-
dividual routes to match the order

f major systems studies Potal of delivery. Thus, Faught says,
code mail may someday eliminate
the 1.5 hours a day that the Postal :

Service's 200,000 letter carriers
now spend sorting mail by route.

Code mail offers further advan-
tages, he notes. Because the com-
puter's memory allocates bar codes,
the coding station operator needn't
remember which of 150 to 200 bins

loptica ( gharacter a letter should be placed in.

and credit card companies to invest
in equipment that could imprint

:

Such a system should encoura
computers

Approved. Supervisor authorizes
employee overtime by inserting both
the employee's badge and his own
into transactor.
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Probing the news 4

bar codes on all their mail, Fought
believes. For their investment,
these mailers would get better ser-
vice and probably a cost rebate.

In addition, the bar code system
leaves room for the advances in
optical character recognition equip-
ment that are expected to revolu-
tionize mail handling. Abraham
Tersoff, an engineer who heads the
Postal Service's OCR efforts, says
that his goal within the next five
years is to develop equipment cap-
able of reading at least 50% of the
mail. Such readers could scan all
mail coming into the sorting sys-
tem, and also assign bar codes.
To date. some $20 million has

been spent on OCR development,
an amount Tersoff says is justified
because of the demanding nature
of the postal mail service.
Automation equipment, however, and receivable general

is not the postal service's only re-
quirement. It also needs improved
systems to keep track of the flow the n
of the mail and keep tabs on its
750,000 employees. Thus, it has
spent $50 million to date for its syse
Postal Source Data System.
In the system, more than 10,-

000 input devices-mostly employee 0 postal clerks:
badge readers and transactors
which input payroll and labor dis-
tribution data, plus scales that sorte
monitor the flow of mail through they get bar codes.
postal facilities-feed data concen-
trators at each main post office.
Leased voice-grade lines then lead
to four dual Control Data Corp.
1700 computers that edit, format,
and further compress the data for
processing by dual CDC 3300 com-
puters at data processing centers
in Wilkes Barre, Pa. and St. Louis.
The system's critics charge that

the setup is underused and overly
expensive. Only 20% of the com-
puter's capacity is employed, and
115,000 miles of leased lines cost
$2 million a year-facts expected
to draw fire in a forthcoming Gen-
eral Accounting Office report.
Industry and labor also have

their reservations, although their
complaints follow entirely different
lines. One industry source says the
machine could do much more than
payroll processing, which he says
is its main task. For example, it

126 .

Upitliéreorgayization :

No organization plan by, itself can guarantee that the Postal Service
can either develop or use, automated equipment, but Harold F. Fanght,the, former Westinghouse: Nuclear Rocket Manager who heads the Postal
Service's Bureau of Research and Engincering, says that reorganizationshould step up the pace oOelectronics n&p for two reasons:
First,he says, the-reorganization of the Post Office will end politicalinterference in appointments of top postal research managers and will

level. ut the cyclical nature' of the postal research and development

influence on engineering programs where you're trying to do things over

Cofigress appropriaté 10% or less of the budget through 1979;
the remainder will come out of revenues and its $10 billion bonding

t being p ed

bu every two years and
was a ve

the rap'budget fluctuating wild]y, he notes, there disruptive
a five;year period."

dnd t'is the! autonomy granted by the reorganization act

rath

best engineering talent.

authorization,; This new); management freedom will permit the Postal
Seryi allocate, yeséarch funds on the basis of projected benefits,

h.on what, is léft,in the Federal budget, Faught says. The same
au that the Postal Service

ledger accounting.

what we ycall a clock watching

Union which represents about 80,-

System manager Anderson, how-
ever, is not particularly worried
about the criticisms of the data
system. Already, he notes, the sys-

mon tor- tem has surpassed manual report-
It's ing in both accuracy andJ timeli _

ness. And while he concedes that it
Says Davi Silvergleid, is greatly under-utilized, he views

the excess capacity as just another
opportunity to put more applica-
tions on line.

could

4 b

6
Labor, on the 6

potent
inga

president of thé.National Postal

i,

Coded. After "codé mail" system in Cincinnati removes mail that can't be
other letters to computer-assisted stations where

entered into,a computerstell the sorter where to put each letter.
ren mail goes to-an optical card reader where the code is

1

ry

4

j
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STORAGEs TRANSPORT
CODE READER SYSTEM
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SECONDARY
DISTRIBUTION
CONVEYOR
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Automatic letter sorting to ease the postal load?
It may be with us someday but not for quite a while
After listening to a number of tech-

nical papers and speaker comments at a
recent symposium on artificial pattern
recognition, one could only come away
with the conclusion that pattern recog-
nition is still among the most amateur
of technical fields. The symposium,
which was sponsored jointly by the
U.S. Post Office Department, the
National Security Industrial Associa-
tion, and the IEEE Systems Science and
Cybernetics Group, and was held in
Washington, D.C., on May 6 prior to
the start of the International Conference
on Artificial Intelligence, brought out
the fact that there is much controversy
among adherents of various pattern-
recognition techniques; and although
many methods have enjoyed limited
success, no one way has proved op-
timum.
Discussions at the symposium were

limited to work being carried out under
the direction of the Post Office's Bureau
of Research and Engineering. According
to Paul G. Hendrickson, Acting Assis-
tant Postmaster General, the Post Office
has been engaged in automatic address
reading research since 1954. This work
has been referred to as optical character
recognition (OCR).
For the researchers, their efforts fall

mainly into two categories: the develop-
ment of techniques and a system for
reading handwritten script; and the
improvement of an existing system for
reading machine lettering, as well as the

development of a newOCR for machine-
imprinted letters.

Perhaps the biggest stumbling block
in the path of automatic letter sorting is
how best to read script-and some 50

percent of the addresses on letters and

packages are in handwritten script.
Some people write large and loose;
others write small and tight. Some
people use capitals; others use a com-
bination of upper- and lower-case letters.

8

Add this to the many styles of shaping
the address block and you begin to get
a hint of themagnitude of the problem.
An ideal character-recognition tech-

nique is one that is orientation-free and
able to read any type of lettering,
machine or handwritten; is insensitive to
degradation of any kind; has relatively
simple logic to keep costs down; and
has a low error rate. Current techniques,
however, are orientatiqgn dependent.
That is, they require that the address
block maintain a certain format. They
are also extremely sensitive to degrada-
tion, and multifont capability has been
a real problem. To ingplement any of the
existing techniques, a complex logic
system is required.
During the meeting, several pattern-

recognition techniques, such as the_
"feature extraction method" and the
"nearest neighbor classifier," were brief-
ly discussed. In commenting on them,
Dr. Laveen Kanal, senior staff scientist,
Philco-Ford Corporation, and chairman
of the meeting's morning session, said he
felt that of all the methods described
the technique using Fisher determinants
seemed to outperform all others. He
questioned the validity of reading in-
dividual characters, pointing out that
"instead of reading characters and put-
ting them together, we should emphasize
reading blocks and splitting off where
needed into separate characters." He
went on to say that he felt that any
attempt to identify characters by curve
following, orthogonal expansions, etc.,
is not relevant.
Relevant or not, it appears that this is

the direction in which the majority of
recognition research is headed.
About the only piece of hardware

capable of reading script (numbers) has
been developed by Philco-Ford. It uses a
flying-spot scanner to locate hand-
written Zip codes. A combination of
feature extraction and storage logic

is used with a computer-aided decision
process to recognize characters. Under
laboratory conditions, this OCR has
been able to recognize the last two
digits of the Zip code about 70 percent
of the time; the first three digits about
61 to 63 percent of the time; and all five
digits about 47 to 54 percent of the
time. Although the machine is still in
the early stages of its development,
there already appears to be some ques-
tion as to whether it will ever be installed
in Post Offices.
What about those letters whose ad-

dresses have been machine imprinted?
The Post Office does have a reader-
sorter capable of reading such addresses,
although not very well. According to the
Post Office's own figures, the present
OCR reads only about 25 percent of
machine-imprinted addresses. And only
by preidentifying "good" mail (ad-
drésses) with special tags can an accept
rate of 75 to 80 percent be achieved. An
improved version of the OCR will soon
be introduced; however, it will only
increase sorting capability to about
35 percent whereas a future Mk II
reader-sorter is expected to increase the
sort rate to about 50 percent.
The reasons for this apparently poor

performance are obvious. The OCR is
sensitive to fonts, misspelled words, tic
marks, degraded print, pattern back-
grounds, orientation, irregular indenta-
tion, spacing, and so on. In other words,
it is sensitive to the same problem areas
as the numeric script reader. Automatic
reader-sorters for machine-imprinted
addresses are used in about eight cities
across the U.S.: Detroit, Houston,
Boston, and New York among others.
As far as the Post Office is concerned,

all of the work now being carried on is

futuristic. That is, the OCRs now
under development are being designed
to work with the expected mail mixes
five or ten years from now though they
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must also be compatible with the
present-day mix.
And still the price of a postage stamp

continues to climb. It is evident that
charges will level out only when the
Post Office Department becomes more
cost effective. Postal officials hope that
OCR machines can cut costs by almost
eliminating manual mail handling and
reducing "time in transit" to a minimum.
But also needed is closer cooperation
between the Post Office and industry,
and the consumer. Standardization of
envelopes and the adoption of a uniform
font for machine-imprinted mail would
help. Congress could help too by provid-
ing incentives, such as a reduction in
postal charges for mail conforming to a
specified standard.
Among the companies and universities

researching the problems of pattern
recognition for the Post Office are the
Philco-Ford Corporation, Control Data
Corporation, IBM Corporation, Bur-
roughs Corporation, Recognition Equip-
ment Inc., Radio Corporation of
America, Cornell Aeronautical Labora-
tory, Inc., Battelle Memorial Institute,
and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Apollo 10 module carried
color TV and 'mini' monitor
A color television camera that weighs

less than 7 kg (15 pounds) and a "mini"
monitor-a television set with a screen
smaller than a credit card were part
of the equipment carried by the Apollo
10 astronauts on their mission to the
moon in May. The equipment was
built for them by the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.

THIS TINY television monitor was used by
the Apollo 10 astronauts in focusing their
color television camera during their mis-
sion to the moon. Carried inside the
command module, it enabled astronauts
to see in black and white the exact pic-
tures thatwere transmitted by the camera
back to the earth.

Focal points

The camera is about 43 cm long, in-
cluding a variable-focus "zoom" Jens.
It was designed to be carried aboard the
three-man Apollo 10 command module
and is the first color television camera
designed for use aboard a manned
spacecraft. The use of a zoom lens and
a television monitor aboard a manned
spacecraft are algo space "firsts."
The lens has a variable focal length

ranging from 12.5 to 75 mm and
provides a diagonal field of view variable
from 54 to nine degrees respectively.
There is a range of aperture stops from
f2.2 to {22 for operation in the expected
light levels and a focus range to infinity.
The little television monitor, which

weighs less than 2 kg, has a black-and-
white viewing screen that shows the
astronaut using the camera the exact
scene that is being transmitted back to
earth.
The color camera uses an imaging

tube called an SEC (secondary electron
conduction) imaging tube that can
produce an image at very low light
levels. The tube is the same type that
was "used in the lunar camera flown
on Apollo 9 and is scheduled to be used
on the moon's surface during the Apollo
11 flight. However, a significant addition
to the camera is a rotating color wheel
with red, blue, and green filters arranged
so that the filters pass in front of the
imaging tube. The wheel spins at 600
revolutions per minute and is divided
into six sections so that the sequence of
color filters as they pass in front of the
tube during one revolution is red, blue
and green, red, blue and green. Separate
red, blue, and green images are trans-
mitted to earth receiving stations where
they are combined to produce a single
live color picture. The conversion equip-
ment produces images at the rate of 30
frames per second compatible with the
standard rate for commercial television.
The "mini" monitor on the spacecraft

receives its power and video signal
through a cable connected directly to
the camera. The monitor requires about
three watts of power.

List of radio museums
may interest traveling readers

Bruce Kelley, secretary of the An-
tique Wireless Association, has assem-
bled a list of radio museums in various
parts of the United States This list,
which 1s reproduced here, 1s by no
means exhaustive, but it does indicate a

number of interesting and well-organized
exhibits, both public and private. It
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E. POSTAL. SERVICE

1. EXPERIMENTS

2. PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the Electronic Mail Handling (EMH) experiment
program is to evaluate subsystems concepts,: .gain operational
experience, and provide a performance information bank from
which the operational equipment design specifications can be
formulated.
3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

An experimental EMH station will be established to operate
an evaluation program. After the EMH system becomes a rea-
lity, state-of-the-art equipment technology will be evalua-
ted to enhance the efficiency of the operational system.
The station will be divided into four major subsystem areas:

Input conversion
Data processing and storage
Data transmission
Output conversion

Initial testing will be directed to each major subsystem and
will be effected through simulation modeling, actual equip-
ment testing, and equipment interfacing. Overall system
tests will be conducted when feasible and early point-to-
point demonstration will be performed to gather data on load-
ing factors, based on user acceptance and the progress of
system development. The various series of tests that will
be performed are outlined below:

a. Input Conversion Subsystem
° Scanning rates
° Paper handling problems
° Rejection and thru-put data rates
° Resolution and data compression performance

Multifont reading capibility
b. Data Processing and Storage Subsystem

° Input and output conversion control and monitor func-
tions

° Storage and sorting stage techniques
Error and reject rates
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c. Data Transmission Subsystem
° Determination of acceptable transmission links error

rates
° Refinement of station-to-station transmission speci-fications
° Development user-to-EMH station transmission require-

ments

d. Output Conversion Subsystem :

Acceptable thru-put rates
Paper-handling techniques
Sorting, storage and delivery techniques
Output device noise levels

e. SystemaTests
System loading factors
Multiple store-to-store transfers
Overall system capacitiesOverall error and reject rates

:

:

f. Module-to-Module Test
A point-to-point demonstration test over a combination of
land lines plus satellites will be conducted between two EMH
modules to determine the degree of user acceptance and meas-
ure progress within the evolving system. The data gathered
will be used to refine the operational system loading-design
specifications and determine system weaknesses and require-
ments for further testing.

:

:

4, KEY MILESTONES

The point-to-point demonstration can begin 20 wéeks after
authorization to proceed. The projected schedule is as
follows:

:

:

:
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weeks 15 20 26 41 52 58 93

:

1

5. REQUIRED COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUPPORT :

All tests, except the point-to-point demonstration test, are
conducted in the EMH experimental station and require no ex-
ternal communications support. However, the point-to-point
demcastration test will require communication support. A
cross-country loading data base would be. useful and would be
obtained with a communications hook-up between the East and
West Coast EMH modules. One effective low-cost method would
be to interface the East Coast module into the Goddard Space
Flight Center by land communications, then via the ATS-1 or
-3 satellites to the Mojave Tracking Station (California),
and from Mojave to the West Coast module by land communica-
tions.

:

:

:

:

:

6. OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS :
:

a. Description of System :

A systems concept which will provide the services required
for the postal system is discussed in this section. The-ap-
proach to technical studies has been highly conservative.
All of the technology required for the described system pre-
sently exists in operational or demonstrable prototype form.
Thus no major technological breakthroughs are required for
this system to be feasible. Cost data are eonservative; in
each case the price used reflects a cost at which the item
is presently available in small lots. The types of equip-
ment required for this system are in a field where new devel-
opments are presently increasing the ability and decreasing
the cost of the individual components very rapidly. No al-
lowance has been made for either technological improvements

:

:

:

:

:
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or cost reductions.
The system described is capable of processing one hundred

generated form on magnetic tapes. All handling of input
letters will be mechanized so that the Original letter can
not be read while being converted for trahsmission. All
materials will be finalized in sealed letter. form. Thus
the letter will never exist in a form which can be read dur-
ing the time it is in the Post Office, and the sanctity of
the mail will be preserved.
The system is sized assuming that 70%.of the mail will be
originated by business users in computer output form. It
further assumes that 20% of the mail will be in printed
form which can be read by optical character readers. The
final 10% of the mail will be handled by full scanning and
will be capable of transmitting handwritten documents and
graphics with better resolution than a TV set.

:

million letters a day. This adds up to a volume of thirtybillion pieces a year, assuming full usage for three hun-
dred days each year. It will accept letters in computer-

:
:

:

:

:

:

:

Hardcopy letters which are to be transmitted via the Elec-
tronic Mail Handling system will be submitted at an EMH serv-

ted in flat open form with the destination ZIP code added
in a fixed location by a special Post Office printer. The

t

ed Post Office by the originator. The letter will be submit-
:

letter will be inserted by the originator into machine :

handling cartridge and will not be handled in open form by :

any Postal Service employee. Digital data messages will be :

submitted on magnetic tape reels. High volume users may :

elect to obtain direct connection to transfer data via
common carrier to Postal Service storage rather than submit
tapes.
Hard copy letters are then processed by optical character
readers or graphical scanners in accordance with the patron's
desires and converted to electronic storage form. The mes-
sages will then be processed through a computer which will
provide inventory control so that no message can get lost.

message to a receiver in the destination post office. The
data is then sorted and automatically printed out in the
order the carrier delivers it.

:

The message will then be transmitted from an antenna on the
postal station to spacecraft located in stationary orbit
over the United States. The spacecraft will retransmit the
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The initial Electronic Mail Handling system will interconnect
the 125 largest mail originating locations. One station may
serve several closely located cities and thus this systemwill actually interconnect approximately 180 cities. (A
list of the interconnected cities is given in Appendix Iv-c-5.
Several of the cities (e.g. New York, Chicago, etc.) will
handle and thus approximately 160 modules will be required to
service the 125 cities.
have a higher daily volume than a single processing unit can

b. Supporting Experiments Required
The experiments program (App. IV-C-5-a) will be used to define
the operational system requirements, and no supporting ex-
periments se are required. When two stations are oper-
ational and the spacecraft is in position (reference intro-
duction schedule, milestone 6), operations tests will be
performed to verify experimental data i.e., station load
limits, acceptable transmission error rates, reject rates,
etc.) and to gain operational experience prior to implement-
ing EMH service in the next 23 cities. Similar data will be
collected once 25 cities are operational and prior to going
to the full 125 city system.
c. Introduction Schedule

fully operational EMH service for 125 cities by 1982. The
milestones on the schedule are as follows:
Figure IV-2 shows the schedule required to develop a

:

° The funding for the experiments program is approved
and the experiments project is manned.

° The East-West coast EMH demonstration takes place.
° The operational EMH program is approved and funded. :

° The final specifications for the operational system
are approved.

° The first operational EMH station is installed and
tested.

° The second EMH station is operational, the spacecraft
is launched and operational tests begin.

:

° RMH service is started between 2-4 cities. :

° EMH service is available between 25 major cities. :
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° The EMH system is fully operational between 125 cities.
The system will be capable of processing one hundred million
letters a day. This adds up to a volume of thirty billion
pieces a year assuming full usage for three hundred days
each year. It will accept messages in letter form, printed,
hand written or with graphics. It will alsa. accept letters
im computer-generated form on magnetic tapes. All handling
of input letters will be mechanized so that the originalletter can not be read while being converted for transmission.
All materials will be outputted in sealed letter form.
Thus the letter will never exist in a form which can be read
during the time it is in the Post Office, and the sanctity
of the mail will be preserved.

4

:

:

:

a :

:

:

:
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October 21, 1971

DRAFT

Mr. Patrick E. Haggerty
Chairman of the Board
Texas Instruments, Inc.
13500 N. Central Expressway
P. O. Box 5474
Dallas, Texas 75222

Dear Pat:

s pleased with the enthusiasm and competitive spirit of the peopJe representing the

ostal Service at the meeting on initiatives on communications for social good. | am not,

owever, completely sold on the conclusions they have apperently reached.

In trying to figure out in my own mind how science and technology is run in the government,

it seems to me that first of all there are two kinds of organizational situations which we

encounter.

A. Those situations in which the management of a government organization

sees the problem and feels that the proposed solution is theirs, and they

are willing to take the responsibility and claim the success or failure

as their own

B. Those organizations in which someone lower down in the organization

is carrying the ball, but the top management of the organization

doesn't know about it, doesn't care, or thinks that OST or OMB is

running it.

C. Those organizations which either don't see the problem or don't see

the answer, and OST is trying to initiate a program where none

is seen.
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Draft - Page 2

Then, it seems to me that there are three categories of technical program.

1, Those in which a tool is necessary, such as a telescope, an

accelerator, or a bomber. In this case, the organization at least

makes believe that they are confident of what they are asking for

and puts on a hard sell to get a specific device.

2. Those cases in which the problem isn't clear, or at least the solution

is far from clear. Because so many people have seen the success of

this professional approach to trying to sell the idea for a tool, when

they have a problem in this category they feel they have to make

beleive they know the answer and sell it hard when really they

should sell a program which in a careful, planned way outlines the

alternatives, lists the experiments for finding the best alternative,

and plans how decisions will be made as a result of each of the

experiments. This sounds like classical science, but | don't remember

hearing anyone talk this way because it apparently sounds like a sign

of weakness to admit you don't know exactly where you are going.

3. The third case is a program to find knowledge. This is true research.

Where we are just looking for knowledge we should feel free to do so,

but we should define what knowledge we are looking for. Sometimes

our justification for this effort is quite misleading. We point out examples

of people who have found something very significant for mankind while

looking for something else. We must be careful that from this people

don't imply that if you are out spending money looking for nothing that

you may accidently happen upon something else. | believe that in most
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of these cases, someone was looking for something specific and

happened upon something else. We have to avoid the situation

where we define basic science as looking for something that isn't

useful. A lot of things aren't useful, but are not science nor are

they knowledge. You have heard the statement that nothing came

out of the program so it must have been basic science.

lt seems to me that the Postal Service problem comes in categories A and 2. The responsibility

is clear and the management understands that it is their program. However, the solutions

are not at all clear and it will take a careful program to find out the optimum solutions,

and a good part of that problem is which solution will be acceptable to the customer, to

the politicians and to the rate fixers.

| very much liked the people that made the presentation, but did feel they overstated their

confidence in the solution they picked because they felt they had to show confidence in

order to sell a program in the same way that so many other programs have been sold in

Washington.

The Postal Service has many problems. Technology can help in most of them, but



October 12, 197]

NOTES ON ELECTRONIC MAIL

| was very pleased with the enthusiasm and competitive spirit of the Postal Service.Their proposal however sounds like they are committed to electronic mail and theyreally should be committed to the best possible mail service. This means programsand experiments to solve all of their problems.

Some version of electronic mail | would assume is inevitable, but it will take careful
planning and careful experiments to demonstrate what form it will take. It will takea great deal of discipline on the part of the users, and careful selling and introductionto make sure that the results are acceptable.

When the problems of equipment to handle, read and produce on each end are solved,they may, without electronic transmission, solve much of the Post Office's problem,

If electronic mail is readily accepted by the public, it might be that if the bulk of its
application is in the production of bills which would be largely local, there might beno need for large transmission facilities.

The system might become easily saturated and therefore very unpopular because it
would be so easy to generate personalized junk mail.

If the costs of communications gets very low it would encourage competition, particularlyif the Post Office lost its monopoly position. With low line costs, a network systemlike TELEX that presented facsimile or fast printing might take care of much of the
business mail,

The proposal seemed to ask for much technology development to avoid the need for
rational rate fixing. If each piece of mail was made to pay its fair share, it would
help solve many of the problems of the Post Office.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



E. POSTAL SERVICE

1. EXPERIMENTS

2. PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the Electronic Mail Handling (EMH) experiment
program is to evaluate subsystems concepts, gain operational
experience, and provide a performance information bank from
which the operational equipment design specifications can
be formulated.
3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

An experimental EMH station will be established to operate
an evaluation program. After the EMH system becomes a rea-lity, state-of-the-art equipment technology will be evalua-
ted to enhance the efficiency of the operational system.
The station will be divided into four major subsystem areas:

Input conversion
Data processing and storage
Data transmission
Output conversion :

Initial testing will be directed to each major subsystem and
will be effected through simulation modeling, actual equip-
ment testing, and equipment interfacing. Overall systemtests will be conducted when feasible and early point-to-
point demonstration will be performed to gather data on load-
ing factors, based on user acceptance and the progress of
system development. The various series of tests that will
be performed are outlined below:

:

a. Input Conversion Subsystem
° Scanning rates
° Paper handling problems
° Rejection and thru-put data rates
° Resolution and data compression performance
3

:

:
:

:

Multifont reading capability
b. Data Processing and Storage subsystem

Input and output conversion control and monitor func-
tions
Storage and sorting stage techniques
Error and reject rates
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c. Data Transmission Subsystem
° Determination of acceptable transmission-link error

rates
° Refinement of station-to-station transmission speci-fications

d. Output Conversion Subsystem

Acceptable through-put rates
Paper-handling techniques
Sorting, storage and delivery techniques
Output device noise levels

:

e. System Tests :

System loading factors
Multiple store-to-store transfers
Overall system capacities ~

Overall error and reject rates
f. Module-to-Module Test
A point-to-point demonstration test over a combination of
land lines plus satellites will be conducted between two EMH
modules to determine the degree of user acceptance and meas-
ure progress within the evolving system. The data gathered
will be used to refine the operational system loading-design
specifications and determine system weaknesses and require-
ments for further testing.

:

:

:

4. KEY MILESTONES

The point-to-point demonstration can begin 30 weeks after
authorization to proceed. The projected schedule is
depicted on the following page:
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5. REQUIRED COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUPPORT

All tests, except the point-to-point demonstration test, are
conducted in the EMH experimental station and require no ex-ternal communications support. However, the point-to-pointdemonstration test will require communication support. A
cross-country loading data base would be useful and would
be obtained with a communications hook-up between the East
and West Coast EMH modules. One effective low-cost. method
would be to interface the East Coast module into the Goddard
Space Flight Center by land communications, then via the
ATS-1 or -3 satellites to the Mojave Tracking Station
(California), and from Mojave to the West Coast module hyland communications.

6. OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

a. Description of System
A systems concept which will provide the services requiredfor the postal system is discussed in this section. The
approach to technical studies has been highly conservative.All of the technology required for the described system pre-
sently exists in operational or demonstrable prototype form.
Thus no major technological breakthroughs are required for
this system to be feasible. Cost data are conservative; in
each case the price used reflects a cost at which the item
is presently available in small lots. The types of equip-
ment required for this system are in a field where new devel-
opments are presently increasing the ability and decreasing
the cost of the individual components very rapidly. No al-
lowance has been made for either technological improvements
or cost reductions.

:

:
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The system described is capable of processing one hundred
Million letters a day. This adds up to a volume of thirtybillion pieces a year, assuming full usage for three hun-
dred days each year. It will accept letters in computer-
generated form on magnetic tapes. All handling of inputletters will be mechanized so that the original letter can
not be read while being converted for transmission. All
materials will be finalized in sealed letter form. Thus
the letter will never exist in a form which can be read dur-
ing the time it is in the Post Office, and the sanctity of
the mail will be preserved.
The system is sized assuming that 70% of the mail will be
originated by business users in computer output form. It
further assumes that 20% of the mail will be in printed
form which can be read by optical character readers. The
final 10% of the mail will be handled by full scanning and
will be capable of transmitting handwritten documents and
graphics with better resolution than present commercial TV. :

Hardcopy letters which are to be transmitted via the Elec-
tronic Mail Handling system will be submitted at an EMH
served Post Office by the originator. The letter will be
submitted in flat open form with the designation ZIP code
added in a fixed location by a special Post Office printer.
The letter will be inserted by the originator into a machine
handling cartridge and will not be handled in open form by
any Postal Service employee. Digital data messages will be
submitted on magnetic tape reels. High volume users may

: :

:

elect to obtain a direct connection to transfer data via
t common carrier to Postal Service storage rather than submit

tapes.
Hard copy letters are then processed by optical character
readers or graphical scanners in accordance with the patron's
desires and converted to electronic storage form. The mes-
sages will then be processed through a computer which will
provide inventory control so that no message can get lost.
The message will then be transmitted from an antenna on the
postal station to a spacecraft located in a stationary
orbit over the United States. The spacecraft will retransmit
the message to a receiver in the destination post office.
The data is then sorted and automatically printed out in
the order the carrier delivers it.

:

:
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The initial Electronic Mail Handling system will interconnectthe 125 largest mail originating locations. One station mayserve several closely located cities and thus this systemwill actually interconnect approximately 180 cities. (Alist of the interconnected cities is given in Appendix V.c-5). Several of the cities (e.g. New York, Chicago, etc.)will have a higher daily volume than a single processingunit can handle and thus approximately 160 modules will be
required to service the 125 locations.
b. Supporting Experiments Required
The experiments program (App. V. C-5-a) will be used to definethe operational system requirements, and no supporting ex-
periments per se are required. When two stations are oper-ational and the spacecraft is in position (reference intro-duction schedule, milestone 6), operations tests will be
cerformed to verify experimental data (i.e.,station loadlimits, acceptable transmission error rates, reject rates,etc.) and to gain operational experience prior to implement-ing EMH service in the next 23 cities. Similar data will
be collected once 25 cities are operational and priar to
going to the full 125 location system,

:

:

:

Introduction Schedule

Figure IV-2 shows the schedule required to develop a
fully operational EMH service for 125 cities by 1982. Themilestones on the schedule are as follows:

° The funding for the experiments program is approved
and the experiments project is manned.

° The East-West coast EMH demonstration takes place.
° The operational EMH program is approved and funded.

:
:

° The final specifications for the operational system
are approved.

° The first operational EMH station is installed and
tested.

:

° The second EMH station is operational, the spacecraftis launched and operational tests begin.
° EMH service is started between 2-4 cities.
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FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 FY76 FY7 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 82 83 84

PILOT STUDY 1X2 LN
DEFINITIVE
SYSTEM STUDY AN
SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT AA
FIELD
IMPLEMENTATION Ay x AY

(2)

(3)

(1) APPROVAL & MANNING (5) FIRST STATION {INSTALLATION (7) 25 MAJOR CITIES OPERATIONAL
SPACE CRAFT LAUNCH

COMMUNICATIONS TESTS (6) OPERATIONAL TESTS
(APPROXIMATELY 60 SYSTEMS)

EAST-WEST COAST
(8) EMH OPERATIONAL (125 CITIES)

PROGRAM APPROVAL WITH (6a) SERVICE BETWEEN 2-4 CITIES
FIRST YEAR FUNDING

(4) OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION DEFINED

Figure IV-2 Program Plan-Electronic Mail Handling System



O EMH service is available between 25 major cities.
The EMH system is fully operational between
125 locations.
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October 14, 1971

Dr. Edward E. David, dt... .
Science Adviser to the President
The White Hous
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Ed:

{ have a very negative reaction to the proposed Presidential Initiatives on
Communications for Social Needs.

:

fam sure fom unduly cynfcal; but my Immediate reaction is that this Is a
way to justify new NASA satellites. | am also suspicious that people might
feel that a Presidential Initiative would give such high priority that the projects
would not have to suffer the dangers, risks and delays of planned, weli-thought-
out and open-to-criticism type programs.

:

:

The FBI Is well organized, and their needs are quite straightforward and hordly in
need of a Presidential Initiative to solve them.

The Post Office has many needs and has to study mony alternatives, but to con-
centrate on one could be very emborrossing.

Promising significant help In urban problems by use of communications Is an area
where angels should fear to tread. Before proposing 13 new channels of educational
television, much analysts of previous éxperlence should be carefully made before
this Idea Is even leaked to the outside.

:

the world" and bold new experiments to demonstrate uses of modern technology In

health, education and urban problems.

We could Instead prpose bold new experiments to develop the "best mall system In

§ would encourage the FBI, but t would not use It for publicity because It does not
make for good political propoganda.



Or. Edward David, re 2 October 14, 1971

The Office of Science and Technology could use these experiments os vehicles
to demonstrate how sclence explores unknown flelds. We might stort a tradition tn
government science that could be o more significant contribution than anything else.
tam afrald that many of the administrators within the community are confused between
buying tools and doing sclence. in most of these problem creas, we don't know what
the answers are and we have to use systematic and probably traditional scientific methods
For finding the optimum answers.

We should be sure thot they define their problem nd that they lay out the alternatives
and systematically go about finding the best alternative. After a set of experiments,
results should be reviewed and then the next step taken according to the predetermined
plan. Above all, the final answer should not be predetermined because the President
wos talked Into making It a Presidential Initiative. : :

1 lok forward to seeing
»

you next Monday.

{ probably missed the Introduction of this set of Initiatives, and because of my Ignorance,
:

my comments might be rather naive.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth H. Olsen

KHO/d ;



October 12, 1971

FURTHER THOUGHTS ON TECHNOLOGICAL INITIATIVES

Soclety made some unbellevable organizational mistakes when computers came along.
People concluded that the organizations responsible for certain activities, whether
they be in the government, in business or In the local high schools, were not competent
enough to use computers so they used experts to run the computers. With two groups
sharing responsibility, no one could be blamed for failure and no one could fix the :

problems.

Five years ago, if the local high school consistently fouled up Its schedules, they
would have fired the administration. For the last four yrars the schedules have been
unbelievably fouled up. Year after yeor everyone blames the computers and the software.
The administration has no responsibility because the school board hired experts from the
outside to do the job and the experts, of course, have very limited responsilaility. This
also goes on in the organization which | run and In almost every organization with which
i have ony contact.

We now have a wonderful new opportunity to do the same thing with communications.
it ts clear that HUD is not technically competent to use modern communications to solve
their problems, so if we impose new communications experts on them they can have an
excuse for falling in their commission and they can blame it on the communications
software.

The only dehumanizing result of computers that | will admit to is where responsibility
nd authority for the solution of a problem Is taken away from the only group commissioned
to find a solution and given to someone else who runs the computer. We can further
destroy this authority and responsibility by taking away the control of communications

Every experiment should be considered an experiment with o predetermined checkpoint
and an algorithm on which the decision to continue or stop will be made. It Is misleading
to call something an experiment, but make a commitment to go on Indefinitely.

Kenneth H. Olsen

and giving that to an expert.

:
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Post Haste
The U.S,*Postal System
Begins to Take Notice
Of Speedy Competitof.
United Parcel and "Others

Often Give Better Service,
But U.S. Now Fights Back :

'We No Longer Throw Stuff'
By TimoTuy D. SCHELLIARDT

Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
WASHINGTON ~ By now, mailmen hope,

you've addressed the last greeting card. licked
that final stamp, wrapped and sent the holiday
packages. If you heeded the much-advertised
plea, you mailed early to "help the people who

For that, Elmer T. Klassen sends you his
warmest season's greetings-and so do Paul
Oberkotter, Tom Murray and J. Kevin Murphy.Mr. Klassen, the nation's Postmaster Gen-
eral, captains the 650,000 U.S. Postal Service
workers who help bring you Christmas; he's
naturally pleased when the holiday mail gets
delivered on time. But so are Messrs. Ober-
kotter, Murray and Murphy, because each also
heads a huge mail-delivery service that abets
Mr. Claus-and annoys Mr. Klassen,

All three operations are private, profit-mak-
ing ventures that compete head-to-head with
the money-losing public Postal Service, and in
this year's holiday mail 'melee they've been
grabbing away great chunks of its business.
A Monopoly on Cards

In fact, this Christmas that package you
open probably was delivered by Mr. Oberkot-,
ter's United Parcel Service, not by the Post Of-
fice. Those Christmas catalogs may well have:
been left at your door by one of Mr. Murray's
Independent Postal Service of America car-
riers, or couriers from one of 150 firms like Mr.
Murray's. And the checks you wrote to pay for
gifts undoubtedly were transferred from your
bank to a Federal Reserve center by American
Courier Corp., a unit of Mr. Murphy's Purola-
tor Services Inc.

(Christmas cards are still delivered by the
Postal Service alone, since it enjoys a legal
monopoly in delivery of first-class mail. But
that monopoly is expected to be challenged in
the near future; private carriers plan to ask
the Postal Rate Commission and Congress for
the right to tote letters and postcards.)

Within the past few years, hundreds of pri-
vate firms, discovering that the mail business
is big business, have sprouted up to challenge
the giant Postal Service in one way or another.
But the greatest success has been scored by an
older outfit, the United Parcel Service, which
has actually surpassed the postal goliath in
hauling parcel post.

4

During the past 11 years, the brown-uni-
formed UPS delivery men, in their familiar
dark brown vans, have quadrupled their deliv-
eries of packages weighing one to 50 pounds-
to about 600 million deliveries annually. This
year's volume will top last year's by about
10%. The Postal Service's comparable business
plummeted during the same 11 years to about
498 million parcels from 800 million. (The ser-
vice still delivers almost twice as many pack-
ages as UPS if library materials, catalogs, par-
cels weighing less than a pound and certain
special items are included, but that total has
been declining, too.)
Not Playing Dead

Until a year or two ago, before its reorgani-
zation into a semipublic corporation, the Postal
Service didn't seem to mind losing profitable
business to competitors. ''We sat back and
acted as if they were doing us a favor by tak-
ing our business," says Assistant Postmaster
General Edgar S. Brower.

But. stirred by Mr. Klassen, the former
president of American Can tcCo. who became
Postmaster General last January, the service's
yuletide spirit this year is a fighting spirit.'We're no longer going tq lie down and play
dead," the crusty, 64-year-old Mr. Klassen as-
serts. And the service has begun to win back
some lost business, partly by borrowing some
ideas from the UPS success story.

It's readily apparent how UPS overtook the
sleeping postal giant. For one thing, the New
York-based company, which in effect is owned
by its employes, rapidly gained federal and
state go-aheads and expanded its delivery ter-
ritory to include 40 states, parts of six others,
and the District of Columbia; in 1971, in its
largest territorial expansion, UPS added nine
states, picking up 7,500 new shipper accounts.

But the company lured business away pri-
marily because it gave customers what the
Postal Service couldn't or wouldn't provide."As a result of our poor performance, they of-
fered better service at better prices, with less
damage."' says Mr. Brower, who for the past
year has headed the Postal Service's bulk-
mail-processing division. ''While we were read-
ing regulation books and discouraging busi-
ness, they were accommodating customers."
Prompt Service Guaranteed

UPS, unlike the Postal Service, offers ship=
pers regular pickup service for packages at a
general fee of only $2 weekly, an automatic
$100 of insurance coverage for each package,
and three attempts at delivery of parcels.
Moreover, it practically guarantees prompt,reliable service.

"The Postal Service is quite capable of
matching UPS delivery time, but they don't
match it consistently; you just never know

when to expect a package to arrive,'' says
James Edler, transportation manager of Amer-
ican Greetings Corp. in Cleveland. Joseph F.
Santino, traffic manager of Sarah Coventry
Inc., the nation's largest direct-mail seller of
costume jewelry, finds it takes six to seven
days to get a package from its headquarters at
Newark, N.Y., to Texas via UPS; with the
Postal Service, the time is seven to eight days
or longer.

In addition, UPS packages arrive in better
shape. The Postal Service admits that until re-,
cently its damage rate was five-and-a-half
times that of UPS. One reason for the private
carrier's gentler treatment: It has installed
highly mechanized package-sorting systems in
100 centers around the country; these setups
generally eliminate any sharp drops of pack-
ages. And when packages are loaded into UPS
vans, lighter weight parcels go atop the heav-
jer items rather than underneath.

Perhaps most important to shippers, UPS'.
rates generally are lower than those of the!
Postal Service. Avon Products Inc., which uses
UPS whenever it can, calculates that the!
Postal Service rates for parcel post average
nine cents a pound, while UPS charges seven
cents to 7.5 cents. ''Consequently, the Postal
Service just doesn't compete,'' says Wayne
Hollowell, the cosmetics company's general
transportation manager.
Fighting Back

Despite the rate disadvantage, the Postal
Service is fighting back by copying what Mr.
Klassen calls UPS' ''management flair' for at-
tracting business. In the past year, he has as-
sembled a staff of 61 employes under Mr.
Brower just to handle parcel post affairs. Look-
ing ahead, the service is borrowing UPS'
mechanized package-sorting and distributing
ideas and incorporating them in a $1 billion

help bring you Christmas."

network of 33 bulk-mail processing centers that
will reach full operation in 1975 or 1976.

The mailmen also have begun more imme-
diate efforts to speed parcel delivery, reduce
damage and guarantee reliable service. "For a
starter, we're no longer throwing packages,"
admits Mr. Brower. The service has rear-
ranged its processing system to try to elimi-
nate damaging drops, and it has strengthened
supervision to see that packages reaching the
end of a conveyor line aren't crushed because
conveyors aren't halted in time. ''Surprisingly,
that has been one of the worst areas in the ser-
vice,'' says Mr. Brower.

That isn't all. Parcels marked fragile now
are being treated as such and handled sepa-
rately rather than being mingled routinely with
other mail. '"We're no longer mixing grand.mother's cake with William Brothers' four-gal-
lon buckets of paint,' Mr. Brower says. The
service also is loading its trucks so that some
packages won't be crumbled at the bottom of
the heap.



The result of all these changes, say the post-
men, has been a one-third reduction in dam-
aged packages and a 25% cut in the number of
ripped parcels requiring rewrapping.

To speed delivery of parcels, the service has
revamped truck schedules and added special
trains between Chicago and the West Coast
that carry only bulk mail. The Southern postal
region has established 10 nonstop truck routes
linking Atlanta with 10 West Coast cities; pack-
ages from Atlanta now get to Los Angeles in 55
hours, little more than half the 105 hours for-
merly required.
"Who Are You?"

Furthermore, big mailers are being wooed
back with a package pickup service similar to
UPS'. The service is considering a built-in in-
surance arrangement like its rival's. And it has
beefed up its sales force of ''customer service
representatives" and sent them out seeking
business-astonishing some corporate execu ;

tives not used to blandishments from the mail-
men.

"When I visited Kodak's advertising distri-
bution manager, other puzzled executives
came out of their offices and just stared at me
in disbelief. 'Are you really from the Post Of-
fice?' they asked,"' says John Wargo, a postal
headquarters official who until a month ago
was a postal sales representative.

While concentrating on the parcel post com-
petition, the Postal Service also is striking
back at private mail carriers like Independent
Postal Service of America which delivers ad-'
vertising circulars door-to-door, and at over-
night-delivery specialists like American Cou-
rier Corp. One tactic: an experimental ''ex-
press mail'' service to compete with American
'Courier in speeding high-priority items such as
medicines and company records.

In the parcel post arena, at least, the come-
back efforts seem to be working. Parcel post!
business has risen about 6.5% since July, offi-
cials calculate, and some customers have been
lured away from UPS.

In Boston, the service has won back some
gift-store business by guaranteeing next-day
delivery of parcels within that metropolitan
area; bright red stars placed on these pack-
ages assure expedited treatment. In the West,
the service has picked up parcel business of
Frederick & Nelson, a Seattle department
store, Montgomery Ward & Co. in Oakland,
Calif., and Sears, Roebuck & Co. in Los Ange-
les.

But UPS strategists, retaliating, have
wrested away some more of the Postal Service
business. For example, D. & H. Distributors, of
Savage, Md., has lately gone over to UPS be-
cause "'the Post Office is slower and damages
more of our packages," says a Warehouse
manager at the firm.

Actually, UPS officials say they welcome
fiercer competition, as long as it's fair. But
they fear the service will subsidize parcel post
and cut rates below costs to win back more
pusiness. They may have cause for concern:
The Postal Service next month is expected to
ask the Postal Rate Commission to permit re-
duced rates for major parcel post customers
who do much of the pre-sorting of packages
themselves.
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GOAL

ACTION

EDUCATIONAL AND HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS
\

1

TO, REDUCE THE PER CAPITA COST OF HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES CURRENTLY PROVIDED BY

THE BY INTRODUCING LABOR SAVING COMMUN-CATION TECHNOLOGY AND AT THE SAME

TIME TO EXTEND THE COVERAGE OF THESE SERVICHS TO PRESENTLY UNSERVED POPULATIONS.

DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE A SET OF AID COSt? EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION BASED

DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR A LIMITED NUMBER OF SPECLFIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES.

4 TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH COMBINING 2 SOFTWARE, UTILIZATION PERSONNEL ANDua

RESEARCH IN A SINGLE PACKAGE WILL BE FOLLOWED.

ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS WILL BE DEVEL02ED IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF

PUBLICLY PROVIDED SERVICE:

CHILD

BASTC EDUCATION

POST SECONDARY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

CAREER EDUCATION



HEALTH INFORMATION

HEALTH SERVICES

SOCIAL SERVICES INFORMATION

CULTURAL SERVICES

EACH OF THE ABOVE INITIATIVES WILL INCORPORATE THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:

» DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE

TOTAL COST

FY 72

25

CREATION OF SIX TO TEN DEMONSTRATION-EXPERIMENTATION HARDWARE COMPLEXES TO

PERMIT LARGE SCALE EVALUATION OF COMMUNICATION BASED APPROACHES TO HEALTH AND

EDUCATION SERVICES

PROVISION OF UTILIZATION SUPPORT INCLUDING TRAINING AND SPECIAL PERSONNEL

ESTABLISHMENT OF LONG TERM RESEARCH PROGRAM ADDRESSED TO THE BASIC FACTORS

INVOLVED IN THE USE OF COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES

FY 73 FY 74

118

FY 75

145

FY 76

16693

w
w



EVALUATION

HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

IMPORTANCE

PAYOFF

PUBLIC

SUBSTANTIAL SEGMENTS DO NOT RECEIVE NEEDED SERVICES

HIGH COST OF HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES OF. CONCERN TO ALL COMMUNITIES

VALIDATED COST EFFECTIVE SYSTEM MODEL THAT WLL PERMIT HEALTH AND EDUCATION SERVICES

TO BE EXTENDED TO PRESENTLY UNSERVED GROUPS

IMPORTANT COST REDUCTIONS IN PRESENTLY PROVIDED SERVICES

MARKET CREATED FOR WIDE RANGE OF PRIVATELY PROVIDED SERVICES

INCREASED EMPLOYMENT IN BOTH TECHNOLOGICAL (AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONICS) AND ARTISTIC
CREATIVE (PROGRAM PRODUCTION) AS WELL AS LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL

:

USE OF EARDWARE FOR SERVICE COMPONENT AVAILABLE AT MARGINAL COST
2

IMPACT

INVOLVEMENT OF DISADVANTAGED MINORITIES THROUGH EXTENDED SERVICES

EASILY RECOGNIZED EXAMPLE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO CIVILIAN PROBLEMS :

IMMEDIATE VISABLLITY THROUGH COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT

Iv-3



2

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

. LARGELY STATE-OF-ART. SOME DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED TO REDUCE PER UNIT COST

ESPECIALLY FOR TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

POTENTIAT PROBLEMS

DIFFICULTY OF ENGAGING ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF TARGET POPULATIONS
RESISTANCE FROM EXISTING ESTABLISHMENTS PROVIDING SERVICES IN SELECTED AREAS
UNCERTAINTY VALIDATING FULL RESULTS OF SERVICE

:

» FULL BENEFITS DEPENDENT ON LOCAL REPLICATION AND SUPPORT





ROSENRECK: FASTFAX, FACBIMILE SYBTEM

mission and reception of 18 inch wide weather maps
-

over voice band channels. Utilizing a two-dimensional
compression algorithm and sonic delay line memories to
store a previous scan line, the terminal provides a fiv
fold increase in traffic capacity over present convention n material scanned at 135 lines
facsimile techniques. Cherry ef al. [2] describe a system
for gray scale based on run length coding and elastic
buffering. Typical compression ratios achieved range in

dictor and interpolator. Good quality, reconstructions
have been achieved at compression ratios of 3.5 td 1.

COMPRESSION TECHNIQUE

The choice of compression technique is dependent
upon the nature of source material to be transmitted
For black-and-white graphics such as text, drawings,
and weather maps, examination reveals that the number
of black-and-white changes on a single scan line are but
a small fraction of the total number of resolvable ele-
ments along the scan line. As the scanner crosses wide
regions of constant level, the additional information
contained in each successive sample point is extremely
low. That is, there is a high degree of intersymbol in-
fluence between runs of identical elements, and the

probability that each successive element will be the
same as its predecessor is quite high. Therefore, there is
no need to transmit each element as in conventional
facsimile systems. Only the length of the run of elements
need be transmitted. This technique is particularly well
suited for long runs as the length of the run could be

transmitted in digital coded form requiring far fewer
bits than the number of elements in the run itself. For
example, a run of 100 elements could be transmitted by
the binary signal 1100100. As this signal requires the
transmission of only 7 bits instead of 100, thé® run is

transmitted with a time compression factor of 14.3 to 1.

Since the time compression factor for a particular run

depends upon the length of the run, either a variable
scan rate capability or a buffer storage must be provided
at both the transmitting and receiving ends of the system
in order to keep the transmitted digital data at a con-
stant rate.

Burrer Srorace OR VARIABLE SCAN RaTE?

In order to achieve a transmission time of 7 seconds

for an average complexity 8}- by 11-inch document
scanned at 135 lines per inch, an average scan rate of

212 scans per second is required when scanning across

the 84-inch dimension. However, redundancy reduction

requires the scanner to operate at considerably higher
rates for an on-line system, because the information
rate can vary by more than two orders of magnitude in

different regions of the document. Transmission of this

variable rate information at a constant rate over the

digital channel can be accomplished by a buffer memory
which will store the high data rate information for

transmiseion during low data rate periods.

Buffer size becomes excessive, however, unless un-
reduced information is applied to the buffer one scan line

773

ata'aime. Calculations show that a buffer of 6000-bit

Although this technique is applicable for document
trangrhission times of one minute per page over voice
band facilities, it is not applicable for higher speed trans-

gray scale based on a first-order advance would be in eacess of 400 steps per second
An alternate approach is to use a variable scanning

speed which will change its speed according to the amount
of information present. The variable speed scanner in
effect utilizes the paper on which the copy is present as
the storage media. This eliminates the electronic storage
requirement entirely As a consequence the system muy
be charactenzed by scanning ana recording mechanisms
which traverse a fixed raster pattern, but whose scanning
and recording rates vary according to the information
content of the graphic material.

System DEescRiIPTioN

A variable scan rate facsimil system employing run
length coding for redundancy reduction has been built
and evaluated by Litcom. The terminal is a feasibility
demonstration model whose prime purpose was to verify
the soundness of the design concepts chosen for scanning,
recording, and time-bandwidth compression. The system
is capable of transmitting a typical 84- by 11-inch docu-
ment at a resolution of 135 lines per inch in 7 seconds
over a 50-kbit,'s group channel and in 70 seconds over
a 4800-bit,s voice band channel.
The scanning and recording systems are incremental,

permitting data compression to be used without bulk
data storage buffers. The scanned document itself serves
ag the storage medium. The scanning pattern is a stand-
ard line-by-line raster similar to that employed for
conventional facsimile or television. A digitally controlled

cathode-ray tube (CRT) flying spot scanner provides
horizontal motion of the scanning spot with respect to
the paper. Frame advance is by paper motion, combined
with a small vertical CRT spot deflection to compensate
for the instantaneous error in the paper position servo.

Recording is accomplished with a CRT having a fiber

optics faceplate in contact with the recording paper.
Use of paper feed rather than spot deflection for major

vertical motion (full frame raster scan) permits a lower

resolution CRT to be used for scanning, and allows the

use of fiber optics contact printing for high recording

efficiency without the extremely high cost of a full page
size contact faceplate. Recording is made on high speed

oscillograph paper with heat development, and the out--

put copy becomes visible within 3 seconds.
Data compression is accomplished with a simplified

run length code, where only white runs are coded. This

guarantees a sufficient exposure time for recording, limited

only by the transmission bit rate, and still gives signifi-
cant data compression.

6
+

: :

*

sufficient for beth single- and double-spaced
per ine

the order of 3 to 1. Gordenhire [3] describes a -Inission (7 seconds) as the corresponding rate of copy
ferent system for
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Fig. 1. FASTFAX simplified diagram

The FASTFAX terminal has six major components as: document. In a line sean system, a narrow rectangular
shown in Fig. 1. The original copy is fed past a scanning
mechanism which detects the spatial information and
converts it into an electrical analog signal whose ampli-
tude vanations represent the density vanations along
the scan line. The output of the seanner is sampled
providing a sequence of bits consisting of alternating
black and white runs, with varying number of bits per
run. Each bit corresponds 'to a resolution element as

determined by the incremental advance along the scan
line. The sweep advance is determined by the com-

pression logic which causes the sweep to start whenever
data is required, and stop at the end of a run. Thus
stotage is not required, and data overflow will not occur
for any copy.
The data compressor provides a constant rate stream of

reduced data synchronized with the transmission link
clock. The transmission link reproduces this data stream
at the receive destination. The data expander accepts
the reduced data and recreates the original data stream
of black and white runs.
The recorder exposes the recording paper according

to the output data of the expansion logic. The final

output copy is therefore an exact duplicate of the origi-
nal copy at the transmitter,

FASTFAX Scanner

Incremental scanning is achieved by use of a hybrid
combination of a fast decay P16 phosphér CRT flying
spot scanner for horizontal scan and a servo driven set of

rollers for document feed. The major components of the

scanner are shown in Fig. 2. A projection-optical system
forms an image of a raster scanned on the face of a CRT.
The document is kept in a dark space, so that tho only
light falling on it is that from the focused CRT spot.
The light reflected from the document at the scanning
spot is defected by a photomultiplier. The signal is then

threshold detected, sampled at the scanning rate clock,
and applied to the compreasion logic circuits.
The system is basically @ line scan rather than an

area scan system. In an area scan system, the entire

document, while stationary, is scanned by projecting a

full frame raster sweep of the CRT faceplate on to the

area (finch high the face of the CRT aw projected
with Its long side aeross the width of the document. A

digital controlled servo tem drives the document Past ry

this scanning aperture 'The subframe raste: scanning
technique employed in the FASTIAN system has the

following advantages over a full frame raster sean method.

1) The resolution requirement of the CRT is reduced.
The subframe technique requires 1148 resolvable ele-

ments across the tube diameter for Sd-inch width copy
seanned at 1535 lines per inch, The full frame technique
requires 1880 resolvable element across the tube diam-
eter, corresponding to the diagonal of an &4-by-1l-inch
document seanned at 135 lines per inch,

2) The system is capable of handling input copy of

unlimited length such as teletype or computer. print-
outs.

3) Access time for consecutive documents is reduced.

After seanning, the document need not be removed from

the *canning station before inserting a new page. In the

recorder, during exposure, developing of the latent image

can commence on previously exposed portions. .A separate

processing cycle is not required.
4) It is easier to eliminate specular reflections from

getting into the photodetector. When the scauning beam

strikes a glossy document, a portion of the incident light
is reflected with an angle of reflection equal to the angle
of incidence. This signal contains no information about

the printing on the document, and if it is intercepted

by the photodetector, it will act as noise which can be

many times stronger than the signal obtained by diffuse

reflection.
A full frame seanning raster will have a wide specular

reflection cone in all directions, and the photodetector
would have to be placed far off axis where its efficiency

is low. In contrast, a subframe raster sean has a narrow

specular reflection cone In a direction perpendicular to

the scan lines. A photodetector can be placed near the

optical axis, which increases light efficiency and saving

space.
5) Contact printing may be employed in the recorder

by means of a fiber optics faceplate CRT, resulting yw

greatly increased light efficiency (by a factor of 50 to

100) over a full frame projection raster.

:

Mr.abit
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6) The tube
direction only, and the optical space required is smaller
because of the reduced magnification requirements which
reduces the length of the optic axis and field of view in
the long dimension of the cupy.

aperture.
scan to be used with no sacrifice in variable sean rate
capability, which is met by a 10® elements per Second
peak sckn rate, interruptable at any resolution element.
The choice of this scanning rate is explained fater.
The peak vertical scan rate (at 135 lines per inch

resolution) is 1/1148 of the peak horizontal scan rate or' the motor will decelerate to
872 Hz (assuming an all white area, zero retrace titne,
and absence of an-end-of line synchronigation character).
This corresponds. to a rate of movement of the paper
past the scanning aperture of 6.5 in/s, This rate is readily.
-provided by the mechanical step paper-feed subsystem.

Although the mechanical paper feed easily provides
the requited peak vertical scan velocity, it cannot provide
the acceleratioh required for starting and

stopping
due

to the sluggishiess of the mechanical systém. IFo coin-

'and is gpplied to the vertical deflection system so that scan l ne idth

and optics introduce distortion in one

This technique allows the subframe raster?

FASTFAN sear

sean I advaneed by the eontrolled
by oth redaction logie Who the hervental counter
sdvanees to the end oof the scan dine Tid a

most syntheant bit verter position counter ad-
vaneed by one count by the horizontal retrace pulse

1 vertical deflectionor tarting the te )

FEED Suns
jg counter IsTEP "Can : 1

the beam to deflectA digital controlled closed-loop se applied to it will
a down direction by one scan line width
The paper rollers are drmven by a bang bang type

setyo, which operates with a binary input. receiving a
stop or Go command at any time Tf the Go command
is applied continuou-ly. the paper will accelerate to
10 in' s and miaintain this by means of a tachom-
eter feedback loop. When the stop command is apphed,

at rest.
'Phe stop Go command ] provided by the

of the most significant bit of the 4 most cant bit
counter (the 16th eotnt position: When the vertient!

position of the Scan line exceeds 16 (midway mark on

the, subframe raster). the Go command is applied to the
servo system and the paper begins to accelerate,

A, shaftencoder on one of the paper feed rollers pro-
duees.a pulse far each of a can line width movement

the document and recording paper pasf' the .seamnin

t \ and reninTO Vetoi

polarity

pensate for this instantanéous error in paper pdési- of the paper [his pulse ix apy lied te significante

tion is monitored 'to an accuracy of § ofjascan line width, 1
bit the beam to move up by 7

pulses have 1

tothe 3 ledst significant bit counter, this counter rests
4 deflection js cotrolled to.zero and applies an up pulse to the most significant
the spot position coinpensates for thig

pulse to custby horizontal 4uad vertical position counters, each driving bit gouhter. The net effect/of the 8th4 he

beami fe'miove up by of a Scanar digital-to-anafog ()-A)
w

Ey xad

# Y; 2of
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Because the Maximum paper velocity of 10 in/s ex. In the stanner th

counter is driven back past its count of 16 at which time
the stop command is applied to the servo system. Paper of the 84-inch 1 inte LL48
movement overshoot is compensated for by correcting mental areas
in inerements of } scan line as described previously. The
servo has sufficient acceleration capability, 30 that the After the fnt bines
vertical beam position is never more than +16 line
widths from its center position on the subframe raster tops
window.
The dynamics of this servo system have been analyzed,

and the velocity and distance curves are shown in Fig. 3
based on a 2 to 1 ratio of peak paper velocity to peak
vertical scan rate. As seen from these curves the maximum
raster displacement from its center position of 16 is +8
scan lines, leaving a safety factor of +8 scan lines. The decoder logie that this bit the last
feasibility model actually has a.1.6 to 1 ratio and as a

deflection.

or Repunpancy
an eight-unit overflow

In order to simplify the redundancy reduction logic, a
code was selected which would not require bulk data
storage such as a delay line or core memory at either
terminal, yet would still yield reasonable data com- 1

pression. With this restriction, the choice of a code
became dependent upon the characteristics and limita-
tions of the scanning and recording mechanisms.
The important limitation in the scanner is the maxi-

mum elemental area scanning rate. It is possible to
sample a single elemental area at a time upon command
of the reduction logic. However, the minimum time
between samples is limited by deflection amplifier settling
time and phosphor persistance. To assure accurate stan-
ning the maximum scan rate was limited to 10* elements
per second. This corresponds to a peak scanning to line
transmission rate of 20 to 1 at 50 kbit/s. This ratio is .

. The critical limitation in the recorder is elemental area
exposure time. This is the time necessary for the beam
to be on in order to expose one black elemental area.

Although the high speed oscillographic paper employed, counter

in.the feasibility model can be exposed in less than 5 us
per elemental area, of interest was a more permanent-

_
but less sensitive recording medium (dry silvér or elec-

trophotographic paper) which requires longer exposure
times.
Statistical analysis indicated that close to optimum

compression could be obtained by coding the data repre-
sented by the white elemental areas and transmitting
black elemental areas at the line clock rate, on a one-for-
one basis. At a 50-kbit/s transmission rate, each trans-
mission bit takes 20 us, insuring that sufficient time is
available at the recorder for settling and exposure time

regardless of the number of black elemental areas or
their distribution.

Seep

oecurs and the most significant, bit trolled by an Ll-bit : : t : driving a DA
converter. The use 11 t counter allows division

per inch,

advances one more ares. and if its black the
beam and warty [4 before it advances to the
next elemental area J : tis the preceding process ig
repeated until a white elemental area as reached The
net time per black elemental area as thus
All of the black elemental areas are transmitted as a

logie one except for the Last black Th a run,

corres; a r of 135 tines

Which is
transmitted as a zero The zero bit instructs the recorder.

and that the next bits represent a whitesrun,
consequence exceeds somewhat a +8 scan line peak White runs are coded using a five-unit binary code for

runs up to 30 elemental areas in length Por white runs

code is sent. Por run lengths Jonger than 2&4, the com.
bination of five- and eight-nnit codex
often as required.
The maximum white run jength that can be trans-

mitted in a five-umt code equal to 30, since the code
Word for 31 (5 ones; is used to inform the decoder that
an eight-untt overflow code word wall follow Similarly,
an all'one ecight-unit code used to inform the decoder
that a five-unit code will follow.
SpecificaNy, during the ume that the last black clemen-

tal area is being transmutted 20 psi the sweep must ad-
vance enough to detect the most significant bit of the
white run length code Since the most significant bit
of a five-unit code is 16, there is ample time for the
scanner to step 16 elemental areas in 20 wx at a 1-MHz
stepping rate.
Scanning in the recorder is similar in that it also uses

sufficient to yield a compression ratio of o to 1 for a digital controlled incremental deflection system. How-

documents. ever, the recorder béam does not have to come to rest

on,'every elemental area scanned, but only on the black
elements which are to be recorded. To simplify the

design of the data expander, the horizontal position
register is a parallel accumulator rather than a
The data indicating white run lengths are added to the
contents of the register as they are received, and the
beam jumps from the last black elemental area of a

previous black run to the first black elemental area of the

next run. Since the most significant bits of the white
runs arrive first, the large steps occur first allowing
additional settling time prior to recording the first black
elemental area after each white run.
This coding method, consisting of self-adaptive coding

for white runs, and transmitting black runs in uncoded

format compares favorably to the theoretically est
possible Huffman-[4] codmg method. However, unlike

d

the Huffman code, the FASTIAX algorithm is more

easily implemented and shited for a finite speed scanning

ith the black run,

are repeted :43

*
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ceeds the maximum peak vertical scan rate of 6.5 in 8, white elementa! ufea
correction

rv "et
teps per

over

t area is resched, the beam

longer than 30, te, 31 to 284,

average
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system. In fact, of all the one-dimensional coding methods
considered, the FASTI-AX method is one of the simplest, transmission at OU-kbit < rate using conventional

typical typewriter memo (single-spaced) the compression
factor achieved with the FASTFAX algorithm is 5.1 as 7

compared to using a Huffman code.

Erxor Controu
Although facsimile signals are highly immune to noise,

because of the two-dimensional spatical correlation of

graphic data, redundancy reduced signals are much more

susceptible to noise. Facsimile signals can tolerate error
rates as high as 1,10? or 1/10', the effect of noise appear-
ing as speckling which does not destroy legibility. Re- coding Actuully
dundancy reduction signals, however, require error rates
of 1,104 to 1/108 in order to limit the effects of noise, as
a single-bit error may cauxe many bits to be in error on
the recorded output. One method Ap limit the effect of
error is to ignore these errors,
one scan line, or fraction thereof. This results in black
or white streaks in the recorded output whenever an
error occurs, but will normally not make the copy illegible
if their number is kept low.
The transmitter adds, at the end of each scan line, a

31-bit pseudorandom end of line syne character [5] of the
Barker type (maximum run length sequence) having an
autocorrelation ratio (in the absence of errors) of +31
to -1. Thisgsyne retrace character is highly immune to
data errors, and has the following properties.

1) The probability of false recognition of the syne
character due to two or more errors in the received

syne word is:

a) 1/10000 documents for Jf
b) 1/100 documents for F =

= 10-8
10-*.

Thus one sean line will not retrace in every 100 docu-
ments transmitted at « communications line error rate
of 10-4.
2) The coded source data may itself appear as the

syne character, resulting in a spurious abort of the re-

corded line. The probability of this occurring, that is,
the source data being identical in 30 or 31. bits of the
code word is once per 2793 documents.
The disadvantage of using a 31-bit syne word .is a

slight loss of compression efficiency, as a syne word is

sent for each of the 1485 scan lines comprising an 11-inch

document. Of the total of approximately 7 seconds

required for the transmission of a typical typewritten
single-spaced letter 0.92 seconds (13 percent) is spent for

'the syne words. This method is more easily implemented
than forward error correction, for example, and does not

have as
*

high a loss of compression efficiency associated gue

different type documents is shown in Fig. 4 as&
of document resolution. At 135 lines per inch

t limit their effect to

ACTIONS ON COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY, DECEMBER 1970778
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these 84-by-Ll-inch documents would require 35 seconds

spaced typewritten meme at 135 lines per inch? requires

yielding 4 compre=siun factor of $5 te 1

Of particular interest to note is that the compression
efficiency increases with resolution At 200 lines per inch,
the typewritten: memo requires 13 seeonds compressed ag

opposed tu seconds normal, a compression ratio of
59 to L. The reason for this that the length of white
Tung increases with resolution yielding more efficient

6.9 code for white runs would yield even higher com-
pression than the code depicted in Pig. 4. Of interest
also ix that an all white page requires 3 seeonds at 133
lines per inch resolution, where 1 theory, an all white
page containing nv information should not require any
time to transmit. In practice, however, as a minimum,
the syne retrace character must be sent every scan line,
thus accounting for a finite transmission time of 0.9
seconds. The balance of time 2.1 seconds could be elimi-
nated by storing one scan line of data; observing that
it is all white. and sending the retrace character instead
of coding the all white line,

with very little sacrifice in compression efficiency. For a ; facsimile method \. Seen [rom typical gle4 a

seconds yielding a compression factor of " to
' typieal TEI I : Transat TIONS puge requires 97 seconds

1

per auch resolution, a200)

xPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Resolving power was measured with a set of United
States Air lorce tribar test targets. The average re-

solving power over eight targets at various orlentations
was 80 lines per inch. The fundamental limitation on

resolving power was due to the recorder employed in
the feasibility model. Although the sample spacing and
line feed in both scanner and recorder were adjusted for
135 lines per inch, the CRT employed in the recorder
could not be focused for this resolution, as its original
design intent was to serve as u high speed alphanumeric
line printer.
The Kodak linograph paper used in the feasibility

model belongs to a family known as ''direct print paper'.
Paper of this type is characterized by very high sen-

sitivity, low contrast, and rapid development. In addi-

tion, the contrast becomes worse ufter exposure to room

light unless it is chemically processed. Because of this
low: contrast, sample output of the feasibility model

could not be reproduced for inclusion in this paper.

CONCLUSIONS

The incremental CRT scanning and recording tech-

employing subframe raster scanning and redun-

Réduction has been shown to be feasible for a
with it

than 10 seconds) graphic communications
use a 5 to l compression ratio bePERFORMANCE

The compression efficiency achieved franamission is now possible over group chan-

Wheré before super group were required.channels
é consequent savings in line toll charges of $20.50

:
4 :
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per mile per month for hauls greater than 500

readily justify the cost of the terminal over conventional

facsimile units. In addition, the data compression achieved

by the terminal is applicable to reducing computer data

storage requirements of complex imagery.
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Mutual Coupling Effect on Maximum-Ratio
Diversity Combiners and Application

etaMobile Radio
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Abstract-The mutual coupling effects on an M-branchmaximum-

ratio combiner with correlated signal fading im general are con-

sidered. The results in the mobile radio case show that the average» \A coinbination of all the branch signals of a multi-

power delivered to the receiver becomes less as the antenna

spacing of bn antenne array decreases (Le,
increases) with either an optimum load network or an optimum

end of the receiver. However,
power as long the antenna spa
certain value dependent on the number of th

M < 4, the required antenna spacing is equal or grea

The value for M > 4 increases graduallyas M increases. It can

cing (a equal to or greater than

effect on the cumulative distribution of the signal from an Mt

branch mobile div:

array with M < 4, the antenna spacing of 0.24 can still provide considering the mutual coupl fect on

without oral presentat Manuscript received March 18,

1970.
The author is with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Crawford

Laboratory, Holsndel, N. J. 7

there is not much effect on th

e branches M. For
her than 0.2A.

"be obtained following the same technique. The mutual coupling

ersity array is also amall. Hence for an in-line mean-square

Ww. Cc. Y. LEE, MEMBER, IEEE

J. Inrropuction

DIVERSITY combiner has been defined as a linear

he mutual coupling branch receiver. In general, different branch signals may

all diversity combiners, it vields the maximum signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) of the combined signal at the output.

The maximum output SNR is realized if and only if the

optimum weight for each branch has 4 magnitude propor

tional to the rms signal and inversely proportiorfal to the

ratio diversity combiner due to the mutual impedances

among the branch antennas when the adjacent antenna

a 70 percent correlation between two received signals in

be weighted by different gains The maxununj-ratio diver-

combi yer the proresistive lo network connected to the antenna array at the frontantenna array is defined1 7

noise in that In this paper we ere
the maximuth-

moet of the teval diversity advantage

ication spacin become mall, SAY le:as than 0
pproved by the Rad the branches

found thatcn of the Technology t taking the mutual coupling
licata of the combiner into consideration, it

4
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This report provides the results of a study performed under
the aegis of the Office of Science and Technology, Executive
Office of the President, in response to a request of the
President's Domestic Council. The request was to identify
national problems whose solutions presented new technolog-ical opportunities in the civilian sector and to suggestnational initiatives that might accelerate changes of
national priorities. In this study, the technological
opportunities were to be provided by telecommunications.

4

This study was conducted on a multi-agency basis recogniz-
ing the operating agency as the ultimate user of a service.
Problems of national importance have been identified bydetailed discussions with users in education, health care,
public broadcasting, law enforcement, postal services anddisaster warning. These problems are summarized in SectionII. In the delineation of problems and possiblessolutions,the user agencies have helped to identify applications of
telecommunications which are necessary to implement their.Solutions,* The communications services requiréd for such

:

:

:

applications have been defined. :

Existing telecommunications resources available in thenation today and the planned expansion of those resources
have been examined. The telecommunications capabilityavailabie without a Federal initiative for further expan-sion is inadequate to provide the required new services.

: :

:

The Federal initiative suggested by this study has thetntentof providing solutions to a number of nationally re@@gnizedsocial and cultural problems involving applicatio&® of com-munications technology. The need to augment thegpresentnational telecommunications capability to inclmde wired ser-vices for our cities and satellite service at. least to ruralareas by 1980 is apparent. Included in the is theconcurrent development of.the programmatic andMaterials necessary to the solution of social problems. Near-term visibility can be provided by bringing into being new

:

:

:

:

* The information contained in the OF Educational/CulturalReport was made available for use by the technological op-portuni ties activity at the close of business on 16 aagust197 1.

1



experimental facilities to permit development of the services
enumerated and to demonstrate their effectiveness.

A series of experiments has been described in which the
suitability of specific applications to solve the national
problems identified by the users will be evaluated. These
experiments will also be directed toward .making visible the
social benefits and economic viability of the services they
-demonstrate. Visibility will be achieved initially by ex-
periments already underway. Continuing visibility will be
achieved during subsequent years by additional experiments
which the initiative will support.
A possible program responsive to the recommended Federal
initiative is described in Section IV. Assumptions are
that all the telecommunications services determined to be
necessary for the successful solutions of national problems
identified by the users are implemented; that the experi-
ments are successful in delineating the nature of the
operation resources necessary to their implementation; and
that the operating agency will embark upon parallel programs
leading to the solution of the identified national problems.

The social and economic benefits accruing from such a
program are summarized in Section II, as are the political,
social, and economic impacts and problems to be anticipated
from their implementation. An additional bene of imple-
menting the Federal initiative which includes these programs
may be to redirect the technological resources developed
by the nation over the last decade to the solution of
Significant national problems of a social and cultural
nature.

:

:

2



SECTION II
CONCLUSIONS

A. URGENT NATIONAL PROBLEMS

The major conclusion of this study is that there are
urgent national problems broadly recognized by the public,
whose solutions require improved telecommunication services.

l. EDUCATION

In education five problems have been identified:
a. The present formal education system does not provide

adequate and equal availability of education to all
segments of the population.

b. The present formal educational system does not provide
adequately for education outside of the normal school
years. Opportunities for pre-school preparation and

overloading of universities must be alleviated.
post-school education are needed. Better opportunitiesfor completion of high school must be provided The

:
:

c. Training for a beginning or changed career is inadequate.
:

d. Opportunity for the educational professional to confer
with other professionals is limited,

:

e. Training aids to assist the teacher in the educational

2. HEALTH SERVICES
In health services two major problems have been identified;

process are inadequate.

:

a. Professional health services are not adequately access-ible to the public. Contributing to this problem arelimited facilities for consultation among medical per-sonnel, the difficulty of access by professionals to
patients medical records and to other medical infor-mation and limited means of distributing health infor-mation to the public.

b. Cost of medical care has risen disproportionately.

3
:



PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Public noncommercial services reach less than 75 per-
cent of the population of the 50 states. Access to
educational and cultural television programs or non-
commercial channels is needed for 100 percent of the
population.
LAW ENFORCEMENT

In law enforcement three major problems emerge:
4.

a. The protection of the lives and property of our
citizens is inadequate.

b. There are delays in the apprehension of criminals.
c. There are delays in the administration of justice.
POSTAL SERVICE

:

5.

There is public awareness of the problems within the
postal system:
a. Material handling costs, and therefore rates, are

increasing due in part to increasing mail volume.

b, The existing postal system cannot provide the im-
proved postal services that the public demands.

, Current mailing practices prevent an economicallyselfsufficient postal service.
:

DISASTER WARNING

Unnecessary losses occur from natural disasters be-
cause of limited ability to warn the public.

6.

URBAN PLANNING7.

In urban planning two problems have been identified:
a. The public feels a remoteness from the government.

Contributing to this feeling is the inadequacyof communications within the urban community dueto a lack of planning. Adequate information about
community actions is not provided to the public.There are limited means for communicating the con-

:

:

sensus of individual opinion to government agencies.



Means for the individual to request services from
government agencies are inadequate.

There is no effective guidance to the public on
the use of urban facilities and services.

Solutions to the problems enumerated above have been de-
fined by the users. The user requirements have been ana-
lyzed to determine the specific communications services
required to implement and support the solutions. The
study has determined that:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The communication services required cannot be met
with existing or planned expansion of national
communication resources.

The costs to provide the total communications sys-
tem are estimated to be within the economic capa-bility of the nation.
Economies of scale evolve from combining individ-
ual user requirements into a single service system.

5



B. PUBLIC INPACTS

If the initiatives recommended in this report are implement-
ed, they will produce the following impacts (which are de-
scribed in more detail in Appendix I).
1.

«Ge

4.

EDUCATION

By FY 1975 the number of people who will achieve an ed-
ucation of high school equivalence will be increased by
1 million and by 1976 by 3 million.
By FY 1974 the day-care model program will have trained
5000 adults in early childhood education; by 1976 an
additional 20,000 will have been trained.

b.

HEALTH *2. :

By FY 1976 the man-power training program will have
trained 10,000 specialized health personnel.

a.

The health program is expected to provide from 20,000 to
40,000 new jobs distributed throughout the neighborhoods
of the nation. An additional 14,000 people skilled in
health education or in computer-assisted educational
new jobs will have been created by FY 1975.

b.
:

:

:

:

techniques will be needed. An estimated total of 90,000

PUBLIC BROADCASTING3.

By FY 1974 the Open University of the Air Program will
have at least one model operating with an accreditation
system. The program will demonstrate cooperation amongthe Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and the National
Science Foundation.

a.
:

In FY 73 a demonstration using ATS-F will demonstrateb.
instructional and cultural television distribution to the
Rocky Mountain states, Alaska, and Appalachia.
In FY 75 the opening of a new segment of the elec~tronic spectrum at 12-GHz and multichannel coverage ofselected geographic areas with non-commercial televisionwill be demonstrated.
POSTAL SERVICE

The Postal Service will achieve a point-to-point transconti-

6



nental demonstration of Electronic Mail Handling (EMH) in
the late summer of 1972. By 1975 a basic EMH service will
be operational.
5. NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

A result of this initiative will be the creation of new jobs:
4700 by 1972; 13,400 by 1973; 15,700 by 1974; and 35,000 by
1975.

:
:
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C. BENEFITS AND COST COMPARISONS

In the course of the study, the benefits of implementing
the recommended initiativesS have been assessed. The
costs of implementing the programs described in IV have
been determined and then effects on empleyment have been
estimated.
The benefits start when the experimentation is complete
and phases of the programs beqin. The dollar values of the
total economic benefits as a function of time for three pro-
grams are shown in Figure II-l. The three programs

of the cost of supplying the service by present methods

programs are shown also in Figure II-l. No attempt was
made at this time to quantify other benefits from these
three or any benefits from the rest of the program.

:

selected are those having quantifiable benefits in terms
2

compared with the costs of supplying the services by
modern teleommunication the costs of undertaking these

::

:

But increased effectiveness in delivery of health care
could help to reduce health care costs and eliminate time

pansions of public broadcasting will markedly improve

material and techniques to remote regions could pravide
greater opportunities to the inhabitants than now exist
for formal education. These important social and cultural
benefits were not quantifiable in this study, but should
be during the course of the recommended initiatives.

:

::

lost to illness of present delivery inefficiencies. Ex- :

availability of cultural and educational opportunities
to the general public. Delivery of modern instructional

:

:

During the study, a comparison was made between the costs
of implementing the required telecommunications system
improvements by terrestrial means and by a combinedterrestrial and satellite system. The terrestrial systemcalls for an investment of 2.9 billion dollars and an
annual operating cost of approximately 400 millions. The
combined terrestrial-satellite system requires an invest-
ment of approximately 600 million dollars and an annual
Operating cost of approximately 200 million dollars.

:

7

Further comparison of two of the largest users (Public
Broadcasting and Postal Services) indicates a similar result.Their combined total annual communications cost by terrest-rial systems is approximately 235 million dollars while the

4

2
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corresponding cost by combined terrestrial and satellite
systems is less than 32 million dollars. Therefore, it
is concluded that for the services studied a combined
terrestrial-satellite communications system is more
cost effective than a terrestrial system.

:

:

llags
:

x 10 Dollar benefit with time
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:

_- :
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Estimated Program Costs and Benefits

:
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D. BUDGET IMPACTS

The estimated cost of the recommended program as it affects
the Federal budget is shown in Table II-1, displaying the
contribution of each user component. The portions of these
budget items allocated to experimental and operational
phases of the programs are shown by fiscal year in Table
II-1. Since the experimental program is*to lead to an
operational system one can anticipate an increasing invest-
ment in the operational phase as time progresses. By FY
1975 the annual cost of the experimental phase has decreased
by 23%. This decline can be expected to continue as the
experimental results contribute to operational system growth.

The largest costs associated with the operational phase are
in the education and health programs. These costs are also
the most difficult to estimate accurately. Additional effort
will be required to refine them.

TABLE II-1
FEDERAL BUDGET BY PROGRAM

($ in millions)

FY 72 73 74 75 76 Totals
Education 2 24 .29 12 14 81

Health Services 15 12 8 35

CPB/PBS 29 42 54 46 171

Law Enforcement 1 2 2 2 7

Disaster Warning 29 55 54 138

HUD 2 3 5 5 15

:

Satellite Systems 38 44 82 129 293

Totals 4 110 163 218 245 740

10



FY. 72 73 74 75 76 Totals

Eaperiment
Costs 4 70 116 122 101 413

Operational
Phases Costs 40 47 96 144 327

Total
Program Costs 4 110 163 218 245 740

TABLE II-2
FEDERAL BUDGET ALLOCATIONS

BY PROGRAM PHASE4

($ in Millions)

:

:
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E. POLICY

Two basic types of policy considerations arise from the
recommended initiatives.
1. POLICY CONCERNED WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXPERIMEN-

TAL PROGRAM

Such policies as are required should be established at the
-outset of the program and used by the implementing organ-
izations as guidance. These include approaches to funding
(government versus private), encouragement of industry and
commitments to stimulate it, organizational assignments,
standards, and frequencies to be used. Establishment of
such policies is generally the function of the Office of
Telecommunication Policy, and that office should execute 3

this responsibility.
:

2. POLICY CONCERNED WITH USES TO WHICH FACILITIES MAY BE
PUT :

Under this head, questions of the legal and ethical aspects

Federal Communications Commission and Department of Justice,
as well as a number of other concerned agencies. Questions

ceived and these uses are requested. To deal with these
types of problems, it would appear desirable to form a
Committee for Policy on Information, which would involve
the concerned agencies and interests as necessary.
Questions could be put to this committee by OTP or any of
the agencies concerned.

-of a proposed use might be considered. Examples might be
the use of facilities to convey governmental information
(from the executive agencies or legislative or judicial
bodies) the use of facilities for political campaigning,

:

or the delivery of educational material by national institu-
:

:

tions to local interests These considerations involve the
:

of these types can arise at any. time during the course of
the program as new uses of facilities and services are con-

:

Specific areas of risk and policy are implicit in providing
these are outlined below.
the various services recommended in the report. Some of :

l. PUBLIC BROADCASTING

In public broadcasting the extent of ability to control :

program content should be evaluated in view of existing law
and regulatory authority at Federal state, and local levels.

12
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A jurisdictional determination should be made concerning
certification of educational achievement through public
television.
2. LAW ENFORCEMENT

In law enforcement the question of legal rules of evidence
as applied to video tape depositions and"confrontations of
witnesses through television must be addressed.

3. POSTAL SERVICE

In electronic mail handling the issue of common carrier
status for the Postal Service must be determined. The
impact of electronic mail on the existing common carriers
of message services must be more adequately determined.
The authority to police and maintain privacy of the mails
when electronic means of transmission are employed must be
determined.

:

4. DISASTER WARNING

In disaster warning there is a possible impact on non-English
speaking members of our society in that they may not be able
to comprehend instructions given in English over the system.
There is jurisdictional question of authority and responsi-bility for disaster warning and recovery between NOAA,
Interior, OCD, Earth Resources, and state and local author-ities.

:

5. HOUSING AND--URBAN DEVELOPMENT

In the Model Cities the impact on local regulatory agencieswith regard to control of services provided over a Federally
planned and implemented system must be determined.

13



F. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

For the initiatives recommended in the report, two types of
management roles are required: that for implementation of
the experimental programs and that for implementation of the
operating systems.

~

The recommended initiative should be implemented by existing
agencies insofar as possible. Where an operating agency has
dominant responsibility, it should have the assignment; for
example, HEW/CPB for all educational and cultural program-
ming and Health Service experiments, HUD for the determina-
tion of a wired communities design and test, Postal Service
for electronic mail experiments, and Department of Justice
for law enforcement experiments.

:

: :

:

For some functions no single responsibility exists. This
condition is more applicable to the operational phases than
it is to the early experimental phases, where ad hoc respon-
sibilities can be assigned without prejudice to the final
organization. This situation permits time for ultimate de-
cisions to be based on some actual experience in operations,
just as the experimental program provides experience on
which to base technical systems, user methodology, and
assessment of benefits. Therefore focus of attention on the

:

:

:

:

organization of the initial experimental phases is recom~
mended.

In the case of the Disaster Warning System, although several
agencies are concerned (DoC, OEP, DoD, and others), DoC has
taken the lead, and it is recommended that they carry out
the experimental program. :

Where purely commercial experiments are suggested by private
enterprise, OTP should coordinate their participation.
Regarding the implementation of the required systems, where
existing or already planned facilities can be employed, they
should be, and the already assigned authorities should be
asked to participate with the use of their capabilities ;
e.g, commercial facilities or planned experimental satel-lites. Based on the past performance of the agency, where
overall systems management is needed, NASA would appear to
be the logical choide.

Organizational responsibilities for operational phases of
combined services should be determined after some time for
accumulation of experimental experience on which assignments
can be based, This problem cannot be adequately considered
without such experience, and time is needed to develop ap-
propriate policies,

14



SECTION III
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that a
_

Federal initiative be established
to:
A. Bring improved social, educational and cultural

services to every individual in our Country.

B. Establigh a modern, rapid, electronic mail service. :

C. Increase the quality and availability of health
care.

D. Improve our ability to enforce the law and
administer justice.

E. Establish adequate means for warning the public
of natural disasters.

F. Make significant improvement in urban planning.

Having concluded that modern telecommunications techniques
can contribute materially to these needs, it is further
recommended that the nation proceed with the introduction
of the required services over the next decade.

It is recommended that this initiative be implemented in
several progressive steps that will minimize risk taking
at each phase of the program and demonstrate decisively
benefits and desirability of continuing.

:

to both the decision makers and the public at large the

The recommended steps include:
A. Funding and authority to proceed with the experi-

mental portions of the users' program to providesolutions to their indicated problems and the
development of techniques for the beneficial appli-cations of advanced telecommunications,

:
:
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Involvement of those elements of existing and already
planned developmental telecommunications capabilitiesB.

in the users' experiments.

Funding and authority to proceed with development or
expansion of existing communications capabilities re-
quired to support the completion of the users' experi-
ments.

Direct a study to be performed to:D.

1. Determine the actual national communications capa-
bilities required to sustain the users' operation-
al objectives as a result of demonstrated benefits,

:

:
:

anq
2. Develop a detailed plan for the most cost effec-

tive, and least costly to the Federal Government,
means of establishing these capabilities in time
to meet the needs.

-2

a
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SECTION IV :

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. EDUCATION

Experiments are proposed during the period from 1972
through 1976 in: increasing the number of people
with high-school equivalency training, training
personnel in early-childhood education for the staffing
of day-care centers, training of health-care personnel,
making university training broadly available through
television and providing television instruction in
mathematics to school children. In each of these
experiments, the effort focuses on the development
and application of program material for use with
television and on the delivery of that material via
telecommunications. The program materials would be
developed during 1972 and 1973; sites and target
populations for the experiment chosen during 1973;
and tests run and evaluated during 1974-1976.

:

:

In order to obtain a complete sampling of the various
target groups which, it is hoped, would benefit from the
educational programs, it is necessary to have communi-
cation facilities that can reach into rural and remote
locations as well as urban communities. The opportunityto use NASA experimental satellites to reach these
isolated populations provides an attractive and cost
effective method of conducting the needed samplingof different target populations during the processof developing program material. Critical questions
about the appropriate size of audience that can be
served by a single variation of a program affects
the per capita cost and must be answered early in the
development program. In addition, several different
arrangements of the communications facilities will have
to be provided in order that different approaches to atotal delivery system, which includes support services,can be evaluated.

:

:

:

:

At a very early date in the development of each of theeducational programs, certain technical communicationfacilities will be required to test and evaluate thematerial being produced with a wide range of targetpopulations. It is anticipated that one-way transmissions

:
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of experimental television program material can be begun
almost immediately utilizing the network and over-the-
air broadcast facilities of the Public Broadcast System
and the facilities of a number of cooperating cable TV

systems. The availability of the NASA experimental
satellite ATS-F in mid- 1973 affords the first opportunity
to test material with certain remote populations. It
also can provide two-way communication capability to
both test interactive program material and to enable .

field test teams to communicate evaluation data to the
production center. Similar two-way capability will be
available on selected cable systems in late 1972 and
early 1973.

:

:

Target populations are found in different parts of the
country and will have to be reached in a variety of
different 'viewing environments. Conventional broadcast
and cablecast facilities will be sufficient to reach
an adeguate sample of the urban target populations.
The specific structure of the required urban communication
capability will be discussed in the following section.
The various rural and isolated populations can be most
effectively reached by satellite. The sort of geographic
coverage that would adequately sample the target popu-
lations mentioned above during the time period 1973-1974

can be on a time shared basis and would consist of a
single TV program distribution channel with limited
audio and data feedback channels.

:

:

:

includes the Rocky Mountain Region, Alaska, and
Appalachia. The communication service into these regions

:

: :

An estimated 500 receiver terminals throughout the areas
mentioned, feeding broadcast facilities, cable front ends,
and individual institution closed circuit systems,
would permit a valid experimental sample to be gathered.
A pictorial description of the coverage is provided in
appendix IV-c~1.

:

In densely populated urban areas broadband cable systems
offer the best prospect of an early experimental capa-
bility. Many questions involving the involvement of
various intermediaries in the educational process can-
not be resolved without some opportunity to experiment
with different system configurations.
A part of the experimental program would designate a
number of cities (perhaps a representative cross section

_
Of from 10 to 20 drawn from those already selected
for increased Federal assistance) as test Sites for a

18



comprehensive cable communications experiment designed
to permit a wide range of commercial and public commun-

ications services to be developed.

The specific locations should be selected on the basis
of a combination of factors including: composition and

specialized needs of their populations, the interest
and resources that the community itself is willing to
devote to the project, the cooperation of private cable
operators, and the prospect of a sufficiently advanced
cable system with adequate penetration to permit a wide
range of experimentation. :
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Frequency halving speeds
phone transmission of texts :

A new facsimile transmission sys-
tem uses a frequency halving tech-
nique called "bandwidth compres-
sion" to send text and drawings over
phone lines at more than twice the
speed of existing equipment. The
availability of low-cost, solid-state
digital circuitry able to perform the
necessary binary conversion in a

compact space makes this commer-
cial product practical.
The Bandcom-1000, designed and

developed by Graphic Transmission
Systems (GTS), Inc., Hanover, N.J.,
can send and receive 8% x 11-in.
facsimile copy in less than three
minutes between direct-dial tele-

phone locations. The system consists
of two compact typewriter-size units,
a sender, and a receiver. The re-
ceiver, which can also be used as a
computer terminal, produces dry
electrostatic copies.

Sending documents. To send a
document, the first step is to call the
receiving station on the telephone
and insert the document into the
sender for transmission.

When the document enters the
sender, it interrupts a light and
photocell combination that initiates
both transmission and reception (dia-
gram). Fluorescent lamps illuminate
the lines or characters on the front
face of the original copy. A slotted
Strip selects successive lines of copy
as the drive rollers draw in the paper.
The reflected image of the copy

viewed through the slot is reduced
optically and reflected down onto a
slotted helical drum. The rotating
drum acts as a horizontal scanner as
it admits successive increments of the
line image to the opticak system
within the helical drum.
As the drum makes one revolution,

it scans the complete 814-in. width of
the document. Successive trains of
alternating darkness and light fall on
a photomultiplier tube that produces
a pulsating direct current output. This
output is the electrical analog of the
scanned light and dark sequence.

Drum scanner and photomultiplier
are able to resolve marks on the
document as small as 10 mils high
and 7 mils wide. About [0 horizontal
scans are necessary to transmit a
standard typewritten line of copy.

-Bandcom-1000

Two-level. format. The analog out-
put of the photomultiplier is in a so-
called two-level format; that is, zero
voltage represents white, and the
peaks represent black. This analog
signal could be sent over the tele-
phone lines and is comparable to the
signal used in facsimile systems.

Engineers at GTS, the designer of
the compression circuitry, say that
by processing the analog signal, the

:

sender not only
speeds up transmission but makes
more effective use of the available
telephone-line band-width.
"Most facsimile transmitters send

the raw signal that we obtain from
the photomultiplier directly over the
phone line," says the spokesman,
"but we amplify this signal and clip
it to uniform amplitude to produce a
true binary signal with steep leading
and trailing edges. Then we convert
this two-level binary signal to a three-
level binary code.
"By setting the black level equal

to 3.5 v, we designed the circuits so
the white level can then be either 0 v
or 7 v. As the two-level signal alter-
nates back and forth from white to
black, the sender electronic circuitry
converts it to a three-level signal. A
two-level change from black to white
is converted alternately from the
3.5-v level to either 7 v or 0 v. This

:

:

Paper transport for receiver is checked by
engineers Al Libbey and Ted Richardson.

alternation turns out to be a fre-
quency halving of the original analog
signal and, therefore, leads to band-
width compression.
The engineer added that, after

frequency halving, the signal is con-
ditioned to improve its transmission
properties before it is sent over the
telephone lines. The conditioning
minimizes signal degradation.
Double duty. Receiver electronics

convert the three-level code back to
a two-level binary signal and then to
a voltage that is applied to moving
styli. The styli, mounted on a car-
riage, are scanned in the X-direction
over moving plastic-coated paper in
the receiver. The electrostatic charge
induced on the paper is an analog of
the original black-to-white tone scale.
Probe charge will swing to about

Lens system

logic

2-level output

3--level output

Mirrors transfer image of document, line by line, to rotating scanner drum. Helical
slot on drum scans horizontally, and electro-optics form 3-level transmit code.

Copy of revised index code (heavy type numbers) for filing information is available for 50 from Reader Service Department.
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Developments to watch
A new high-brightness photodiode for use in alphanumeric character
displays and readouts has been developed by Hitachi of Japan. Like
other solid-state devices of this type (PE Jan. 13 °69, p 56), the light
it emits is red, but it differs from most solid-state diodes now available
in that it employs large crystals of gallium-arsenic-phosphate, has a new
type of monolithic integrated structure, and can bé used for segmented

displays like those shown in the photo. (The pen-point is included for
size comparisons.) Also, low voltage requirements _permit operation on
dry-cell batteries, so the diodes can be used in portable units. (4.444)

Temperature-compensated dielectric substrates for integrated circuits
are being custom-tailored at Raytheon by mixing titanium dioxide and
several compounds that have positive dielectric constant-temperature
coefficients.
A. E. Paladino of Raytheon says, in a report prepared for the Ameri-

can Ceramic Society's New England Section, that a series of sintered
mixtures has been prepared for microwave use. Dielectric constants
range from 22 to 36, and X-band loss tangents are less than 6 x 10-4. (4.8)
A new piezoelectric
switch has been designed
by E. Gikow of the Army
Electronics Command.
The switch, especially
suitable for remote con-
trol, has a piezoelectric
ceramic element in place
of the conventional coil.
A good many different

arrangements are possi-

Electrodes

Movable switch arm
ble. The basic design re-
quires only that at least one switch contact arm will move in response to
flexural or radial deformation of an arc- or disk-shaped piezoelectric or
electrostrictive transducer member as a result of exposure of that trans-
ducer member to an electric field.

In the system diagramed,"the transducer is in the form of a split ring
provided with electrodes to which a unidirectional control voltage (bat-
tery at left) may be applied. Flexural movement of the split ring causes
the ends of the ring to move relative to one another so the switch arm,
mounted on one of the split faces of the ring, will move with the face.

Advantages of the design: small size, very low power requirements,
and insensitivity to external fields. (4.411)
An electrically-driven garden tractor is being readied by General Elec-
tric for introduction this spring. At the Electric Vehicle Cotincil's Inter-
national Symposium last fall, GE showed an experimental electric pas-
senger car. But the company sees the tractor as an introduction to
electrically-driven vehicles for the public. The tractor will also serve as a
portable power source for attachments (mowers, snowblowers, saws,
etc.). It will, the company hopes, put GE and the electric industry in
the farm and garden equipment business. (4.11)-Annesta R. Gardner

Formore Developments to Watch, see pp 17, 86, 88.
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600 v, while the special plastic-
coated paper is maintained at ground
potential.
The charged paper passes through

a toner bath containing black or
colored toner powder. Upon heating
and pressing, the toner forms a per-
manent reproduction of the original
copy. It will roll out of the receiver as
a continuous print, or it can be cut to
814 x11 in.

Graphic Transmission engineers
point out that, in addition to being
the first facsimile reproducer to pro-
duce dry electrostatic copies, it can
double as a direct readout unit for a
digital computer, with design modifi-
cation. (4.9; 4.42)

:

:

:

:

:
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Ceramic device switches
home circuits from afar :

A new solid-state ceramic trans-
ducer may soon be remotely con-
trolling home appliances, heating sys-
tems, lamps, or even office equipment
and industrial tools.
The electrical properties of the ce-

ramic can be adjusted electronically
fo turn on, turn off, or smoothly vary
the electron flow in circuits, accord-
ing to its developers, RCA Labora-
tories, Princeton, N.J.
Two pushbuttons will operate the

device-one turns on a lamp or con-
trol circuit gradually, and the other
turns it off gradually. If circuit and
pushbutton are near each other, they
could be wired together, but if widely
separated or if mobility is desired, the
pushbutton output could be trans-
mitted to the control circuit by radio or
ultrasonic signals.

:

:

:

:

:

Source of control. The device is
made up of two ceramic wafers
bonded by epoxy. Each wafer exhibits
ferroelectric and piezoelectric charac-
teristics.

When a radio or ultrasonic signal is
applied to one wafer, it vibrates be-
cause of its piezoelectric properties.
These vibrations are transmitted
through the epoxy to the second wafer,
which converts them back to an elec-
tric output signal.
The amplitude of the piezoelectric

output signal can be raised or lowered
by subjecting either wafer to an elec-
tronic control pulse, thus changing the
amount of ferroelectric polarization in
the wafer, The output signal is stable
and changes only when the polariza-
tion is changed. (4.43; 4.8)

:

:

:
:

:
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An Automatic Picture Transmission Cloud
Cover Receiving Station
By
W. K. KENNEDY,
B.E. (Hons.)t
AND

Presented at the Second New Zealand Electronics Conference

(NELCON II) organized by the New Zealand Section of the LE.R.E.
and the New Zealand Electronics Institute and held in Auckland in

August 1968.

J. K. BARGH,
M.E., Ph.D.,. M NZIE C.Eng.,
M.LE.E.f

Summary: The automatic picture transmission (APT) sub-system carried
on weather satellites transmits, at facsimile rate, cloud cover photographs
of the Earth below. Frequency modulation of a carrier in the 137 MHz
band transmitted at a level of 5 watts is used to give pictures representing
an area approximately 2400 km (1500 miles) square with an average
resolution of 3 km (2 miles).
Major factors governing the design of a ground station which has been

operational since early 1967 are presented. Signal/noise considerations
show that a desirable combination is a tracking antenna having a gain of
10 dB followed by a receiving system having a noise figure not greater than
4 dB. Except for a doubling of line frequency a standard wire facsimile
is used for final picture print-out.
Many additions to, and tefinements of, the basic station are possible. A

few of these are outlined and assessed in terms of operational convenience.

1. Introduction
In weather prediction, meteorologists have been,

and still are, hampered by a lack of information on
the current state of the atmosphere which they need to
forecast the complex movements that determine the
weather. Satellites are an obvious surveillance plat-
form provided they can sense the atmospheric para-
meters from a distance. To date, the only useful link
between our atmosphere and a satellite has been
electromagnetic either at the visible or infra-red
wavelengths. Despite this limitation much valuable
atmospheric information can be conveyed by cloud
cover photographs.

were economics, ease ofmanufacture and maintenance
and non-critical alignment-both electrical and
mechanical.

2. Satellite Characteristics

Out-of-date information is of no use to the
meteorologist except for research purposes The
Earth's atmosphere is a dynamic system with the
situation changing hour by hour. Hence a means of
automatic picture transmission (APT) direct from
satellite to local ground stations was devised. An
additional incentive for the development of such a
system was the overloading of available data channels
which would follow if the pictures were collected at a
few central stations and distributed from there to the
local forecaster.

To satisfy the meteorological requirement of com-
plete Earth coverage at least once per day, weather
satellites are injected into a near-polar orbit. Simul-
taneous consideration of camera characteristics,
picture overlap, resolution and aspect-ratio limit the
mean orbital height to between 900 and 1500 km,
giving an orbital period between 104 and 116 minutes.
Picture interpretation and latitude/longitude gridding
problems are eased if the orbit is circular and the
satellite is Earth-stabilized.
The satellite sub-system which is of concern for this

paper is presented in Fig. 1. A picture sequence
begins with 300 Hz modulation of the 24 kHz sub-
carrier for 3s as an alert signal, followed by 5s of
white level tone interrupted at line scan rate by a
12-5 ms black pulse for phasing purposes. In accord-
ance with standard facsimile technique, no further
synchronizing pulses are transmitted.

This paper outlines the design of an apT station.
Foremost objectives throughout the project were
reliability and ease of operation by the meteorologist.
Other major factors influencing the design decisions

1 Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Canter-

Concurrent with the above procedure the vidicon is
exposed for 40 ms and the picture, typically repre-
senting an area 2400km (1500 miles) square, is
'charge stored." During the 200 seconds following the -

completion of the phasing sequence the picture is read
from the vidicon at 4 lines per second and the video

bury, Christchurch, New Zealand, information is amplitude modulated on the 24 kHz
~
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3s ALERT
5s PHASE
200s
PICTURE

SEQUENCE
CONTROL

FM DEVIATIONS 10kHz

24 kHz CARRIER
800 LINES/ PICTURE

VIDEO
N OWIOTH . AMPLITUDE

SWATISERR
135-138 MHz

Fig. 1. Satellite sub-system.

sub-carrier; maximum carrier indicates white level
and the video bandwidth is 1-5 kHz. The sub-carrier
is frequency modulated on a 137 MHz sf. carrier at a
deviation of 10 kHz. Effective radiated power is 5 W.

Daytime cloud cover pictures may be supple-
mented by night-time infra-red transmissions for which
the line scan rate is 48 lines per minute. Other
differences occur in the picture format and an absence
of phasing pulses in the infra-red system. However,
since the main features determining ground station

. design are unaltered, this system will not be con-
sidered separately.
Further details on meteorological satellites are well

presented in References 1-6.

3. Ground Station System: General Considerations

3.1 Antenna
A preliminary estimate of the station complexity

may be obtained by calculation of the received signal/
noise ratio. At an orbital height of 1500 km the path
length of an horizon signal is 4000 km from which the

signal received ona a unity gain antenna is - 140-2 dBW,
increasing to -131-7 dBW when the satellite is over-
head. (See Appendix).
At 137 MHz, antenna noise temperature due to

natural sources' is typically 1000°K to which an
additional 1000°K is added to account for man-
made noise. Assuming a system noise-figure of
4dB, which may 'be readily obtained by careful

application of standard techniques, the total equiva-
lent noise temperature is 2450° K. Further, by use of
the simplified formula,®

r.f. bandwidth = 2(f,, + Af)
where f,, = maximum modulating frequency

Af = frequency deviation,
the minimum pre-detection bandwidth may be

calculated as 28 kHz. Allowing for receiver drifts and

tuning inaccuracy the i.f. bandwidth, B, is taken to be

40 kHz. A noise temperature of 2450° K then cor-
responds to a received noise power of - 148-7 dBW.

124

Siting to eliminate man-made noise reduces this

figure to approximately -151 dBW.

An estimate of the base-band signal/noise ratio

necessary for satisfactory picture quality must now be

made. The dynamic range of the video signal handled

by facsimile machines is typically 32 dB. If some

'spotting' in the black is tolerable a minimum base-

band white signal/noise ratio of 38dB would be

permissible. By application of the formula®

(S/N)y = 1°5 (SIN)p (Af fn)?
where (S/N), is the base-band signal/noise ratio and

(S/N), is the pre-detection signal/noise ratio

it is found that a pre-detection S/N ratio of 18-3 dB is

necessary. In the calculations above, the received

signal and noise powers were -140-2dBW and
- 148-7 dBW respectively, giving a (S/N), ratio of

8-5 dB. Hence an antenna gain of 9-8 dB is required.

Since the antenna to be used in this service must be

circularly-polarized (the incoming signal may have

any polarization) either the helix or 'crossed' Yagi
array is suitable. Table 1 summarizes the performance
of these for a gain of 10 dB.

MODULATE
TRANSMITSTORAGE

1-6 kHz

40 ms
EXPOSURE

Table 1.

Comparison of helix and Yagi antennas

Parameter Helix Yagi :

General form length 1-5, 6 turn,
76 cm diameter

Polarization naturally circular

Axial ratio closely unity

length 1-5A
7 elements/plane

A/4 phasing section
required :

may vary widely
variable, butBeamwidth 45°
typically 40°

variable; generally
higher than helix

same order as
received band;
tuning critical

Feed coaxial balanced

Impedance 110Q variable, typically
40-100 (folded)

Side-lobes jess than -12 dB

Bandwidth 50%

Size lengths comparable,
wind-load 30% higher on helix

Construction helix simpler, particularly in weather
sealing

Cost comparable

For both antennas the beamwidth is such that the

ability to track during an orbit is required. If an
'elevation-on-azimuth' mount (el/az) is used a

tracking speed of 6 degrees per second on both axes
is sufficient for all orbits above 650 km and with
maximum elevation angles less than 84 degrees.1°
Orbits passing through greater elevations may be

considered as either overhead or at 84° for tracking

The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol. 38, No. 3
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purposes, since any reasonable pointing error is

adequately offset by the lower signal path loss.

Other mounting arrangements may be used to

advantage. For example, the X-Y mount avoids tha,
infinite azimuth velocity required of the el/az mount

for overhead passes. However, difficulties in mechani-

cal arrangement, together with the ready availability
of tabies for the conversion of latitude, longitude and

height data to azimuth and elevation co-ordinates,
make the use of the el/az mount almost compulsory.

A few calculations comparing acceleration and
wind-load forces'! soon show the latter to be the more

significant. Furthermore, it becomes obvious that to
withstand winds over 100 km/h (60 miles/h) the

pedestal and antenna structure must be large and
robust with an all-up weight approaching 750 kg
(# ton). This, combined with a turning radius of 3-6m
(12 ft), introduces some minor siting problems when it
is remembered that read-out at existing meteorological
offices is required. At best it can be expected that a
distance greater than 50 m and up to 240 m between
the antenna and the operator's console: must be
allowed. Because of cable loss and consequential
deterioration in signal/noise ratio, a pre-amplifier will
be needed at the pedestal.

3.2 Tracking System
With the beamwidths listed in Table 1 it is apparent

that an overall tracking accuracy within + 10° should
be sufficient. However, to allow for other operational
errors it would seem appropriate to design to closer
limits. A + 1% accuracy (say + 4° in 360°) would
seem a reasonable first specification which could be

tightened or relaxed later when balanced against the
cost of methods of system implementation.
Since accurate and up-to-date satellite orbital data

are supplied regularly by N.A.S.A. there is no need
for a completely automatic, «self-locking tracking
system. This leaves the possibility of various systems
which basically fall into the categories of open- or
closed-loop and which may be further subdivided into
continuous or discrete types. The decision between
open- or closed-loop system hinges mainly on operator
convenience. Will more than one operator be re-
quired if the system is open-loop? Is there sub-
stantially less chance of error if a closed-loop system is
used? Experience has shown that for general use an
open-loop system is satisfactory, but for an experi-
mental station, where the operator may be fully
occupied with other equipment, the closed-loop
system may have an advantage,

is likely that step-by-step or discontinuous tracking
would be less expensive than continuous tracking
Provided that the stepping frequency required is not
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too great. A continuous system must of course be a

variable-speed type.
3.3 Signal Path

Typical losses in 95 mm (2in) diameter coaxial
cable at 137 MHz are 10 dB per 100 m. Any such loss

arising prior to amplification must be added to the

system noise figure which has been assumed to be

4dB. Hence the need for a pre-amplifier.
To avoid the need for low-noise design in the

receiver a pre-amplifier gain at least 10 dB in excess of
cable Josses should be provided. A noise figure of
4 dB without cable loss would then become 4-6 dB if
the receiver noise figure were 6 dB.
The f.m. receiver design is governed by the standard

considerations of spurious response, image response,
and bandwidth, with the additional demand for
facsimile signals of linear phase shift in the pass-band,
Since the range of signal level to be handled is small,
no a.g.c. is required, but the 2:-4kHz output level
must be constant to within 0-2dB. Discriminator
linearity of +1°% is an advantage for infra-red
transmissions. A pulse-averaging discriminator seems
most suited to this and limits the maximum usable
intermediate frequency.

Because of the 'one-shot' nature of the transmitted
signal the display device must be readily operated
with a minimum of skill. Furthermore, there is the

méteorological requirement to have the picture
available within a few minutes of reception. Both the
above, without further consideration of the associated
technical problems, eliminate an oscilloscope display.

:
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:

:

:

:
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Fig. 2. System functional diagram.

A facsimile machine using either photographic or
electro-sensitive paper seems to be the most reliable
available picture display device. The photographic
machine gives the better resolution and grey tone range
but is more expensive and difficult to operate than the
electro-sensitive type. The latter has the advantage
that the picture may be viewed as it is formed.
The above considerations lead to a system for

In general with a moderate beamwidth antenna, it

which the functional block diagram is as shown in
Fig. '2.
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4.6 Position Control System

Velocity calculations'® show that if step-wise

tracking is used with 10° increments the average
stepping rate is a little greater than 1 per minute, with"
a maximum rate (for an orbit with a maximum
elevation angle of 84°) of four in any one minute. This
rate is well within the capability of small three-phase
induction motors, which are more robust, reliable
and less expensive than the more usual d.c. motors.
Other methods of drive, notably hydraulic, were

rejected as unsatisfactory at an early stage.

By fitting the motors with a brake, a very simple
closed-loop control system was devised. This is

pictured diagrammatically, together with the switch-.
ing characteristic of each direction, in Fig. 4. The
combined switching characteristic is shown in Fig. 5,
where the guardband must encompass brake operating
time and overrun during braking. Insufficient guard-
band will lead to hunting oscillations of the control
system.
Most of the control system block diagram is self-

explanatory except perhaps, the first-order inter-
polation unit. This enables satellite positions at one
minute intervals to be programmed but the desired
position fed to the error-detecting network to be a
linear time interpolation between these positions.
Potentiometer feedback, as compared to synchro,

was used because the signal indicating the desired
position was more simply derived electrically. Further-
more, in view of the likely cable lengths of 240m,ad.c,
system was judged to be preferable. Errors were well
within bounds at + 0-4° for potentiometer linearity
and + 0-9° for worst case potentiometer loading.
These figures are quoted for azimuth and must be
halved for the elevation axis.
Not represented in Fig. 4 but incorporated in the

final design are three possible modes of operation.
The input from the interpolation unit may be replaced

CORRECTIVE
EFFORT

by a single desired position with the backlash in the

switching characteristic reduced accordingly. Further,
there is facility for open-loop manual control both at

the console and at the pedestal, with appropriate
interlocks where necessary.

5. Refinements

The, requirements of a basic APT station capable
of successful operation by a non-technical operator
with the minimum of training are presented above.

However, there are a few refinements which would
increase the versatility of the station.
5.1 Tape Recorder
All the detail within a picture may not be obvious

in a single mean level exposure. It may be that

expansion of the white or black contrast will highlight
additional features. Tape recording of the trans-
mitted pictures allows these additional exposures to be
taken. Further, it supplies 'back-up' in the case of
facsimjle equipment malfunction or operator error.

CORRECTIVE
EFFORT

-6° ~4°
6° ERROR

a

Z

a

O

Fig. 5. Control system switching characteristic.

Most good-quality domestic tape recorders have
satisfactory speed stability and bandwidth. However,
since the signal to be recorded is amplitude modu-
lated, 'drop-out' caused by head misalignment or
low-quality tape contributes marked picture degrada-
tion. To overcome this the picture may be frequency-
modulated on the tape, or alternatively, a high-
quality tape must be chosen.

+6° ERROR

POSITIVE POSITIVE
ERROR LEVEL CONTACTOR
DETECTION SWITCHING

il
ERROR AMPLIFIER

AND

e
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41 4
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Fig. 4. Control system
block diagram (Duplicate
for second axis).
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5.2 Video Remodulator, ;

In Section 5.1 mention was made of contrast
adjustment by photographic exposure level. However,
electronic methods of implementing this are more
convenient, repeatable and add considerably to the

evrsatility of the station, Although adjustment may be
made on the directly received picture it is more usual
to use the remodulator in conjunction with the tape
recorder.
As its name suggests this apparatus remodulates the

incoming signal to alter overall contrast or to expand
the contrast at either end of the grey scale, or to carry
out both operations.
5.3 Control System
The control system outlined in Section 4.6 allows

for a wide range of desired position input devices. If
considered desirable it would be possible, without
alteration of the present system, to control the antenna
positioning from a punched paper tape. This would
allow up to one month's orbits to be pre-computed
and to be clocked to the control system at the appro-
priate time.

5.4 Interference
It is unfortunate that most meteorological offices

are stationed at airports. This is one of the worst
environments imaginable for the reception of low-
level signafs, particularly when these signals border on
the aircraft communication band, Further, the level
of man-made noise at airports is often high.

:

The most obvious solution to this problem is to site
the antenna at a remote location but maintain control
and read-out at the meteorological office. Such
remote control would be readily incorporated in the
station described above. The alternative is a rather
stringent design of the receiving system; the most
difficult requirement is the rejection of a 50 mV signal
(satellite horizon signal is 2 pV) at a frequency as
close as 1 MHz to the 3 MHz wide satellite band.

:

:

:

:

A preliminary investigation has shown that blocking
and intermodulation. may be avoided by utilizing
3-pole Chebyshev filters as interstage and output
'coupling in the pre-amplifier. To maintain interstage
losses within acceptable bounds helical resonator
filters must be used.

Fig. 6. Cloud montage of a single day's orbits.
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6. Conclusions

An outline of the factors influencing the design of a
meteorological satellite receiving station has been

given. Throughout the design the overriding con,
sideration has been the satisfaction of the meteoro-

logical objectives.
Over a period of operation of 16 months, during

which at least 6000 orbits have been tracked, the total
down-time has been 114 hours involving the loss of
five orbits. The loss of three of these orbits could be

directly attributed to prototype faults, ie. design
features or manufacturing imperfections which were

already noted as requiring correction in the produc-
tion model.
The antenna structure has, without ill effect, with-

stood a measured 200km/h (125 miles/h) gale.
Azimuth backlash has settled down at a rather large
+ 18° but methods of eliminating this in future
models have been devised.

Antenna beamwidth was measured as 43° with the
maximum side-lobe level 14 dB down. With the pre-
amplifier noise figure and gain measured at 3-3 dB
and 30 dB respectively, combined with the receiver
noise figure of 4-5 dB, a total cable loss of 213 dB
could be tolerated before the system noise figure
deteriorated to 4dB. An average overall noise
temperature was measured on site as 2600° K with
fluctuations rising to 300° K above this in directions of.
industrial activity. Thus the detected signal/noise
ratio, although not measured directly, should have
been within 1 dB of the preliminary design estimates.
Received pictures indicate that this was so. A typical
set of pictures received from a satellite in one day has
been assembled as shown in Fig. 6.

The meteorologist has found cloud cover photo-
graphy an invaluable aid to weather prediction.
However, before accurate forecasts are possible the
meteorologist must have access to the measurement of
atmospheric parameters at a large number of sample
points. It would seem that satellites are destined to
fill a major role in this instrumentation, both for
operational and research purposes.
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9. Appendix
9.1 Received Signal Strength
Signal attenuation or path loss, L, between isotropic

antennas separated a distance, D in free space may be
expressed as®

4nD\?L (%)
or more conveniently as

L (GB) = 32-5 + 20 logf + 20 log D
if distance is"expressed in km and frequency in MHz,
Forf = 137 MHz

D (horizon range) = 4000 km.
L may be calculated as 147-2 dB.

Transmitted signal power is 5 W or 7 dBW. Hence
the received power (assuming unity gain antennas) is

:

-140-2 dBW, which increases by 20 log (;
000

or
1500

8-5 dB when the satellite is overhead
:

9.2 Noise Power
In general the received noise power may be ex-
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4. Design Solutions :
A more detailed indication of the design solutions

incorporated in the station under discussion will now
be given.
4.1 Antenna

Since the overall size of the antenna and pedestal
structure is dependent solely on wind-loading,. an
early decision on allowable wind conditions had to be
made. Amaximum operating wind-speed of 130 km/h
(80 miles/h) and a survival speed of 200 km/h
(120 miles/h) were finally chosen as suitable for local
conditions.

On the basis of the factors outlined in Table 1, with
emphasis being placed on the absence of critical
alignment and the comparative ease of manufacture,
the helix was chosen. To obtain a little extra gain!? it
was designed for a centre frequency of 125 MHz which
with 6 turns gives a calculated gain of 10-5 dB and an
expected beamwidth of 43°. Although the design
formula of Kraus'? applies to an axially-terminated
helix, it was found that performance was not notice-
ably impaired with circumferential termination.

Difficulty was experienced in obtaining a reliable
measure of antenna gain but the beamwidth was
within + 1° of that calculated. Since less than 20% of
the system noise power is introduced by the amplifier
any small deviation of antenna gain from optimum
will have a second-order effect on system signal/noise
ratio. Thus it was deemed unnecessary to make
extensive gain measurements.
To reduce the necessary driving torque the antenna

was counterbalanced against both weight and wind.
4.2 Pre-amplifier

Since the helix impedance is 110 Q it was decided to
mount the pre-amplifier directly behind the ground
plane to use it for impedance matching to the 50
cable
A two-stage amplifier mounted on printed circuit

board and enclosed 1n a cylindrical housing was
designed following the mismatch techniques outlined
by Ghausi.'? Active components used were Fairchild
SE5020 transistors. nterstage coupling and input
and output matching utilized single-tuned circuits. A
stability factor of 11 was obtained for an alignability
of 0-3, and a typical gain of 28 dB over a bandwidth

doubling technique, was 3-3 dB.
Some difficulty due to condensation of water

within the pre-amplitier has been experienced.
4.3 Receiver
In Outline, the receiver is double superheterodyne

using intermediate frequencies of 10-7 MHz and
1-5 MHz. It would be more usual in a receiver of this
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type to choose a higher first if. but initially it was

envisaged that a standard 10-7 MHz crystal or block
filter might be used in the Ist i.f. Five switchable
crystal frequencies are provided. The measured
receiver noise figure is 4-5 dB.
The single 10-7 MHz stage is followed by three

stages of amplification at 1-5 MHz using integrated
circuit i.f. amplifiers chosen for their excellent limiting
action. This completely eliminates the need for a.g.c.
All the bandwidth determination of 40 kHz is done
using double-tuned interstage coupling within the
1-5 MHz amplifier. Both Foster-Seeley and pulse-
averaging type of discriminators are provided; the
output from the latter is too low to drive the tuning
indicator without introducing drift problems. Signal
strength indication is derived from the first stage in the
1-5 MHz chain.

:

:

:

4.4 Facsimile
A commercial unit is used. It should be noted that

the line-scan frequency is double the maximum usually
provided in facsimile machines.
4.5 Pedestal Structure
Mechanical details of the pedestal will not be

elaborated in this paper. Figure 3 shows the general
structural form.

4
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:

:

:
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Fig. 3. Pedestal structure.

The antenna is mounted directly on the output shaft
of the main elevation gearbox, which is driven from a
subsidiary gearbox and 4 hp 3-phase induction motor
housed in the upper structure. This unit is rotated in
azimuth by similar gearboxes and motor housed in the
lower cone.
Signal, power and control cables limit the azimuth

rotation to 370°, but the elevation may travel + 92°
from vertical to allow continuous tracking for all
possible orbits.

of 3 MHz, The noise figure, measured by the noise
:

:

:
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P, = KTR where the symbols have the following
~ meaning:

K Boltzmann's constant, 138 x 10723 joule/deg K
T equivalent input noise temperature, °K
Bpre-detection bandwidth, Hz.

Hence, if 7 = 2450°K and B= 40 kHz then

P, = 1-35 x 19745 W or - 148-7 dBW.
9.3 Signal/Noise Ratio
Above threshold the narrow-band noise model

relates pre-detection and base-band signal/noise ratios
by the following formula."

(S/N), = 15 (S/N), (Afhn)? (Bin)
where (S/N), = 38 dB = 6300

Af = 10 kHz
Jn = 4kHz
B = 40 kHz

Hence (S/N), may be calculated as 67-3 or 18-3 dB.

Manuscrpt first received by the Institution on 3rd March 1969
and in final form on 14th July 1969 (Paper No. 1276/AMMS23) :
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COMMUNICATIONS FOR SOCIAL NEEDS

Overall review of the six major areas:

Education

Health Services

Gultural Opportunities and Public Broadcasting

Law Enforcement

Postal Service

Urban Planning: The Wired Community

All the presentations are rational but it takes more than to make such

new programs acceptéd and successful.

EDUCATION

Any improvement in the methods of education is worth studying and pioneering.While

the use of satellite to broadcast education programs is one of the available methods,

altemative solutions as video-cassettes should be also investigated because of their

timing flexibility and possible savings.

The advantages of TV direct broadcasting are in the implied possibility of two way

exchange but one must consider that this interactive feature is very difficult to achieve

with a large audience, which is the case of satellite distribution and broadcasting.

Also, the two way computer program education with one terminal per student is to be

strongly considered ona broad scale. It involves also communications but probably

limited to the computer location.
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The proposal foreducation should include the full study of these important applications

some of which have been already successfully tested.

HEALTH SERVICES

If used efficiently these services should be quite beneficial,

CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES AND PUBLIC-BROADCASTING

Is an increase of 20 times in capacity - 20 channels instead of one - realistic?

Will the value of the programs be such that the interest will be maintained and

increased over many years. Of course formal educational programs might be

sustained regularly for ever.

LAW ENFORGEMENT.

This application seems to satisfy a very specific requirement.

POSTAL SERVICE.

I report separately on this application

URBAN PLANNING:

There seems to be some duplication with Public Service Broadcasting.
evalua le

The acceptance and use of such systems on a broad scale is difficult to forosce.

There is no question that wideband wire service will be provided in many homes,

The practicays es of such a facility by society will depend on many factors. The

distribution must address large groups first,as the wideband on a home by home basis

is not going to be technically economical for some time.

In the group use, the interactive service is quite limited as well as the personal

interrogation and video answer. fre
é 5+

AHA
4

:
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These views do not aim at being critical cea pessimistic, but as realistic as

possible, to orient, if possible,the first applications in the right direction,

GENERAL COMMENTS

Who will own the satellites, and the networks ?

Who will finance the education networks?

How will the Health Services be financed?

How will the investments costs be absorbed and recuperated ? This, problemsmust be

studied in some details.

The financing and operation of the Postal Service is obviously clearer,

POSTAL SERVICE:

The electronic mail system described is certainly realistic but also clearly addressed

to the future,

On the technology used, I only recommend that the most expert advice be obtained in the

establishment of the specifications for the first tests particularly in coding, storage and

proper multiplexing of the total signals to minimize the number of reperts necessary because

of simultaneous transmission{to centers.

The organization of the signals is particularly important in such a large simultaneous

and common transmission system. This is feasible but think it has never been

achieved before. Hance »

The planning of the successive phases of the undertaking is well done.

3

There is one aspect on which I wish to call the attention particularly. It is the marketing

of the services. It must be established as accurately as possible what categories of
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well

mail ill use the system and what total quantity they will represent.

Ta astahlich prospective users will want to knuw exactly whatyYthey will
ath

obtain and the-dispestions-fer connecting with the system at the input,and he

distribution +o them at the output, part of the service will have to bec rrectly

estimated.
25S.

It is indispensable to correctly assist the market to be served as the system

has its limitations;

system'but obviously the birthday cards and the checks and many other items will not
hit

A correct marketing evaluation: which will establish what mail rill betransmitted wilt

auld be the determining factor\forthe decision to proceed,

4
It is also possible to influence a certain category of mail to make it fit perfectly the

H. BUSIGNIES



When considering the application of communications technology towards the

social needs of this country, it is important to take into account today's living
pattern, where the vast majority of the country's population lives on a minuscule
percentage of our land in over-populated urban and suburban areas. The resultant
problems, involving crime, pollution, traffic, education, social, etc. we are
all aware of, but perhaps we do not realize that we are rapidly approaching
such critical conditions that the survival of the nation may very well be at stake.

I have requested the National Academy of Engineering and HUD to allow me to

carry out a parallel study of applying communications technology to urban problems.
The result of the parallel study has been published together with the main report.

It is my conviction that the activities of my panel were of equal importance in
both of these areas. As a matter of fact, the parallel study, which I called ''The
Cities of the Future", is intended to be funded for its next phase by HUD, and it
is this approach which for its success will require large-scale new applications
of communications technology.

In "The Cities of the Future" our thesis has been that those reasons which caused
originally today's cities to come into being, exist no longer and that today's
needs for cities cannot be satisfied with our cities as we know them at present.

Our study showed that today's pattern of life, the major problems and also some
of the benefits resulted from science and technology growing at an ever increasing
rate as a result of the first and greatest invention in communications, namely
the printing press. What happened since, was not planned, hence in many ways
we are living in an era dominated by urban conditions. The paradox of communi-
cations today is that the closer together people now live, the more difficult they
find it to communicate, which is typical of our over-populated urban and suburban
complexes where people live under stresses and strains to which our species
has not been able to adapt itself, nor will it for tens of thousands of years.
Today we represent an angry race, and our studies have shown that crime and
pollution, for instance, increase non-linearly with city size. Where the
density of population is high, crime and pollution also increase.

We have examined the reasons why people migrate from our vast rural areas to
the already crowded urban and suburban centers, and why people from these
are not induced to live in an attractive country environment. The major ingredients
seem to be the lack of choice, of job opportunities in the rural sections; the
lack of cultural, educational, entertainment opportunities, inadequate health
services, etc. It has been our belief that imaginative application of known
principles and existing inventions to new systems of communcations could solve
these problems and make it possible for instance for business not to expand into
suburbs, but into distant and attractive rural towns, and at the same time, we
have pinpointed communications techniques whereby education, cultural, enter-
tainment, health services etc. and other essential factors for a high quality of
life can be created in any part of the U.S.
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We do not propose that new towns be built. This requires a large amount of

capital and time. We have studied the distribution and the existence of towns
between 5,000 and 100, 000 inhabitants and found that 100 million Americans
between now and the end of the century could easily be attracted to these
existing towns which would act as nuclei for enlarged centers, but growing in
population not above 200, 000.

Analyses have shown that the additional land use based on such a pattern, is
insignificant, something on the order of 4%, thereby leaving intact the great
majority of our land resources. .

The proposed plan simultaneously changes the role of the large cities and would
tend to solve their problems. The transformation of the large city, its new
role, it social and economic life under such a plan should be the subject of
another discussion. At this time, I am anxious to point out that all the technologies
and their pattern of application, as outlined in the current reports of this
presidential study, tend to assume that the current mode of population distribution
and mode of life will not change. For that reason I wonder whether attention
should not be drawn to other uses and forms of distribution as well as new
combinations of currently known or proposed terrestrial, satellite, cable
or cassette TV systems. Such telecommunication systems must be capable of
getting us under way in solving what generally is considered the nation's
paramount problem.
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October 15, 1971

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Peter C. Goldmark

FROM: Mr. Edwin D. Campbell, President
Education Development Center
Newton, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: Comments on "Communications for Social Needs: Technological
Opportunities"

You have asked me to comment on the educational portion of the
President's Domestic Council Study on "Communications for Social Needs:
Technological Opportunities." Before discussing the educational section, I
would like to make several comments about the overall study itself.

In my judgment, there will be a need for a comprehensive communi-
cations system similar to that described in the study. Furthermore, it is
heartening to see the degree of cooperation, commitment, and competence demon-
strated by the many government agency personnel involved in this study. In
a relatively short time, they completed a study which provides a comprehen-
sive starting point for developing the type of communications system this
country will require in the years ahead.

Many of my specific comments which follow can be interpreted as
negative. Therefore, I wanted to state first my belief in the need for a
comprehensive communications system for some types of national problems, and
my admiration for the study's efforts. I would appreciate your reflecting
on my following observations within the context of the foregoing statements.

My reaction on reading the report as a whole was that "a solution
is looking for problems." I have seen this occur many times in industry,
where the proponents of a program fall into the familiar trap of making a
presentation rather than an analysis. By presentation, I mean the marshallingof data, both general and specific, which support the proposed program. Bynot presenting enough hard data in an analytic fasion, the proponents end up
creating many straw men which opponents then begin to knock down. Sometimes
the proposed program is destroyed by this process.

For example, there is a wide difference between the applicationof the proposed communications system to problems of the postal service andits application to education. For the postal service, the problems of
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handling an ever-increasing volume of mail and at the same time improving
the efficiency of the mail service might be "solved" by the communications

system. In reading the report, I see a direct correlation between some of

the needs of the postal service and the services offered by the proposed
communications system.

In the areas of education and health services, I do not see a

similarly direct relationship between the communications system and pressing
problems which the report has identified. Likewise, I did not find a direct
relationship in the oral presentations last Saturday. Regardless of how im-

proved a communications system we construct, and regardless of how much it
may be needed by these two sectors of our society, it certainly will not
"solve'! the educational and health problems which were enumerated in the

report. I am sure that the individuals involved in the study do not believe
that a new communications system will solve these problems. But unfortu-
nately, by presenting the application of the proposed communications system
to certain education and health problems in an oversimplified, general way,
the authors create straw men which can easily be destroyed.

At this point let me make some specific comments about the pro-
posed impact and benefits of the communications system on the educational
problems which are defined in the report.

By 1975, the number of high school graduates or graduate equivalents could
be increased by one million.

In my opinion, increasing the number of high school graduates is
not one of the high priorities in education. Making education more useful
and usable, and making it more meaningful to the existing school populations
are much more serious problems. Furthermore, many members of minority groups
who currently have a high school diploma cannot get jobs. I would almost
argue that turning out more high school graduates who have aspirations toward
satisfying employment or higher education and who cannot get either is
actually damaging to our society and to them. y

Another point concerns the percentage of high school dropouts.
The report cites the fact that 40% of urban students and 25% of all students
nationwide do not finish high school. From this I infer that the percentage
of dropouts in rural areas must be less than 10%. In a cost effectiveness
sense, if a high school equivalency is deemed desirable, then why not concen-
trate solely on the urban areas? And, I would doubt if a new satellite/wired
city communications system would be a prime factor in the urban areas.

By 1976, 20,000 people could be trained in early childhood education

This is an important new national priority, and substantial funds
have already been allocated for the establishment of day care centers. At
the same time, the major problem in this area has to do with the overall
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philosophy (custodial vs. developmental) which early childhood education
should espouse. For advocates of the developmental role, there are related
issues of what should be taught, who should teach it (peer groups, older
children, adults, etc.) and how it should be taught. No doubt, new communi -

cations systems can profitably be employed in this area, and imaginative
experimental programs certainly should be undertaken. But a communications
system is a delivery technology and will not solve the most important issues
and problems in the area of early childhood education.

Bv 1976, 10,000 new health personnel could be trained.

Training new health personnel is another important area of
national concern. Again, the study does not really address itself to the
major problem. It would be fair to say that educational TV, computer-assisted

these attempts have failed.
instruction, and other attempts to utilize technology in education and train-
ing have not lived up to expectations. Indeed, some people would argue that

I believe the report should address itself to this question, dis-
cuss some of the reasons why educators and other professionals believe tech-
nology has failed, and identify possible new experimental approaches which
might be followed. Our having greater technological capacity to reach people
will not train them to be effective health personnel unless we know more about
how to utilize that technology most wisely. What constitutes effective
training? What portion of this training can best be undertaken via telecom-
munications technology?

By 1976, an open university and a model for accreditation could be established.

Again, the major factors here certainly do not depend upon a more
effective delivery system. While such a delivery system will eventually be
needed, first priority must be given to such questions as developing the spe-cific role for such a university, providing it with stature so that it will
not be a second-rate "degree mill," working out associated and meaningfultutorial and guidance systems, and so forth. In short, the problem is to de-
velop an entirely new educational concept which will make higher education
available to more people at lower cost. As in the area of child care train-
ing, I can envision the utilization of a system such as the one described in
the study. But a comprehensive communication system, by itself, will not make
such a university possible. Unfortunately, the report seems to imply that itwill.

By 1974, models for deliverying modern instructional materials to remote
regions will be demonstrated.

The comments pertaining to training of health personnel are appli-
cable here. The major problem is to develop effective new models, not merely
to deliver the models.
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Miscellaneous Points

1. During the presentations and in some of the material, "Sesame
Street" is cited as "the successful educational TV model" in such a way that
the statement cannot be challenged. Yet, its truth has been challenged.
Many educators have questioned or disputed "Sesame Street's" effectiveness
and value as an educational experience. The BBC decided not to carry the
program, partly because of its concern with the effects upon children of
learning via the "Sesame Street'' model. I am also told that there is con-
cern about the effect upon children of education without opportunity for
human interaction and contact.

2. There was no mention of the possible role of video-cassettes
as a means for disseminating knowledge and what this might do for education.

mpi, drs ended

Conclusion

In conclusion, I suggest that the study should not approach the
reader from an "educational problem" perspective (high dropout rates, need
for health personnel, etc.) but rather from a pedagogical viewpoint. To be
convinced of the importance of this telecommunications system, the reader
needs to know (1) what attracts people to telecommunications media, (2) what
telecommunications systems (such as educational TV) have accomplished in the
past and what newer versions such as two-way TV might accomplish in the
future, and (3) what type of educational problems can best be resolved by an
improved delivery system which utilizes telecommunications technology. By
not addressing itself to some of these essential points, the study fails, I
believe, to present its case for this important idea in convincing enough
fashion.

The early childhood day care and open university areas may well
represent the best places in which to conduct major experimental educational
programs aimed at utilizing such a telecommunications system. Both of these
areas present the need for new educational concepts, and it should be easier
to work out such concepts in areas which are not bound by existing practices.
Once demonstrated, however, I am sure they could be a major factor in attain-
ing educational objectives in existing areas. For example, new techniques
worked out for an open university should certainly be applicable to reducing
costs and improving the teaching efficiency at traditional colleges and
universities.

Finally, there is not a doubt that our country needs more effec-
tive means of education and training for all its citizens. But, in my
opinion, a more comprehensive delivery system is not sufficient. It must be
coupled with the human resources, programs, and other incentives which are
prerequisites for an educational system that truly educates.
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A DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM OF URBAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PROGRAM SUMMARY FOR BLUE RIBBON PANEL

PREPARED BY

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

IN COOPERATION WITH

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY



PROBLEM

SCCIAL AND POLITICAL ALIENATICN CF INDIVIDUALS IN PART CAUSED BY:

. ONE-WAY NATURE OF PRESENT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND

INSTITUTIONS

_ LACK OF TIMELY AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION AND SERVICES TO LARGE

SEGMENTS OF SOCIETY

. MISUSE OF RESOURCES BY TRE PUBLIC IN OBTAINING NEEDED SERVICES AND

TN CONDUCTING DAY-TO-DAY BUSINESS

LARGE PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN CATV IS FORTHCOMING (NO FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT

AT PRESENT)

. $10 BILLION FOR BASIC SYSTEM

. $30 BILLION FOR HOME TERMINALS

. FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDED FOR RESULTS TO SUPPORT POLICY

DcVELOPMENT



Libraries

Department of Education
Program
Generation

; Cable Head end

Out - entertainment, culture
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:
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ESTAS a

CBJECTIVE
BLISH A MULTI-SITE, MULTI-SERVICE BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT WITH BOTHES

Pi Ic AND PRIVATE PARTICIPATION

INSTALL OR AUGMENT TWO-WAY BROADBAND SYSTEMS IN SEVERAL URBAN SETTINGS

INSTALL SIMILAR SYSTEMS IN NEW TCWRS

INTERCONNECT PARTICIPATING SYSTEMS, IF POSSIBLE

INVITE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES TO USE THE PROJECT SYSTEMS FOR DELIVERY OF PUBLIC

SERVICES
INVITE PARTICIPATION BY FIRMS WHO WANT TO TEST THE ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE NEW COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS END Tre ACCEPTANCE QF THESE SYSTEMS BY THE PUBLIC AND BUSINESS COMMUNITY

ISH A SERIES OF ONE-STOP COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES CENTERS TO SERVE AS A TWO-WAY

BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND CITY HALL.

_ LINK COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES CENTERS TO EXISTING CITY SERVICES AGENCIES THROUGH

TWO-WAY BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

: PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE AND MARKET POTENTIAL OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.



COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES CENTERS

GOAL

PROVIDE EFFECTIVE RESPONSE TO COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AT THE NFIGHBORHOOD
LEVEL
PROVIDE EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES TO EVERY
NEIGHBORHOOD



DESCRIPTION

ESTABLISH A SERIES OF ONE-STOP COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES
CENTERS TO SERVE AS A TWO-WAY LINK BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND CITY
HALL
LINK COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES CENTERS TO EXISTING CITY
SERVICES AGENCIES THROUGH TWO-WAY BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORKS



ACTIONS
:

PUBLICIZE THE EXISTENCE OF THE COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES
CENTERS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES

. INTEGRATE SERVICE DELIVERY ON A NEIGHBORHOOD-BY-NEIGHBORHOOD BASIS

-- ESTABLISH CENTERS AT EASILY NEIGHBORHOOD FOCAL POINTS

-- TRAIN NEIGHBORHOOD TEAMS TO WORK IN EACH CENTER

-- ESTABLISH HOMF-BASE COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER TEAMS AT ESTABLISHED
RESOURCES TO PROVIDE NEEDED INTERFACE WITH THE EXISTING COMMUNITY
RESOURCES AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD TEAMS

SERVE ASA FRONT-LINE SOURCE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONTINUING EDUCA TION AND JOB TRAINING

PROVIDE JOB PLACEMENT FOR UNEMPLOYED WORKERS

* PROVIDE ASSISTANCE IN OTHER FUNCTIONAL AREAS:

PAYMENT OF BILLS AND TAXES

REQUIRED LICENSE APPLICATION

-- ASSISTANCE DETERMINATION AND WELFARE

-- PROBATION AND PAROLE SERVICES

-- LIENT ADVOCACY AND LEGAL AID

III-6



HOUSING

CONSUMER SERVICES

SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES

AID TO THE ELDERLY

COMPLAINT REFERRAL

IlI-7



TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

DEMONSTRATION IS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS WILL BE OPERATING IN THE CITIES

-- CATV SYSTEMS ARE NOW BEING PLACED IN URBAN AREAS

-- CAN BE USED TO CONNECT NEIGHBORHOOD
CENTERS AND CENTRAL AGENCIES
EXCESS CHANNE!, Y

MORE THAN 2,500 MULTI-SERVICE CENTERS NOW PROVIDE NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSISTANCE TO A POPULATION BASE OF OVER 220,000 RESIDENTS

DEMAND FOR NEIGHBORHOOD SERVIGES IS RAPIDLY INCREASING:

~ THAN 3.5 MILLION PERSONS WERE SERVED IN' CHICAGO CENTERS
BETWEEN FEBRUARY 1965 AND DECEMBER 1970

REQUESTS FOR SERVICE IN CHICAGO CENTERS INCREASED BY 21 PERCENT
BETWEEN 1969 AND 1970

MODEL SYSTEM FOR COORDINATION SOCIAL AND OTHER SERVICES HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED FOERHUD AND HEW BY THE INSTITUTE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

III-8



PAYOFE

DECENTRALIZATION OF ROUTINE GOVERNMENT SERVICES:

-- IMPROVES DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO THE CITIZEN

* REDUCES DELIVERY COST

* DECREASES BUREAUCRATIC RED TAPE

REDUCES NUMBER OF DIRECT CONFRONTATIONS BETWEEN CITY HALL AND
_= _

CITIZENS BY PROVIDING INTERACTION LTERNATIVES

. IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS: 4

-- UILDS COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT

REDUCES DUPLICATION OF FACILITIES AND SERVICES

-- REDUCES CITIZENS' COST OF OBTAINING SERVICES:

* SAVES TRAVEL MILEAGE AND TIME

* SAVES PARKING FFES OR BUS FARE

FACILITATES "REAL TIME" RESPONSE BY GOVERNMENT TO LOCAL INQUIRIES
AND NEEDS

EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Iii-9



SCHEDULED GOAL

CN JULY 4, 1976 €,000 FAMILIES WILL

BE USING URBAN COMMUNICATICNS SERVICE
OF THE FUTURE



SCOPE OF ACTION

SITE

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

OPERATION

EVALUATIGN

PHASE OUT



DESCRIPTION/ACTIONS

SITE
. LOCATION AND SIZE OF DEMONSTRATION

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF COMMUNITY

CRITICAL SIZE FOR REALISTIC MARKET DATA

COOPERATION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

. HARDWARE

EVALUATE AND SELECT. TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TG PERFORM NEEDED SERVICES

SUBSIDIZE EQUIPMENT IN ORDER TO SIMULATE MASS PRODUCTION COSTS

. SGFTWARE

EVALUATE SOFTWARE ALREADY AVAILABLE

INVITE OTHER FEDERAL AGENCTES TO PROVIDE SERVICE DELIVERY

DEMONSTRATIONS

e

HEY

BOL

0E0
USDA

DOT

VA

DOJ

INVITE PRIVATE INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION



. OPERATION

GOVERNMENTAL CONTROL AND OPERATION FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS

. EVALUATION

. PHASE OUT OF GOVERNMENTAL CONTROL



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

PHILOSOPHY

- ANALOGOUS TO HUD'S OPERATION BREAKTHROUGH

. LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONSTRAINTS

MARKET FRAGMENTATION

RELIANCE ON PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
. CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE

DEMONSTRATION AS A CATALYST

- HUD WILL PROVIDE A SYSTEM, SOME GOVERNMENTAL AND HOUSING

SERVICES DELIVERY
. WILL ENCOURAGE COOPERATION OF OTHER AGENCIES IN

PROVIDING GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE DELIVERY VIA TELE-

_ WILL ENCOURAGE PRIVATE SECTOR DELIVERY OF

ENTREPRENORIAL SERVICE

- KUD MAKES USE OF EXISTING GOVERNMENT EXPERTISE TO

CARRY OUT ITS RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

. OVERALL COORDINATION AND EVALUATION -- HUD

. PCLICY EVALUATION -- OTP

. LOCAL SITE MANAGEMENT -- LOCAL GOVERNMENT/PRIVATE CONTRACTOR

. COORDINATION: INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON URBAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

HUD INTERNAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

. FEDERAL SUPPORT:

. FACILITY SUPPORT AND GOVERNMENT SERVICES SOFTWARE -_ HUD, NSF

. TECHNICAL SUPPORT -- DOC, NASA

. HEALTH -- HEW, VA, USDA, OEO, NSF

. WELFARE -- HEW, O0, NSF

. EDUCATION -- HEW, DCL, QEOQ, *SF

. MANPOWER -- HEW, DOL, OO, NS

. LAW ENFORCEMENT -- DOJ, NSF

. NECESSARY REGULATORY CHANGES ~ _ FCC

. PRIVATE OWNERSHIP OF CABLE CAPACITY



FY-72

BASE PROGRAM 1.0

ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY ASSESS-
NENT AND EVALUATION

EQUIPMENT

SERVICE DELIVERY _ - _

OPERATIONS

PHASE CUT

PROGRAM/PROJECT COSTS

TOTAL

FY-73. FY-77 FY-78

2.5 _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _

1.0 2.7 3.3 3.5 3.0 1.5

5.0 10.0 15.0 _ - _ _ - _ _ - _

1.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 _ - _ _ - _

_ - - 1.0 2.0 6.0 6.0 _ - _

_ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ 6.0

7.0 17.7 22.3 11.5 9.0 7.5

FY-74 FY-75 FY~76



POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

. FEAR OF JOB DISPLACEMENT

. OBJECTIVE SELECTION OF NECESSARY HARDWARE FROM

PROPRIETARY EQUIPMENT OFFERED BY COMPETING

MANUFACTURERS

. PRIVACY CRITERIA

. VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
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FROM 2. F. ROGERS, MITRE

SUBIECT t "INMOVATIVE PROGRAK"

197%

The description of the problems, their national nation
of their to ws all strike me, in gereral, as sound and

thoughtful. While, im the circumstences, the individual experiments/develogment-tests

designed te address then cannot have been thought out adequately as yet, they
generally of a character as should warrant Federal support at (at least) the fund

levels indicated if they can be brought inte satisfactory professional focus, Ana,

certainly, the civil areas addressed here cannet but profit from seeing an infusion

of new wil and activity.

the vaiuw to the

fo the extant that the aspirations envisioned here ere realized, our society will
be even more by the character, amount and the nation's

telecommunicative capabilities. is important, therefore, that we obtain a smre

comprehensive and quantitative imderstanding then we new heve, apparently, of how

teleconmunications affects the efficiency, i.e., "the productivity", by which gnnis

and services are ank delivered in hoth the public and private sectors. z
io not heve a high 4egree nf tr the neh

ws of the economic benefits te be expected from the conduct of this progran.

The ef socially- ani politically-releted experinents/development-tests is
@ complex anf sensitive matter. foley, the amoimt of tras knoviedge that we have

relative te the social, political, psychological and cultural causal responses to

any given major "technological intervention" is eval. Also, the seien-

tists, engineers anf other professionals schooled. ani experienced in the conduct
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end evaluation of such experiments/develogment-tests is very small. 'Therefore,

ahould mount then very selectively and carefully, proceed prudently in their conduct,

lead then with extracrdinarily sound ané sensitive professional greups and, expect

te confront unexpected difficulties end accept public failures. And, I would act

be surprised if they found te require 9 great dea), more Roney ond

Sing to wring te satisfactory conclusion than is emtimated here. And I believe it
to be st least important that, in conjunction with the conduct of any of the

fundamenta experiments/development-tests deserihed here, reasonably enagrehansive

Ytechnology aseesament" studies should aleo be made in order te obtain a better in-

Sight into the societal impacts whieh the eventual widespread adoption of thetr

results could have « impacts both direct and indirect, desired and

Zo the extent that the experiments addressed te providing the individual

with a greet deal information regarding the workings of his government and the

various services which it offers prove te be successful, expect inereased

(perhaps large and general of

these services. The overall experimental situation should be very carefully design-

to be prepared to meet these increased demands.

and

Experiments in several areas appear to have some

ably they coulé profit from being developed anf carried out im reasonably

conjunction with ene enether anf, to some extent, sharing any new end expensive

telecommunicative facilities. Fer instance, the envisioned public broadcasting,

postal delivery and Law enforcement service setivities all eall for prompt end

telecomunicative services being provided among a large number of our

cities. Too, many of the health delivery and urban service experi-

amng them Prob-

mente sould be carried out utilizing one (or a few) city cable/telephone/overthe-air

es
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complexes.

capacity x availability "product" nested in the public

ing is large to agpesr to be ahi to accomodate all of the other inter-

eity circuit requivenents described with only « very modest incremental increase

inoluding even the very large postal service requirements. by is important, there

fore, thet early conclusions be reached regarding the validity of thie "requirement":

the capacity, the locations te be served, the schedule for circuit introduction end

the means for cireult provision - end the financial hesis for so wing
be identified. Yor instance, the pace and or any satellite ornremications

technology beyond ATSF anf could be effected, by eon

reached in thie ragard.

Of all ef the experiments and suggested, that impresses

we the most in terms of ite likely technica) soundness, wt large econcuic

impact, and clear public visibility and acceptability, is that of long-haul pointto-
point mail Z suggest thet this ares be given a relatively bigh

And, I further suggest that, in conjunction with the ether activities
undertaken with respect te ascertaining the true utility of wideband coaxial cable

systems, thought be given to enpandirg the postal servive experimental program to
include exploration of electronic mail delivery directly tnto the industrial plant,
the commercial office and, perhaps, the individua] residence.


